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Editorial 
 

AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV –75TH YEAR OF 
INDIA’S INDEPENDENCE 

 

 
 
Sri Narendra Modi, the Honourable Prime Minister of India, gave a 
clarion call to the nation to celebrate “Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav –75th 
year of India’s Independence” in every hearth and home, in every 
nook and corner of the country, by all patriotic citizens, with hoisting of 
our tri-colour National Flag and commemorating the sacrifice made by 
countless martyrs and freedom fighters in the struggle of India’s 
Independence. It is an effort to bring back into existence the grand old 
Vedic nation in which every citizen considered the Motherland as 
superior to all Gods and Goddesses and vowed to sacrifice everything at 
the altar of the Mother. Since times immemorial, the Rishis of our land 
have glorified Mother Earth as the manifestation of the Supreme 
Mother.  The ideal of Motherland and the unbounded adoration and 
loyalty to Her, is elaborately expounded in the Bhoomi sookta of the 
Atharva Veda. The Rishis declared: Maataa bhoomih putroham 
prithivyaah—“Mother Earth is our Supreme Mother and we are all Her 
children.” They considered Bharatavarsha as the manifestation of the 
Mahashakti, the creatrix of the entire universe. If the whole universe is 
the manifest body of the Mahashakti, the soul of the universe is 
Bharatabhoomi as a Hindi poet sang—“Deha vishwa hai, aatmahai 
Bharatamata”. Srimad Bhagavata, in the 5th skanda, chapter 19, gives a 
superb description of the glorious Bharatavarsha. After giving a list of 
the majestic mountains and the sacred rivers in the land from the 
Himalayas to the southern seas, the purana eulogizes the Motherland: 
 
Etadevahi Devaa Gaayanti-- 
Aho ameeshaam kimakaari shobhanam 
prasanna eshaam sviduta swayam harih 
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Yairjanma labdham nrishu bhaarataajire 
mukundasevaupayikam sprihaa hi nah 

 
“The Gods (in the heaven) verily sing thus (of the glory of human birth 
in Bharatavarsha): 
‘Oh! What auspicious deeds have these done that God (Hari) Himself 
has become pleased with them – deeds by which they have obtained 
birth in the continent of India, a birth which is the means for, the service 
of God? We also keenly desire (to have) this (good fortune).’ 
(Bhagavata, V-XIX.20) 
 
The Vishnupurana clearly demarcates the boundaries of Bharatavarsha: 
Uttaram yat samudrasya himaadreschaiva dakshinam 

Varsham tad bhaarataam naama bhaaratee yatra santatih 
-- “The land to the north of the oceans and south of the Himalayas is 
called Bharatavarsha and Bharatis are Her children.”  
 
The Baarhaspatya Samhita proclaims: 
Himaalayaadaarabhya yaavad Indu Sarovaraparyantam 
Tam deva nirmitam desham Hindusthaanam prachakshate – 
“The land stretching from the Himalayas up to the Indian Ocean, 
created by God, is known as Hindusthanam”. 
 
Chanakya, who has been adored as the greatest emperor-maker and 
authority on political science, says in Artha Shastra: 
Himavatsamudraantaramudeecheenam 
 yojana sahasra parimaanam 
-- “To the north of the oceans, up to the Himalayas, the country is 1000 
yojanas in length.” 
 
An oft quoted and famous saying of Sri Rama himself expresses the 
highest sentiment of devotion to the Motherland. Rama tells 
Lakshmana: 
Api Swarnamayee lankaa na me lakshmana rochate 

Jananee Janmabhoomischa swargaadapi gareeyasi 
-- “Oh Lakshmana! Even the golden Lanka has no fascination for me. 
For the Mother and Motherland are greater than Heaven itself.” 
 
The Mahabharata also contains equally patriotic reference to the 
country: 
Atraapi bhaaratam shreshtham jamboodweepe mahaamune 
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Yato hi karmabooreshah yato anya bhoga bhoomayah 
Atra janma sahasraanaam sahasrairapi sattama 

kadaachillabhate janturmanushyaam punyasanchayaat 
-- “Bharat is the greatest land on earth, and it alone is the land of action 
while the rest are lands of pleasure. It is only after great acquisition of 
merit that a person gets the privilege of being born a human being in 
this country.” 
 
This deification of the Motherland as the embodiment of Maha Shakti 
and worshipping her as the Supreme Mother is the highest form of 
religion. The Western concepts of nationalism and patriotism which 
express love for the fatherland do not come anywhere near this sacred 
realization of the divinity of the land of birth. Here the Motherland is 
something more than a stretch of earth or a mass of individuals and 
patriotism is the all-absorbing passion for the Mother. “What is 
Nationalism?”, Sri Aurobindo asks and he himself answers, 
“Nationalism is not a mere political programme. Nationalism is a 
religion that has come from God. Nationalism is a creed in which you 
shall have to live. Nationalism is an Avatara and cannot be slain. 
Nationalism is a divinely appointed shakti of the Eternal and must do 
its God-given work before it returns to the bosom of the Universal 
Energy from which it came.” 
 
The sacred land of Bharatavarsha was well protected by the kings and 
emperors who were ever ready to sacrifice their all and even to lay 
down their lives to preserve the sanctity of the Motherland. However, in 
the later days, when the Hindus lost sight of the holiness of the land, 
fought among themselves and even prepared to invite aggressors from 
outside to settle scores with their rivals inside the motherland, the 
country fell into the hands of marauders. A treacherous King Jaichand 
joined hands with Mohammad Ghori to bring down his own son-in-law, 
Prithwiraj Chauhan, who was a valiant emperor. In the later history of 
Bharat, we find many kings and rulers joining hands with Muslim 
rulers, Moghul emperors and European colonialists to keep their own 
motherland subjugated by these alien aggressors. Though valiant rulers 
like Rana Pratap Singh, Chhatrapati Shivaji and Guru Gobind Singh 
fought to emancipate the motherland from the clutches of aggressors, 
there were others who betrayed the nation and helped the enemies. 
During the colonial rule by the Britishers, there were many rulers like 
Ettappan of Ettayapuram who betrayed valiant Kings like Veerapandya 
Kattabomman who fought for the emancipation of the land. However, 
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the land continued to produce brave and courageous freedom fighters 
who sacrificed their all at the altar of the Motherland. It was at this 
juncture the Divine Mother, Bharatabhavani, produced a great seer, 
Rishi Bankim Chandra Chatterjee in Bengal, whom Mahayogi 
Aurobindo hailed as a “modern rishi”. Bankim Chandra gave the 
powerful mantra, “Vande Mataram”, to the children of Mother Bharat. 
He presented it in his immortal song, Bande Mataram, which was 
incorporated in his novel, Ananda Math, depicting the history of 
Sannyasi Rebellion of 1773, when sadhus and saints took up arms to 
fight the Muslim aggressors and the British to free the Motherland from 
their clutches. Rishi Bankim eulogized Bharatamata as embodiment of 
Mahakali, Mahalakshmi and Mahasaraswati: 
 
Twam hi durgaa dasapraharana dhaarini,  
Kamala kamaldala vihaarini, 
Vaanee vidyaa daayini 
--“Thou art Durga, Lady and Queen;  
With her hands that strike and her swords of sheen.  
Thou art Lakshmi lotus-throned,  
And the muse a hundred toned.”  
 
Many saints and sadhu’s of Bharatavarsha like Swami Vivekananda, 
Swami Rama Tirtha, Mahayogi Sri Aurobindo and Sister Nivedita were 
inspired by the mantra of “Vande Mataram” and they aroused the spirit 
of patriotism in the hearts of valiant patriots and revolutionary freedom 
fighters like Veer Savarkar, Bhupendra Nath Dutta, Barindra Kumar 
Ghosh, Bhagat Singh, Chandrashekar Azad, Vanchinathan, V.V.S.Iyer, 
V.O. Chidambaram Pillai, Mahakavi Bharatiyar and Netaji Subhas 
Chandra Bose, in every nook and corner of the country, and ultimately 
led to the freedom of the land.  
 
“If there is any land on this earth that can lay claim to be the blessed 
PunyaBhoomi, to be the land to which souls on this earth must come to 
account for Karma, the land to which every soul that is wending its way 
Godward must come to attain its home, the land where humanity has 
attained its highest towards gentleness, towards generosity, towards 
purity, towards calmness, above all, the land of introspection and of 
spirituality – it is India," thundered Swami Vivekananda. He gave a 
Clarion Call to Mother India’s children to worship Bharatamata: “For 
the next fifty years this alone shall be our keynote — this, our great 
Mother India. Let all other vain gods disappear for the time from our 
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minds. This is the only god that is awake, our own race — ‘everywhere 
his hands, everywhere his feet, everywhere his ears, he covers 
everything.’ All other gods are sleeping. What vain gods shall we go 
after and yet cannot worship the god that we see all round us, the 
Viraat? When we have worshipped this, we shall be able to worship all 
other gods. Before we can crawl half a mile, we want to cross the ocean 
like Hanuman! It cannot be. Everyone going to be a Yogi, everyone 
going to meditate! It cannot be. The whole day mixing with the world 
with Karma Kanda, and in the evening sitting down and blowing 
through your nose! Is it so easy? Should Rishis come flying through the 
air, because you have blown three times through the nose? Is it a joke? 
It is all nonsense. What is needed is Chittashuddhi, purification of the 
heart. And how does that come? The first of all worship is the worship 
of the Viraat — of those all around us. Worship It. Worship is the exact 
equivalent of the Sanskrit word, and no other English word will do. 
These are all our gods — men and animals; and the first gods we have 
to worship are our countrymen. These we have to worship, instead of 
being jealous of each other and fighting each other. It is the most 
terrible Karma for which we are suffering, and yet it does not open our 
eyes!” 
 
This soul-stirring clarion call came more than a century ago, from the 
great patriot monk of India, who wanted the most ancient Hindu Nation, 
Bharatavarsha, to be seated once again on the throne of Loka Guru, the 
preceptor of the entire world. He narrated an incident which occurred 
before his return from the West to his Motherland: “I was asked by an 
English friend on the eve of my departure, ‘Swami, how do you like 
now your motherland after four years’ experience of the luxurious, 
glorious, powerful West?’ I could only answer, ‘India I loved before I 
came away. Now the very dust of India has become holy to me, the very 
air is now to me holy; it is now the holy land, the place of pilgrimage, 
the Tirtha’.” 
 
Mahayogi Sri Aurobindo says about Bharatavarsha: "It is not a piece of 
earth, nor a figure of speech, nor a fiction of the mind. It is a mighty 
Shakti, composed of the Shaktis of all the millions of units that make up 
the nation, just as Bhawani Mahisha Mardini sprang into being from the 
Shakti of all the millions of Gods assembled in one mass of force and 
welded into unity." He later wrote: "Mother India is not a piece of earth; 
she is Power, a Godhead, for all nations have such a Devi supporting 
their separate existence and keeping it in being. Such beings are as real 
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and more permanently real than the men they influence but they belong 
to a higher plane, are part of the cosmic consciousness and being and 
act here on earth by shaping the human consciousness on which they 
exercise their influence. It is natural for man who sees his own 
consciousness -- individual, national or racial -- at work and does not 
see what works upon it and shapes it, to think that all is created by him 
and there is nothing cosmic or greater behind it." He proclaimed 
emphatically, "India is the Bharat Shakti, the living energy of a great 
spiritual conception and fidelity to it is the very principle of her 
existence…." The Mother of Sri Aurobindo Ashram proclaimed: "India 
is not the earth, river, mountains of this land, neither it is a collective 
name for the inhabitants of this country. India is a living being…. India 
is a goddess. If she likes she can manifest in a human form." 
Sri Aurobindo says in his famous ‘Uttarpara Speech’ that the message 
he received was this: “When you go forth, speak to your nation always 
this word, that it is for the Sanatan Dharma that they arise, it is for the 
world and not for themselves that they arise; .... I am giving them 
freedom for the service of the world. When therefore it is said that India 
shall rise, it is Sanatan Dharma that shall rise. When it is said that India 
shall be great, it is the Sanatan Dharma that shall be great. When it is 
said that India shall expand and extend herself, it is the Sanatan 
Dharma that shall expand and extend itself over the world. It is for 
Dharma and by the Dharma that India exists.... It is Shakti that has gone 
forth and entered into the people. Since long ago I have been preparing 
this uprising and now the time has come and it is I who will lead it to its 
fulfillment.” He emphatically declared that “Sanatana Dharma is Indian 
Nationalism”. 
 
“Heaven we do not want. Deliverance we seek not. O Mother! Let us be 
born again and again in India till your chains fall off," cried 
Brahmabandhav Upadhyaya, a Bengali Brahmin, Bhavani Shankar, who 
was attracted to Jesus Christ, became a Christian who was named 
‘Theophelis’, which he converted into Sanskrit as ‘Brahmabandav’. He 
proudly proclaimed that his Motherland was greater than the Heaven 
and dedicated himself to the emancipation of the Motherland from 
slavery. He started a journal “Sandhya”, a fiery mouthpiece of 
revolutionaries, and when the British Government tried to arrest him, he 
declared that he will “fling his body as a worn-out chappal on the face 
of the British Police” before he could be touched. He did exactly what 
he said.  
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 To Sister Nivedita, the illustrious disciple of 
Swami Vivekananda, who came from the 
distant Ireland,  ‘Mother India’ appeared to be 
the divine Energy—Shakti—clothed in the 
foam of the sea, the red dust of Malabar, the 
mud of the Ganges, the sands of the Punjab, 
the snows of Kashmir. To bewitch men, She 
let Herself be worshiped according to all the 
rites, and in all the temples. “Instead of being 
the slaves of an unknowable Brahman let us be Her slaves," cried 
Nivedita. At the time of Calcutta Session of the Indian National 
Congress, Sister Nivedita organized a Swadeshi Exhibition in which the 

Nivedita Girls' School exhibited a 'National 
Flag'. The flag chosen by Nivedita for the 
country was nothing but the saffron 'Bhagava 
Dhwaj', which stood as the symbol of the 
hoary culture, heritage and nationalism of the 
country. And on the flag was portrayed in 
yellow colour the Vajraayudha, reminding the 
people that the great Rishi Dadheechi donated 
his back-bone to the Devas for making a 
weapon to fight the Asuras and it was now for 
the people to sacrifice their all at the altar of 
the Mother in this fight against British 
imperialism.  
Appreciating an inspiring painting of 
Bharatamata by Abhanindranath Tagore, 
Sister Nivedita wrote: “We have here a 

picture which bids fair to prove the beginning of a new age in Indian 
art. Using all the added means of expression which the modern period 
has bestowed upon him, the artist has here given expression 
nevertheless to a purely Indian idea, in Indian form. The curving line of 
lotuses and the white radiance of the halo are beautiful additions to the 
Asiatically-conceived figure with its four arms, as the symbol of the 
divine multiplication of power. This is the first masterpiece, in which an 
Indian artist has actually succeeded in disengaging, as it were, the spirit 
of the Motherland,--giver of Faith and Learning, of Clothing and Food, 
--and portraying Her, as She appears to the eyes of Her children. What 
he sees in Her is here made clear to all of us. Spirit of the Motherland, 
giver of all good, yet eternally virgin, eternally raft from human sense in 
prayer and gift. The misty lotuses and the white light set Her apart from 
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the common world, as much as the four arms, and Her infinite love. 
And yet in every detail, of "Shankha" bracelet, and close-veiling 
garment, of bare feet, and open, sincere expression, is She not after all, 
our very own, heart of our heart, at once mother and daughter of the 
Indian land, even as to the Rishis of old was Ushabala, in her Indian 
girlhood, daughter of the dawn?” 
Praising the Footfalls of Mother Bharat, she wrote:  
“Approach Thou, O Mother, Deliverer! 
Thy children, Thy muslings are we! 
On our hearts be the place for Thy stepping, 
Thine own, Bhumya Devi, are we. 
Where lead they, O Mother! 
Thy footfalls? ” 
 
Sister Nivedita’s illustrious disciple and poet-patriot of Tamilnadu, 
Mahakavi Subramania Bharati gave to the country men his message 
compressed in one single sentence in one of his poems, Paappaa 
paattu, which he addressed to the children. He sang: “Chedamillaata 
Hindusthaanam atai deivamentru kumbidadi paappaa”—“Adore as the 
Supreme Divine the Akhanda Bharatavarsha”. He proclaimed, "Of 
course, we must have our religious disputes. Religion is the one thing 
where conformity is more dangerous than in any other. But, in the 
service of the Motherland, we are all of one creed and one religion, one 
caste and one colour, one aim and one ideal. In the temple of the Mother 
whoever enters is holy.” In clear terms, Bharati presents the picture of 
Indian nationalism : “Hindusthan is the land of the Hindus. This is 
the name of our homeland and her people. This vast concourse of 
people is also known as the ‘Bharata Race’.” 
 
The definition of the word Hindu is: 
AasindhusindhuparyetaayasyaBhaaratabhoomikaa,  
Pitrubhoo, punyabhoosavaiHinduritismritah 
—"All those who adore and worship this Bharatavarsha extending from 
the River Sindhu in the north to the Sindhu, that is Hindumahasagar or 
Indian Ocean, in the south, as the land of their forefathers and the holy 
land, alone are Hindus."  
 
To whichever religious sect or sampradaaya one may belong, whichever 
god one may worship, whichever priest or prophet one may follow, 
every one is a Hindu who adore and worship the Motherland as greater 
than all Gods and Goddesses. Every morning when the Hindus get up 
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from the bed, they are expected to utter the traditional prayer to the 
Mother to forgive them for the sacrilege of placing their feet on Her 
holy dust— 
Samudravasanedevi, parvatasthanamandale 
Vishnupatneenamastubhyampaadasparshamkshamaswa me— 
"Oh Mother Bhudevi, the Divine Consort of Lord Vishnu, who wears 
the oceans as cloth, whose breasts are the mighty mountains, salutations 
unto You; please forgive me for the sin of placing my legs on you" 
They touch the sacred dust of Motherland with both the hands and place 
them with all reverence on their heads and hearts? 
 
Swami Rama Tirtha asked, “Is it not high time now to deify the entire 
Motherland and let every partial manifestation inspire us with devotion 
to the whole? Through praana pratishthaa the Hindus endow with flesh 
and blood the effigy of Durga. Is it not worthwhile to call forth the 
inherent glory and evoke fire and life in the more real Durga of Mother 
India?” 
 
Lokamanya Bal Gangadhar Tilak held that it was possible to organize 
and consolidate all the followers of Hinduism into one unit by means of 
a religious awakening, without creating a sense of hatred for or 
opposition to other religionists, as he thought that Hinduism was a great 
means and force to consolidate the majority of the people of India. 
Mahatma Gandhi proclaimed: “I can say without the slightest hesitation, 
and yet in all humility, that those who say that religion has nothing to 
do with politics do not know what religion means.” 
Swatantrya Veer Savarkar hailed her as the daughter of God, “She is the 
richly endowed daughter of God– This our Motherland.”  In his soul-
stirring message titled THE FIRST INSTALMENT, in An Echo 
From Andamans, he says: 
 
“Please be Thou, Mother! to acknowledge this little Service of Thy 
children. 
Boundless is our indebtedness to Thee! Thou chose us to bless and 
suckle us at Thy breast! 
Behold! We enter the flames of this consecrated Fire today. The first 
instalment of that debt of Love we pay. 
And totally a new birth there and then will we immolate ourselves over 
and over again till the hungry God of Sacrifice be full and crown Thee 
with glory. 
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With Shree Krishna for Thy redoubtable Charioteer, and Shree Ram to 
lead, and thirty crores of soldiers to fight under Thy banner, 
Thy army stops not though we fall! 
But pressing on shall utterly rout the forces of Evil and Thy right hand, 
Oh Mother, shall plant the golden Banner of Righteousness on the 
triumphant tops of the Himalayas.” 
 

"This flag is of Indian 
Independence! Behold, it is born! It 
is already sanctified by the blood of 
martyred Indian youths. I call upon 
you gentlemen, to rise and salute 
the flag of Indian Independence."—
The call came from the "Queen 
Bee" of the Indian revolutionary 
movement—Bhikaiji Rustum 

Cama—who was extolled by some as the 'Indian Princess' and some 
others as the 'Mother of Revolution'. As soon as she finished her speech, 
all the delegates attending the International Socialist  Congress at 
Stuttgart in Germany in the year 1907, stood up in utmost reverence and 
saluted the flag. An associate of Veer Savarkar and V.V.S. Iyer, 
Madame Cama and a few Indian patriots prepared the first tricolour flag 
in Paris in the year 1905. This flag was first hoisted in Berlin in 1905 
and was later used in Bengal in 1907. Its colours were green, saffron 
and red arranged horizontally. The green strip had eight lotuses, 'Bande 
Mataram' in Devanagari script was inscribed on the saffron strip in the 
middle, and on the red strip there was the sun on the extreme left, and a 
little away from the centre on the right was the crescent. 
During the struggle for India’s freedom, Mahayogi Sri Aurobindo who 
dreamt of setting up a Bhavani Mandir, a temple dedicated to 
Bharatamata, presented his ideal in inspiring words: “We cannot get 
strength unless we adore the Mother of Strength. We will therefore 
build a temple to the white Bhavani, the Mother of Strength, the Mother 
of India. This temple will be the centre from which Her worship is to 
flow over the whole country…. This is also what the Mother has 
commanded.” He pointed out: “The Shakti we call India, Bhavani 
Bharati, is a living unity of the Shaktis of 300 million people (Bharatiya 
population in about 1907). It is not a piece of earth, nor a figure of 
speech, nor a fiction of the mind. This is our mother country.” He 
exhorted: “Adoration will be dead and ineffective unless it is 
transmuted into Karma (action). We will have, therefore, a Math with a 
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new Order of Karmayogins attached to the temple, men who have 
renounced all in order to work for the Mother.” 
 
As Sri Aurobindo envisaged in his scheme of Bhavaani Mandir, “We 
have to create an order of dedicated missionaries who are prepared to 
offer their everything at the altar of the Mother.” And what will be the 
work of these missionaries? Sister Nivedita delineates their task: “Let 
the missionary travel with the magic lantern, with collections of post 
cards, with a map of India and with head and heart full of ballads, 
stories and geographical descriptions. Let him gather together the 
women, let him gather together the villagers, let him entertain them in 
the garden, in the courtyard, in the verandas, beside the well, and under 
the village tree with stories and songs and descriptions of India! India! 
India!” 
 
The inspiring message of these saints and patriots aroused the dormant 
feeling of adoration and worship of Motherland once again in the hearts 
of genuine Hindus. A saint-patriot-freedom fighter, Subramania Siva of 
Tamilnadu, who was sentenced to ten years imprisonment in Tirunelveli 
Conspiracy Case along with the great patriot-revolutionary, V.O. 
Chidambaram Pillai, who was sentenced to double transportation for 
life, after coming out of the prison, wanted to materialize the dream of 
Mahayogi Sri Aurobindo to set up Bhavani Mandir—a temple dedicated 
to Mother Bharat—and he set up Bharatamata Ashram in Papparapatti 
near Salem. He invited the great patriot, Deshabandhu Chitta Ranjan 
Das who had successfully defended Sri Aurobindo in the Alipore Bomb 
Case, to Papparapatti and got the foundation for Bharatamata Mandir 
laid. However, unfortunately the temple did not come up in his life time 
and even after the country attained independence. 
There is a Bharatamata Mandir in Hardwar and idols and statues of 
Bharatamata have been installed in places like Banaras and 
Kanyakumari. However, the dream of consecrating Sri Bharata Bhavani 
as Mahashakti according to Tantric rites and conducting regular poojas, 
aupasana homas, abhisheka, alankara and festivals is fulfilled by the 
setting up of Sri Bharatamata Mandir at Srinivasanagar in 
Krishnarajapuram, Bangalore. It is a sacred abode where Sri 
Bharatamata is installed as Bharata Bhavani with Chandi Homa, pooja 
and abhisheka etc, and the PranaPratishtha or consecration of the 
temple was performed by H.H. Sri Vishwesha Teertha of Udipi Pejawar 
Mutt on December 8, 2004. The devotees of the temple celebrate the 
AkshayaTriteeya as the day auspicious for the worship of Sri Bharata 
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Mata with Bharata Chandi Homa, Abhisheka, Pooja etc., and the 
mothers and sisters offer Pongala to the Divine Mother. 
Sir John Woodroffe says: "By India is not meant a particular stretch of 
the earth's surface peopled by men of varying worth and lack of it. Why 
should anyone worship these except in the belief, that it and they are a 
grand display of the Power of God to whom alone all worship is due 
and Who alone can be the inspiring principle of any effort towards 
national or racial regeneration and advancement." He also says, "They 
will gain power (Shakti) to uphold their race and will receive all their 
desires if they serve their country in the belief that service (Seva) of 
Shri Bharata is worship (Seva) of the Mahashakti Shri Bhagavati who, 
though appearing in one of Her forms as Bharta Shakti is not merely a 
Devi of the Hindus but their name for the one Mother of the 
World." 
 
Bankim Chandra Chatterjee’s, immortal song, 'Vande Mataram' and the 
mantra of 'Vande Mataram' inspired countless heroes and martyrs to lay 
down their lives at the altar of the Mother. While the majority of 
patriots and freedom fighters found an invigorating slogan which 
inspired them to dynamic political action and immense self-sacrifice, a 
handful of renowned Tantriks explored the path of Bharata Shakti 
Tantra Sadhana to invoke a very powerful occult force to destroy the 
enemies of Bharatmata and to achieve Her freedom. Satyadev Maharaj 
and Motilal Roy in Bengal, Vasishtha Ganapati Muni and Subramania 
Sivam in Tamilnadu, and Mahayogi Sri Aurobindo in Pondicherry, took 
up their intense Tantrik sadhana to create a subtle spiritual force that 
would influence political developments in the world arena and bring in 
the emancipation of Bharat. Sri Subramania Sivam evolved a 
'Sribharati' sampradaya and endeavoured to set up a Sri Bharatmata 
Temple. Vasishtha Ganapati Muni wrote 'Uma Sahasram' to invoke the 
Mahashakti for the liberation of Motherland. Kavi Yogi Shuddhananda 
Bharati wrote 'Bhaarata Shakti Mahakavyam' which was acclaimed as a 
great poetic work arousing Bharatashakti by Maharshi VVS Iyer and 
Swami Sivananda. Badarshi Mahatma's Bengali work, 'Deshaatma 
Bodh & Shrishri Deshamatrukaa Pooja', the Hindi translation of which 
came out in 1925, presented an easy method of upaasana of 
Bharatashakti for the contemporary Indians. The manuscript of 
"Daishika Shaastra", the shaft of Sri Bhagavati Kaushiki, was found in 
the Ashram of Sri 108 Sombari Babaji Maharaj and it was brought out 
in print as "Bal Gangadhar Tilak Smarak Daishik Shastra" by Badrisah 
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Duldhariya of Almoda, Himalayas, in 1928, and it gave a profound 
theoretical exposition of adoration of Motherland.  
 
In fact, when Dr. Keshava Baliram Hedgewar founded the Rashtriya 
Swayamsevak Sangh in 1925 to revive and revitalize the Hindu society 
and nation, he  also chose only the Deshamatrika Upasana Marga by 
making Bhagava Dwaja, the symbol of our nation, as Guru, and 
adopting a praarthana, "namaste sadaa vatsale maatrubhoome…" as 
the daily prayer of Hindu swayamsevaks. Mahayogi Sri Aurobindo 
presented his Bhavani Mandir scheme to erect a temple for 
Bharatamata. After his acquittal in the Alipore Bomb Case, in his 
famous Uttarpara Speech, Sri Aurobindo referred to the message that he 
received from Krishna Vasudeva while he was in jail: "Since long ago I 
have been preparing this uprising and now the time has come and it is I 
who will lead it to its fulfillment." After going into his self-imposed 
exile in Pondicherry where he started his great Sadhana, Sri Aurobindo 
had proclaimed with deep foresight that the country would obtain its 
independence on his very birth day. The Tantrik force invoked by the 
stalwarts in Tantra Sadhana resulted in the rising up of Azad Hind Fauz 
as a powerful influence on the three wings of India's defence forces 
resulting in revolts in the Army, Navy and Air Force which drove the 
British to quit India. India became independent exactly on the birthday 
of Sri Aurobindo, on 15th August 1947. 
 
On the occasion of India’s Independence which fell 15th day of August 
1947 which happened to be Sri Aurobindo’s 75th birthday, the Mother 
of Sri Aurobindo Ashram gave out a message from Pondicherry, 
invoking Bharata Mata:  
  
“O our Mother, O Soul of India, Mother who hast never forsaken thy 
children even in the days of darkest depression, even when they turned 
away from thy voice, served other Masters and decried thee, now when 
they have arisen and the light is on thy face in this dawn of liberation, in 
this great hour we salute thee. Guide us so that the horizon of freedom 
opening before us may be also a horizon of true greatness and of thy 
true life in the community of the nations. Guide us so that we may be 
always on the side of great ideals and show to men thy true visage, as a 
leader in the ways of the spirit and a friend and helper of peoples.” 
Mother’s clarion call is, “Let the soul of India live for ever!” 
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Though India has gained independence, the liberation of the nation is 
incomplete and imperfect. First of all, the country has been vivisected. 
As Sri Aurobindo rightly pointed out in his radio talk from AIR 
Tiruchirapally Station on the eve of Indian Independence, "The partition 
of the country must go….by whatever means, the division must and will 
go. For without it, the destiny of India might be seriously impaired and 
even frustrated. But that must not be." 
In the present day, the only way of salvation for the nation is invoking 
the Bharata Shakti once again through Tantrik Sadhana and 
Deshamatrika Upasana Marga which will create fiery Hindu lions in 
this country which is now like a forest infested with jackals and wolfs. 
The Narasimhas will cleanse the country of all the Mahishasuras and 
Chanda Mundas and make our Motherland once again Veerabhogya 
Vasundharaa, the Motherland of the Brave and the Patriotic. Settting up 
of Sri Bharata Bhavani's Mandir and performance of Bharata Chandi 
Homas, Chandi Patha, etc. are the sole means to invoke this 
Bharatashakti. It is the dream of those stalwarts like Bankim Chandra, 
Sri Aurobindo, Subramania Siva, Swami Vivekananda, Sister Nivedita 
and Subramania Bharati that has taken the shape of Sri Bharatamata 
Mandir in Krishnarajapuram, Bangalore, where Sri Bharata Bhavani is 
installed on Sri Chakra and invoked through Tantrik rites, homa, 
abhisheka, pooja and celebration of festivals like Navaratri and 
Akshaya Triteeya. Such temples must come up in every nook and 
corner of the country to inspire the nation’s children. Patriotic and 
spiritual organizations should take the initiative to set up Sri 
Bharatamata Mandir in every village, town and city of the country and 
even abroad where patriotic Indian Diaspora reside.  
 
Vaishaaka Shukla Triteeya, the third day of the bright fortnight of the 
month Vaishaakh of Vasanta Ritu (Spring Season) according to Hindu 
calender, (May-June of western calendar) known as Akshaya Triteeya 
is a day auspicious for the worship of Sri Bharatamata. Mother Earth is 
productivity and plenty incarnate and the Spring season is resplendent 
with the natural glory of Mother Earth.  Akshaya Trieeya  is an 
auspicious day for the invocation of Sri Bharata Shakti. Every patriotic 
Hindu, who is proud of his glorious culture and heritage, must install 
Bharatamata in their hearth and home and invoke the Mahashakti not 
only for the material well-being of the individuals, families, society and 
nation, but also for the spiritual upliftment of all and for installing Sri 
Bhavani Bharati as Loka Guru, the Preceptor of the World. 
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Deshaatmabodh and Sri Deshamaatrikaa Poojaa, in Bengali by Sri 
Sri Badarshi Mahatma, which has been translated into Hindi by 
Sriyut Pandit Thakur Duttji Mishra and a free English Rendering  
has been done by Sadhu Rangarajan, proclaims: 

 
Yadvakshasi vayam jaataa yadange nitya samsthitaah, 

Punaryatra layam yaataastam desham pranamaamyaham. 
Yadannai poshito deho yajjalairjeevanam mama, 
Yadvaayau shwasimo nityam tam desham pranamaamyaham. 
Pitaa pitaamaho devastathaa matpoorvavamshajaah, 
Yatra jaataa layam yaataastam desham pranamaamyaham 
 
From whose breast we have sprung, in whose limb we are stationed, 
Again where we all return, that country I adore! 
By whose food this body is nourished, by whose waters I subsist,  
Whose air I breath all the time, that country I adore! 
Where my father, grandfather, gods and ancestors were born,  
Where they all returned, that country I adore! 
 
What is Deshaatmabodh (national consciousness or consciousness of 
the National Self)? Deshaatmabodh is to understand, realize in our heart 
and feel intensely that the Self, which ever resides in all beings, by 
which all beings exist all the time, whose existence is our very 
existence, and by the energy of which we are energetic, that very Self is 
in the form of the visible Deshamaatrikaa Devi who keeps us all in Her 
lap. Self is the Supreme Lord. It is He who ever shines in the form of 
life and energy in every living being. For the protection of which life we 
make every sort of effort, for the satisfaction of which we never hesitate 
even a little to do good or bad deeds, by the fear of loss of which we 
remain always anxious and which we love knowingly or unknowingly 
more than anything or anybody else in this world, it is that very life in 
the form of Deshamatrikaa who keeps us silently in Her lap in all 
conditions like birth and death, and happiness and sorrow. To realize 
this fact perfectly is Deshaatmabodh or consciousness of the National 
Self. It means that loving the country as one's own life is 
Deshaatmabodh. Unless and until a person realizes that his Motherland 
is the visible form of life, it is to be construed that he has not yet really 
established himself in the consciousness of his country or 
Deshaatmabodh. 
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Deshaatmabodh or consciousness of the identity with the Motherland is 
merely a part of Vishwaatmabodh or consciousness of the identity with 
the whole universe. The vision of Deshaatmabodh arises only on the 
path towards Vishwaatmabodh.  Only those who are able to see their 
own mother in the real form of the Mother, are blessed to have the 
experience of the unique greatness of Universal Motherhood. Thus, by 
realizing the spiritual relationship with the Motherland and gradually 
getting established through it in Self-realization, it is not merely that 
man gets liberated from the gross worldly bondages, but even becomes 
eligible to be freed for ever from the eternal bondage of Samsaar or the 
whirlpool of birth and death. 
 
In every house there must be a picture of Deshamaatrikaa Devi. Just as 
we have in our houses the pictures of Gods and Goddesses, saints and 
great men, or we preserve some photos of parents or preceptors or some 
souvenirs to perpetuate their sacred memory, similarly in every house 
there must be a map of Bharatavarsha and that must be considered as 
the idol of Deshamaatrikaa Devi. Even those who are opposed to idol 
worship should have no objection to salute with devotion, at least once 
in a day, the picture of the Deshamaatrikaa Devi, just as they do not 
hesitate to honour the portraits of their parents. 
 
Sri Guruji Golwalkar gives his clarion call: “Devotion to Motherland of 
the intense, dynamic, uncompromising and fiery type is the life-breath 
of a free, prosperous and glorious national existence on the face of the 
earth. And we, the Hindus, are the inheritors of the most sublime 
devotion of the Motherland. Let those ancient embers of devotion lying 
dormant in every Hindu heart be fanned and joined in a sacred 
conflagration which shall consume all the past aggressions on our 
motherland and bring to life the dreams of Bharata Mata reinstated in 
her pristine undivided form.”  
 
“Bhavani Mandir” forms part of the early writing of Sri Aurobindo 
during the period 1890 to 1905 and is included in “BANDE 
MATARAM—Early political writings” by Sri Aurobindo published by 
Aurobindo Ashram, Pondicherry. There is a note therein which says that 
though Sri Aurobindo envisaged such an organization, it was Sri 
Barindra Ghosh, younger brother of Sri Aurobindo and renowned 
revolutionary, who tried to implement it in the Maniktola Garden. 
However, because of the Alipore Bomb Case, everything fizzled out. 
Subramania Siva, the renouned revolutionary of South and associate of 
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Bharatiyar and V.O. Chidambaram Pillai, also attempted some scheme 
like this at Papparapatti near Salem, but that also did not work out. 
Swami Vivekananda, inspired by Guru Gobind, Chatrapati Shivaji and 
Bankim Chandra, had also this ideal and he wanted his illustrious 
disciple, Sister Nivedita, to "Make a mighty weapon out of the bones of 
the Bengali youth" 
 
Sri Subrmaina Sivam was not a mere visionary. He had a definite plan 
to integrate the whole Bharathiya society on the firm foundation of 
common ideal—the deification of the Motherland and the inculcation of 
spirit of filial affection towards Her in the hearts of all the children of 
the Mother. He knew that loyalty to one caste, creed or religion at the 
cost of national interest divided the whole society into warring groups 
and that was the main reason for our country's downfall and subjugation 
by alien forces. He also knew that the country where religion and 
spirituality have been the sap of national life through centuries, the 
stupid notion of planting the meaningless "securalism" as an alternative 
will only encourage the people to fall back more intensely on their 
caste, creed and community sentiments and lead to the fragmentation of 
the whole society. What the people required, according to him, was a 
common source of inspiration for both national and spiritual life and 
hence, he propounded the age-old spirituo-nationalistic creed of Sri 
Bharati. He proclaimed: 
 
“My religion is Sri Bharati. It is the saguna paksha (form aspect) of 
the Science of Advaita, Bharata Mata is the Deity of Freedom of the 
Hindu Dharma. This saguna iswaratva (worship of God in form) 
embraces the whole land from Kashmir to Kanyakumari and all the 
creations therein. Those who constantly meditate on this deity will get 
merged in it. The individual merges in the society. In this way he attains 
to the total knowledge, strength, power and force of the society. All the 
servants of Mother India, who have intense spirit of patriotism, have, 
irrespective of caste, creed or community, equal right to worship 
Bharata Mata. In the religious and social matters of worship, common 
dining, inter caste marriages, etc., this religion has a wide outlook. This 
does not preach hatred or anger against anybody in the world.” 
 
The question may arise whether this ideal worshipping the Motherland 
as a deity, as it appears to be a Hindu religious cult, will be acceptable 
to all the people of our country. We must remember that, during the 
early decades of this century, when the mantra of "Bande Mataram" 
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burst like a bomb-shell, even Muslims in Bengal (who were indeed 
Hindus by virtue of their birth in this land) chanted it and even a 
Mohammed Iqbal was inspired to sing, "saare jahaanse achaa 
hindusthaan hamaara". 
Anwar Shaikh, a Kashmiri Muslim who settled down in Cardiff, UK, 
wrote in his journal, Liberty, about Sadhu Rangarajan’s effort to set up 
Bharatamata Mandir in Banglaore:  
 
“Professor Rangarajan is a sadhu with a difference. Why? Because he is 
not only a devotee of God but also a lover of Bharatamata, a doctrine 
close to my heart. 
 
During the mid-seventies, as India touched its political nadir through 
fear, frustration and fiasco, starting with the traumatic Chinese invasion, 
1962, and subsequent wars with Pakistan, the great Sadhu felt the need 
for saving Bharat Mata with a programme of patriotic action as dictated 
by the Vedas. He founded on the auspicious Tamil New Year's Day, 
April 13, 1977, the Sister Nivedita Academy, "an organization of 
patriotic youth inspired by the Bhavani Mandir ideal of Sri Aurobindo. 
The Academy is dedicated to promoting dharma by creating 
revolutionary patriots through the zeal of Aggressive Hinduism." The 
highly applauded "Vande Mataram" is a brainchild of the Professor 
Sadhu Rangarajan, who has held several important positions for the last 
twenty-five years. As an acknowledgement to his national passion for 
Bharata Mata, Swami Chinmayananda remarked about the Sadhu, "We 
need such champions of Hinduism, who scream into the ears of the 
sleeping Hindus reviving and revitalizing them in their hearty 
consciousness of their proud past." 
 
A worthy aspect of the Academy is that it actively promotes the ideal of 
Spiritual Nationalism. This is true Hinduism for being the righteous and 
liberal way of life but has been turned into a swamp for lacking patriotic 
zeal and action. The Spiritual Nationalism of India is not a vice but a 
great virtue because it does not seek to aggrandize narrow nationalism 
and this is confirmed by the fact that Sister Nivedita was an Irish and 
not an Indian lady. The Professor Sadhu Rangarajan quite rightly 
believes that the Veda is the ambassador of universal brotherhood, thus 
making Hindu Dharma the religion of mankind. This is why he started 
the International Ramnam Movement to bring about world peace 
through message of unity. 
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Rashtra Dharma is the true ideal of the Academy. It means that as there 
is an individual self, there is also a national self and one should seek 
self-realization through the patriotic service of national self, which is 
none else by Bharat Mata, the Mother of us all, the Divine Incarnation. 
 
As a mark of respect, I am pleased to dedicate this article: "Bharat 
Mata" to this great Sadhu.” 
 
In the article “Bharata Mata” Anwar Shaikh says:  
 
“A beauty of the Vedas is, that they strike a balance between secular 
and spiritual pursuits in such a way that the patriotic actions lead to the 
elevation of soul. In the Vedic language, patriotic action means the 
following: 
1. Love of Bharat Mata (the original India). 
2. Attainment of power for the glory of India, and 
3. Willingness to fight for self-defence and international brotherhood. 
 
First hymn, Book Xll of the ATHARVA VEDA, comprising sixty-three 
verses, referred to as Bhumi-Sukta, describes the celestial reverence that 
the Vedas attach to India.” 
 
Vande Mataram song written by Bankim Chandra, along with 
Janaganamana written by Rabindranath Tagore, was adopted as our 
National Anthem by our Constituant Assembly. However, Acharya J.B. 
Kripalani, the Bhishma Pitamaha of India’s freedom struggle, has 
rightly pointed out in his Preface to Vande Mataram, the history of the 
immortal song, written by Sadhu Prof. V. Rangarajan: “Even as it is, 
only the first two paragraphs of Vande Mataram are sung. The rest of it 
is omitted, the reason obviously being that the Muslims objected to the 
mention of the Indian Goddesses in the song though every goddess is 
the personification of some divine virtues and all this is explained in the 
song itself. Even now it will be desirable to have Vande Mataram as the 
National Anthem along with Janaganamana. Also the whole song must 
be sung, because the portions that are left out express the most beautiful 
and poetic sentiments about the Motherland.” 
 
Our Prime Minister, Sri Narendra Modi, wants the people to commemorate the 
birthdays of all great patriots and freedomfighters of our struggle for 
Independence. Swatantrya Veer Savarkar answers the question “Why 
should we celebrate the festival of historic personalities?”: 
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"Why, then, should the historical functions be celebrated? To pay our 
national gratitude we owe to those heroic souls. They should be 
celebrated as a mark of reverence and remembrance of the immense 
good those benevolent men have done to the world, because they have 
sacred sanction of ancient traditions. They are the clouds which shower 
the nectar of instruction. They are the monuments of virtues. They are 
the chemicals that act as an incentive to human thoughts and feelings. 
They are the preceptors who impart virtuous instruction to the youths. 
They are the living history of the deeds of noble heroes. Functions in 
their honour should be celebrated because of this. There are so many 
advantages and definitely no disadvantages. Especially we, Hindus, 
should take to these functions for emerging out of the present degraded 
state which was the result of want of self-respect and dutifulness. For, 
that is the only easy and sure path to the prosperity of the nation." 
 
Our Prime Minister was inspired by the dieals of Swami Vivekananda 
in his younger days and he even wanted to become a monk of 
Ramakrishna Order, but destiny willed that he must become a leader of 
common masses. The Honourable President of India, Smt. Draupadi 
Murmu, who hailed from a tribal family in the remote part of India, and 
has risen to the highest position of the land, is an ardent devotee of Sri 
Aurobindo. It is time for them to take the message and mission of the 
patriotic saints of India to set up temples of Bharatamata in every nook 
and corner of the country and see their dreams fulfilled. That is the only 
way to achieve National Integration and to make Bharatavarsha the 
Loka Guru or the Preceptor of the World. 
 
This issue of TATTVA DARSANA quarterly, titled “The Joy of 
Sacrifice and other short stories of Patriotism and Dharma” is a 
collection of short stories written by Sadhu Rangarajan when he was 
editor of YUVA BHARATI, monthly journal of Vivekananda Kendra, 
from 1973 to 1977, and published in the issues of the journal during the 
period. Some of these stories were translated into Tamil and published 
in Manjari, a Tamil monthly. 
 

Vande Mataram! Bharat Mata ki Jai! 
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SHORT STORY 
 

 
 
Ramu Dada was busy weeding out shrubs and bushes from his garden. 
In spite of his old age, he had strength enough to do manual labour for 
hours together. In the whole village of Keshavpur he was known as 
‘Tyagi’ Ramu, and there was none who would not bow his head in 
respect and reverence on seeing this old man. Years together he had 
spent in the British prisons, fighting for the emancipation of his country. 
But, when fteedom came, he retired from public life and confined 
himself to his small house and garden. The people in the village wanted 
him to become the panchayat chief, but he had no charm for positions 
and prestige and he refused all offers. In his simple khadi dress and 
saintly look he inspired people who came to him. And his only 
daughter, Shanti, was the pet of all villagers. She had grown into a 
young lady and was now engaged in imparting the three R's to the rustic 
children. The small house and the garden in front of it were all the 
property that Ramu Dada had. With the small income from the 
vegetable garden and a few mango and coconut trees around his house, 
he made both ends meet. A portion of his house was used as a village 
school, but he refused to accept any rent for that.  
 
Hearing the creaking sound of the compound gate, Ramu Dada turned 
his head. He saw someone walking in. Dropping down the sickle in his 
hand, he walked towards the gate. The wrinkles on his forehead 
deepened when he strived to see clearly the face of the visitor. Old age 
had diminished the power of his eye-sight.  
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"Namaskar, Ramu Dada ", greeted the visitor who had come near him 
and bent low to touch his feet. 
 
“Oh Raju ! Come on, Come on. When did you return? ", responded the 
old man, putting his hands on the shoulders of the youth and patting 
him on his back.  
 
"Just this morning, Dadaji," replied Raju and walked with Ramu Dada 
to the verandah. Sitting there by the side of the old man on a sofa, the 
young visitor looked around and enquired:  
 
"How are you, Dada ? And how is Shanti?"  
 
"Oh, we are fine, my boy. But you seem to have gone down".  
 
"No Dadaji. I am quite alright. Because you see me after a long time, 
you feel so", replied Raju smilingly. Interrupting their conversation, 
Shanti came in there hearing the familiar voice of Raju. 
 
"Namaskar, Raju. How are you?", she asked, her face beaming with a 
pleasant surprise.  
 
"Fine", replied Raju with a gentle smile. For a moment his eyes were 
fixed on her bewitching form. She had grown up and was a little shy 
also. When he realized that even his innocent look can embarass her, he 
withdrew his eyes from her and turned to Ramu Dada.  
 
"Dadaji, I have a glad news for you.”  
 
"What's it, Raju?"  
 
"The Government has decided to give pension to all freedom fighters”.  
 
"Pension!" — The old man's face shrank in contempt when he uttered 
the word. "What for?", he queried in an angry tone. Raju did expect this 
from Ramu Dada, for he knew the old man better than anybody else in 
the whole village.  
 
"Dadaji, you have all sacrificed your life and property for the cause of 
the country. It is the duty of the Government to see that you live a 
happy and peaceful life at least in your old age", Raju explained. But 
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the old man's face grew red with rage and he asked again in a raised 
voice: "Who told them that we had suffered in our youth?" 

 
When the reminiscences of his distant past paraded in front of his 
mind's eye, the expression on Ramu Dada's face suddenly changed. 
There was a glow of pride and joy in it. With a heart throbbing with 
emotion he continued: "We fought for the independence of our country, 
for we felt called upon to do so. It was our foremost duty at that time. 
Raju, know that nothing can be achieved without sacrifice. Even for 
earning your daily bread you have to toil hard and shed the sweat of 
your brow. Then how can you achieve freedom without paying the 
price? "  
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The old man paused a little and continued: "But then why did we 
struggle? For us the country was not mere land with mountains and 
rivers. We saw our Eternal Mother in her — Our Mother chained and 
dragged like a slave by the foreigner. So we fought to free her. Was it 
not our duty then?"  
 
Ramu Dada stopped there for a. while and sat silently for a minute. His 
eyes were covered with thin layers of tears through which his vision 
penetrated towards an unknown destination. Heaving asigh, he 
continued again: "No Raju, a son should not aspire for a reward for 
saving his mother from peril. It's sin, my son, it's sin".  
 
Shanti looked at the face of Raju and cast a meaningful smile. There 
was legitimate pride in her thought that she had a father who was a true 
patriot. Raju also responded by simply nodding his head. Then he 
started the second round of his arguments. "But, Ramu Dada, why do 
you consider this offer as a compensation for your past sacrifice? When 
people like you suffer in penury, what is wrong in our government's 
helping you out?" 
 
Ramu Dada did not like arguing. He cut short the discussion with a curt 
reply: "Raju, I can't compromise with my principles. Those who want, 
let them take it. I don't want to be called ‘Tyagi’. Sacrifice is complete 
only when we offer ourselves completely. At least I believe so".  
 
The matter ended there. Ramu Dada turned to Shanti and asked her : 
"Daughter, why are you sitting quiet. Bring some tea for Raju".  
 
Shanti jumped from her seat like a little deer and darted into the house 
with shyness gripping her face.  
 
"Well, Raju, how is your job? Have you got any promotion? " 
 
Raju's face turned pale on hearing the questions. Theystruck like 
pointed arrows in his heart. He raised his head and mooned at the beams 
above. Then he turned to Dada and replied: "Dadaji, I have resigned my 
job once again." 
 
 The old man was startled to receive the reply. He knew Raju from his 
boyhood. He and Raju's father were good friends. Raju was very 
sensitive. He could not brook any injustice. Being brought up by a 
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father who was pious and selfless, his outlook on life was philosophic. 
He lived in a realm where intellectual convictions had a stronger hold 
on him than material interests. Immediately after his graduation, he 
joined a contractor in helping him in the execution of some government 
contracts. But when he found out that the master whom he had chosen 
to serve was corrupt and cheating both the government and the poor 
labourers who were working under him, he gave up his job. Though he 
was offered a lucrative pay, he refused to work against his conscience. 
And when he was unemployed, it was Ramu Dada who came forward to 
help him by recommending him for a job in a newspaper office. 
 
"By being a journalist you can live up to your ideals better than in any 
other profession, Raju. There you get opportunity to move and mix with 
people and you find an excellent field to serve the country", Ramu Dada 
had told him while suggesting to him this walk of life. But the realities 
were far different from the imaginations. 
 
"Ramu Dada, what we dream in life does not always come true," Raju 
remarked in a sombre tone. "  
 
Why, what happened to you, Raju?" The voice of Ramu Dada was 
melancholic. He was confident that Raju was not an irresponsible youth 
to kick off opportunities in life in a thoughtless manner. But then 
something must have gone wrong between him and his employer. 
About four years back, it was with high hopes and expectations that 
Raju travelled more than eight hundred miles away from his home and 
reached Shivdaspur to join the newspaper office. Of course, he was not 
offered a very attractive salary. But he hoped to serve the people and 
find satisfaction in service. Everything went on well in the beginning. 
But then one day it so happened — 
 
"Mr. Raju, I fear you have crossed your limits ", cried Keshavlal, the 
distinguished Editor of the esteemed daily,"The Evening Star".  
 
"Sir, please give me a patient hearing ... ", implored Raju.  
 
"No Mr., I don't want your explanations. I warn you again that you 
should not write anything supporting the cause of the labourers ". 
 
" Sir, I write only the truth".  
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"But, who wants your truth? Know that the money that comes to your 
pocket as pay is that of those who have invested in lakhs in this 
newspaper business. And you have to serve their interests too. If you 
can't, you are free to leave”. 
 
 The cruel and arrogant words descended like a thunderbolt on the head 
of Raju. He left the room without replying.  
 
When Raju narrated the whole story, Ramu Dada's cheeks were wet 
with tears."  
 
“This is the freedom that we have won, Raju! And it is for this we have 
to receive pension?!"  
 
Ramu Dada's words weighed heavily with pain. He continued with a 
sad intonation: "The very day we got independence, our motherland was 
vivisected. Then slowly corruption, nepotism, bribery and all sorts of 
malaises crept into our society and are now eating the very vitals of the 
nation. Divisions and differences of a thousand categories have 
shattered the unity of our country. Why has God made me live to see all 
these at the fag end of my eventful and colourful life? What sin had I 
committed in my last birth to see all these?", Ramu Dada wailed in 
anguish. He turned and looked at the face of Shanti who was standing 
by the side of the door, silently hearing all that they talked. The tea that 
she had brought was already cold and remained untouched in the tray 
kept on a small stool in front of them. 
 
"What are you doing now, Raju?", she asked with unique calmness. But 
Raju could see the gloom concealed in her mind struggling to find 
expression on her face.  
 
"I am now serving in an orphanage, Shanti. About fifty miles away 
from Shivdaspur there is a small hamlet. A kind-hearted sadhu is 
running an institution there for destitute children. And I find fulfilment 
of my ideals there in helping that aged saint in his silent work".  
 
Ramu Dada sat erect and peered into the eyes of Raju. He found the 
flame of idealism lashing out its tongues from inside the pupils of the 
youngster's eyes.  
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"Well, my boy, if you find satisfaction in that work, do it with all 
devotion and dedication. May the Divine Mother bless you!” 

*   *  * 
 
Chandragiri Express steamed into Keshavpur Railway Station with a 
shrieking noise and stopped in front of the open platform. It was mid-
noon and not a single soul was found anywhere in the scorching sun. 
Raju alighted from the train with a cloth-bag hanging on his shoulder 
and a small suitcase in his hand. He walked hurriedly to the exit of the 
station where there was a lone ticket collector to receive him. When he 
reached the road, he was astonished to find no tonga or bullock-cart 
waiting there to collect passengers as usual. He started walking fast in 
the direction of Ramu Dada's house.  
 
Opening the gates, Raju walked towards the verandah. He found the 
main door of the house closed. Only a big breast-size portrait of Ramu 
Dada was hanging just above the door welcoming him with the usual 
pleasing smile. A fresh flower-garland was decorating it. Raju stood 
silent for a minute gazing at the portrait. Without his knowing, a few 
tear-drops trickled down his cheeks. He regained composure, 
approached the door and tapped expectantly. The door was opened and 
he found Aunty — Ramu Dada's sister — standing in front of him. She 
knew the visitor well and as soon as she saw him, she burst into 
uncontrollable lamentation. It took quite some time for Raju to console 
her. And when she regained calmness, she started narrating to Raju the 
events of Ramu Dada's last days. After hearing her narrations, Raju 
enquired anxiously, "But, where is Shanti? Where has she gone? Has 
she been able to bear this agony?"  
 
“She has gone to the Mills. She will come in the evening,” Aunty 
replied. "Mills! What Mill? What is she doing there?", he asked. The 
old lady answered with a deep sigh : "Raju, after all one has to live. She 
works in the Keshavpur Cotton Mills on daily wages. You, know, in 
this unkind summer, nothing grows in the garden. What else can she 
do?"  
 
The reply given by aunty gave him a rude shock. He sat confused for a 
little while. His mind witnessed a pageant of multifarious thoughts.  
 
"Ramu Dada should have got her married when he was alive", remarked 
Raju turning to Aunty. 
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"Who will marry her? Ramu never wanted to sell away this house and 
compound. For him this was an old and sacred haven of patriots. But 
these days who cares for a Tyagi's daughter ? Who will marry her 
without dowry?"  

*  *  * 
 
Raju could not sleep that night. He rolled on his bed restlessly. His 
mind was tormented by a thousand painful thoughts and imaginations. 
On the one side, his ideals and the resolve he had taken in his life were 
endeavouring to pull him away from all attachments. But, on the other 
hand, the thought about Ramu Dada's selfless life and the present 
helpless condition of Shanti created conflicting emotions in his heart 
and tore it to pieces. How can he be ungrateful to Ramu Dada? Raju 
became motherless when he was a small boy. And he lost his father too 
when he was in the prime of his youth. It was the kindness and care 
bestowed upon him by Ramu Dada that enabled him to complete his 
education. Ramu Dada, who never asked anything of anybody for his 
own self, had besought some friends to provide scholarships to Raju. Of 
course, the youth too was equally brilliant and deserving. Still, the help 
that came to him was solely because of Ramu Dada's influence. It was 
that Ramu Dada's daughter who had to work now in a mill to sustain 
herself.  
 
At last Raju came to a decision. In the early morning he got up 
hurriedly. After his bath, he dressed himself up and walked straight to 
Ramu Dada's house.  
 
Raju opened his mind before Aunty. She was very happy to receive this 
unexpected suggestion from him. It came as a great relief to her. And 
nothing else could be more suitable to the interests of Shanti than Raju 
himself marrying her. 
 
 "But then, Aunty, I want to know what she feels about it", said Raju 
suggesting to the old lady to probe into Shanti's mind. He continued, 
"Only after knowing her decision I can write to my guru maharaj about 
my intention to stay back here”, he paused and added, "and I may have 
to seek some job too ".  
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That evening Shanti heard everything from her aunty. But she did not 
give any reply immediately."Let Raju Come. I'll talk to him," she said 
throwing her Aunty into an unpleasant suspense.  
 
A peerless charm graced the face of Shanti when she received Raju with 
a pleasant smile. She talked to him truly like a business partner. "Raju, 
Aunty told me everything. But .... ", she paused.  
 
"But....?" queried Raju inquisitively. Shanti sat silent. He continued, 
"Shanti, I do not intend to suggest to you what decision you should take. 
This is something concerning your life. Of course, it concerns me too. 
But......" ,Raju now paused. Shanti's lips wore again a beautiful smile. 
"But....? ", she queried. Raju simply laughed. She continued, "Raju, it is 
my sincere wish that you must not give up for my sake your valuable 
services to the orphanage. I am but a single individual. But there are 
many helpless, innocent children there seeking help and solace from 
you and your guru maharaj ...." To Raju, this reply was not anything 
unexpected. He knew well that a real Tyagi's daughter would talk only 
like this. Still the anxiety about her future continued to worry his mind. 
However, before he could comment on her views, she sprang a surprise 
at him by giving out her conclusive decision: "But, Raju, I have decided 
to come with you.... to help you in your work".  
 
Raju felt as though a hundred thousand stars had all of a sudden 
sparkled inside his heart filling it with their resplendent light. However, 
he managed to control his overwhelming emotion and then asked her in 
a calm voice: "Well, what then about this house? Aunty can't stay here. 
She will have to go away to her son."  
 
Shanti's countenance brightened impulsively. Her heart swaying with 
pride and joy she announced: "I am giving it to our village school. It 
will be my humble gift to the people of this village who will ever 
cherish this offering which will perpetuate the sacred memory of a 
patriot who always inspired them".  
 
Raju and Shanti looked into each other's eyes. Tears formed translucent 
screens over them, through which radiated the joy of sacrifice surging 
out from their inner depths.  
 
[YUVA BHARATI, December 1975] 
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SHORT STORY  
 

 
 
Sister Lakshmi lighted the agarbathis and fixed them on the stand kept 
in front of the altar of Mother Bhavani. She sat cross-legged before the 
portrait and closed her eyes. She meditated for some time. When she 
opened her eyes again and looked out through the window of the prayer 
hall, she found that twilight had vanished. The bright rays of the 
morning sun had pervaded the sky. She got up and came near the 
window. Dew drops on the leaves of creepers and plants, and on the 
petals of flowers, were beckoning her to them. "We live for a short 
time; but we do live a glittering life. Your vision should fall only on us; 
not on the idle stones that remain for a long time till nature pounds them 
into dust ", they seemed to tell her. Wishing silently a ‘good morning’ 
to the dew drop brethren, she moved into her office room. As soon as 
she entered it her eyes fell on the picture of Sister Nivedita, hanging on 
the wall. She stood gazing at the imposing figure of the Sister. She 
walked towards it. Habitually, her right hand touched the date calendar 
fixed on the wall, just below the picture. She tore off the leaf on the top. 
At once red letters attracted her attention. “January 26”, she read. It was 
Republic Day. She came to the door steps of her room and directed her 
eyes over the vast playground in front of the gigantic school building 
adjacent to her quarters. Thick long lines, vertical and horizontal, were 
seen drawn on the ground, with chalk powder. A few young girls were 
seen decorating the entrance of the playground with banners and 
garlands of small tricolour flags.There was a well-decorated flagstaff 
just a little inside the threshold of the ground. It was getting ready to 
carry the large silk national flag which was to be hoisted soon. Shortly 
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the school children would assemble there to participate in the festive 
Republic Day March. Sister pulled a chair towards the window and sat 
on it. She directed her penetrating vision towards the tricolour flags 
oscillating in the wind. Her thoughts gained wings and flew back to the 
distant past.... 
 

*  *  * 
In the dense darkness of the new moon night, four people, including a 
young woman, were walking through the forest path leading to 
Thangapuram Zamin. One of them, who walked a little ahead of others, 
carried a lighted torch in his hand. Another one, strong and sturdy like 
an oak, carried on his shoulder a youth whose clothes were soaked in 
blood. The injured man was hanging like a creeper on the broad 
shoulder of the one who carried him. He was unconscious. They took a 
diversion from the main path and marched into a thicket. Then they 
waded their way through a coconut grove and reached in front of a 
small hut. One of them walked towards the door, knocked it and called 
in a low voice, " Mothei, Mother....” 
 
The door was opened at once and a middle-aged lady came out. It was 
evident that she had kept herself awake, eagerly awaiting them. "Where 
had you been, my children? Why are you so late today?" , she asked in 
an affectionate tone. But before she could complete her enquiries, her 
eyes fell on two other persons who had accompanied her son and 
daughter. She also saw the bleeding young man on the shoulder of one 
of them. She was taken aback on seeing the frightful sight in the dim 
torch-light. “What is this?”, she cried in panic.  
 
“I will tell you, mother. First you go in”, hurried the son and then 
turning to his companions, he entreated, “Come on, comrades, Let's go 
in.” When all of them got into the house, the son dipped the torch into a 
bucket full of water, kept at the entrance of the verandah. With a hissing 
sound, the fire became extinct. He too waked into the hut. Darkness 
once again spread its thick veil over the entire area, when even the light 
of the oil-lamp burning inside the but was blocked by the closing of the 
doors. 
 

*   *   * 
“Chandra, how long this struggle will continue?”, Kamalamma asked 
while pulverizing the masala mixture on the grinding stonc. Chandran, 
who was cleaning his teeth with a small margoza stick, replied with a 
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smile, “Until we become free”. Without taking away her eyes from the 
grinding stone she called out: “Lakshmi, bring some more salt and 
chillies”. “Yes, mother”, came out a sweet reply from inside the hut. 
And in two minutes Lakshmi came and stood before her mother with 
salt and chillies in her hand. The mother looked at her daughter and 
asked, “But what made you join these men-folk in all these dangerous 
activities?”  Lakshmi could not contain her laughter.“Mother, haven't 
you heard of Jhansi Rani?" 
 
“Oh, are you trying to test my knowledge? Aye, I rocked you in your 
cradle, when you were a small babe, only by singing songs in praise of 
her, you know !”, replied the mother with pride surging out of her heart. 
 
“Exactly that is the reason mother”, said Lakshmi in an emotional and 
at the same time jovial tone.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It was on that new moon night that Kamalamma came to know that her 
son and daughter were deeply involved in the freedom struggle. She had 
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heard them discussing very often about Gandhiji, Subhas and the 
revolutionaries. But she was taken by surprise, on that night, when they 
brought the revolutionary leader, Ajit, in an unconscious and seriously 
injured condition, to their hut. Though fear gripped her heart on 
knowing that her children were on a perilous path, she did not prevent 
them from pursuing the ideology dear to their heart, for she herself 
came from a well-to-do kshatriya family which served the Maratha 
rulers of Tanjore. Love of Motherland and courage were ingrained in 
the blood coursing through her veins.  
 
At a very young age, Kamalamma was married to a businessman of 
Madurai. The first few years of her married life were quite happy. But 
her husband, Kaliappan, unfortunately, treaded a wrong path, wasted all 
the wealth of the family in gambling and drinking, and left her and her 
two children in lurch. It was with much difficulty that she got a job in 
the palace of Thangapuram Zamindar. Ever since her joining service, 
she succeeded in gaining the confidence of the master and other 
members of his family. She was given this small hut to live in the 
coconut grove of the Zamindar. But for the kindness and help of the 
benevolent Zamindar, she could not have brought up her children and 
even educated them in the high school in the neighbouring town, 
Ramnagar. Her vagabond husband did return to her after a few years, 
when she was settled in the Zamin. But he never stayed with her for 
more than a day. His visits were occasional, once in two or three 
months, and that too to extract from her whatever little money she could 
save by her hard labour at the Zamindar's house. He still pursued the 
life of drinking and gambling in the town. However, he would meet 
very often, in front of the town high school, his son and daughter who 
came there for studies. At times he even took away from them the 
pocket money given to them by their mother. 
 
By the time Ajit recovered from his illness, and his injuries were 
completely healed, Kamalamma's house had become a haven of 
revolutionaries engaged in the freedom struggle. Ajit, a young dynamic 
youth, was wanted by the police. He was actually in jail, undergoing 
trial in a bomb case. He made a miraculous escape on that new moon 
night, but he was seriously injured when the sentry guarding the jail 
gates opened fire at him. He was whisked away by his friends who were 
readily waiting for him, with a car outside the jail gate, according to a 
pre-meditated plan. Police could not trace him out in spite of their 
intense search in all places.  
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“Weil, my children, see that at least in your lifetime, the Motherland 
becomes free”, said Kamalamma, pushing into a small mud dish the 
pounded masala from the surface of the grinding stone. She took the 
dish in her hand and walked into the hut. 
 

*  *  * 
 
“Mother, take care of this box” , said Ajit, to Kamalamma, pointing to 
her a box which he had just then brought and kept in a corner inside the 
hut. “It contains”, he continued in a very low but serious voice, 
“ammunitions and all papers regarding our plans, to be despatched to 
Calcutta”.  
 
“Alright, but see that it is sent out at the earliest”, replied Kamalamma.  
 
“Okay”, said Ajit and walked out of the house. Hardly five minutes 
after he left, Kamalamma came out of the house and to her utter 
astonishment, she saw her husband standing on the doorstep. She was 
very much perturbed by his presence. If it were some other occasion, 
she would have burst into tears as any other house-wife would do on 
meeting a vagabond husband after a long time. But, now there was 
unusual grimness in the face of Kamalamma and she stared straight into 
the face of her husband. There was immense courage in her heart. The 
life of young revolutionaries with whom she had associated herself 
during the last several months had sown the seed of renunciation and 
sacrifice in her mind too. Today, she was one with her children.  
 
“Who is that boy”, asked Kaliappan inquisitively.  
 
“Why, why do you want to know that?”  
 
 “Is he a friend of Chandran?” 
 
Kamalamma did not reply. Kaliappan continued: “I came to know in the 
town, that Chandran and Lakshmi are in bad company. They are going 
in a wrong path. I wanted to meet them, but I could not”.  
 
“Who are you to teach my children good and bad,” Kamalamma 
shouted angrily. “You have left us all in lurch. You live in gambling 
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dens, surrounded by drunkards. What do you know about virtue and 
vice?” 
 
“ Kamala”, the man cried at the top of his voice. His face was red with 
rage. Kamalamma quietly moved to a corner of the verandah.  
 
“I know who he is”, said Kaliappan after sometime. Kamalamma was 
taken aback. “The police are after him. There is a reward of five 
hundred rupees for anyone who gives information about him”, he 
added. She was all the more confused. Tears started profusely pouring 
down her cheeks, from her fear-gripped eyes. In a prayerful tone she 
said: “For heaven's sake, don't tell anybody that you met him here. Your 
own children's lives are connected to his and you will endanger them 
all”.  
 
“I see”, said he with a derisive laughter. “Well then you give me that 
five hundred”.  
 
Kamalamma pouted her lower lip in contempt. She felt ashamed of her 
husband’s mean demand. Casting an angry glance at her husband, she 
asked: “Are your children's lives cheaper to you than these five hundred 
rupees?” 
 
 “Why, don't you find me more worthless than anything else in this 
world?”, he retorted. 
 
Kamalamma angrily walked into the hut and after a few minutes, came 
out with a small cloth bag in her hand. She threw it in front of her 
husband and cried, “Come on, take this. Here is what you want. This is 
all I could save during the last few months".  
 
Kaliappan picked up the bag avariciously and opened it. His face shone 
with joy when he found two hundred-rupee notes and a few tenners in 
it.  
 
" Thank you," said he with a scornful smile and got up. Without even 
looking at Kamalamma's face, he walked out, pushing the small bag 
into the pocket of his jubba.  
 

*  *  * 
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Kamalamma was cleaning the hurricane lamp. The evening was nearing 
to an end and night was to spread its veil of darkness soon. She was 
shocked when Lakshmi came running into the hut and cried desperately:  
 
“Mother, they are coming....  the police.....”. Words struggled to come 
out of Lakshmi's mouth, but she couldn't speak. She was perspiring and 
trembling. She caught hold of the door lest she would fall, unable to 
stand on her legs. “What”, shrieked. Kamalamma and got up from her 
seat. For a moment she stood benumbed. But then she resumed courage 
and came out. In the dim evening light she could see a group of 
policemen, led by her husband, coming on the footpath through the 
grove. They were coming towards her hut. She ran back into the hut and 
cried aloud: “Lakshmi, run away from here through the back door. Get 
into the bamboo forest and vanish. Inform your brother and Ajit. Save 
them, go”.  
 
“But, mother....” 
 
“No time to talk. Do what I say. I shall manage things here. Get away”. 
 
Laksfuni, as though moved by a magic spell, darted off from the place 
though the back door. Kamalamrna hurriedly closed the doors of the hut 
and bolted them from inside. Just after a few minutes, the entire hut 
went into flames, with a sudden explotion inside, which rocked the 
entire area.  
 

*    *    * 
 
August 15, 1947. It was a day of great jubilance, pomp and show all 
over the country. The nation became independent on that fine morning. 
The iron shackles that had bound the hands and feet of the Holy 
Motherland, for centuries together, were broken to pieces and a New 
India emerged. When the entire nation was in an ecstatic mood, 
enjoying the fresh air of freedom, a lone soul was sitting in meditation, 
in the prayer hall of the Siddhapur Stree Seva Home. Throughout the 
day she observed prayer and fasting. 
 
“Lakshmi, my child, what are you doing here alone,” enquired Santoshi 
Ma, the head of the home, when she saw Lakshmi sitting alone in the 
prayer hall.  
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“All others have gone to see the Independence Day celebration, but you 
have not gone! Why, what is the matter, daughter?" asked the 
octogenarian sannyasini in a very kind and affectionate tone. Lakshmi 
heaved a sigh and said with a sombre smile:  
 
“Ma, this is the day to see which we all longed. But ...."  
 
Lakshmi could not continue. Tears trickled down her eyes. Ma was well 
aware of her pathetic story. After the tragic incident in which her 
mother died, Lakshmi, her brother, Chandran, and Ajit escaped from 
Ramnagar and reached Calcutta. They !joined the group of. Bengal 
revolutionaries. But in an encounter with the police at Chittagong, her 
brother and Ajit were killed and the rest of the revolutionaries, 
excepting Lakshmi, fell into the hands of the police. Wafted by the wind 
of circumstances, Lakshmi wandered here and there and ultimately 
reached Siddhapur Stree Seva Home. She received protection and 
solace from Santoshi Ma.  
 
After a long pause, Lakshmi continued,“Ma, those who paid a heavy 
price for the attainment of this freedom seem to have been forgotten 
today”.  
 
Santoshi Ma laughed and remarked: "Lakshmi, the flowers that are 
offered at the feet of the Mother attain immortality. They never care 
whether the mortals around them praise them or not”. 
 
Days rolled on. One fine morning, Santosh Ma entered Lakshmi's room 
and announced a surprising news to her: 
 
“Lakshmi, I am going to send you back to your home state ". Lakshmi 
was, at first, a little disturbed when she heard those words. But, when 
the Ma explained to her the purpose of her return to her home state, she 
felt immense happiness. She was to be sent to Kaverinagar where one of 
the rich disciples of Santoshi Ma intended to start a school for girls. The 
philanthropic lady sought the help of Ma, requesting her to send a 
suitable person for running the institution. And Ma's choice was 
Lakshmi.  
 
Ma initiated Lakshmi into the order of brahmacharya before sending her 
to Kaverinagar. While taking leave of Santoshi Ma, Lakshmi told her: 
“Ma, I intend to name the school after Sister Nivedita.” 
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“Well, do it so my child,” blessed the Ma. 
 

*   *   * 
 
A long shrill sound of a whistle disturbed the thought flow in Sister 
Lakshmi's mind. The pageant of unforgettable events  that occurred 
three decades back. parading in front of her mental vision, came to an 
abrupt end She was awakened to the outer world, as though from a 
dream. She looked out again through the window. She found a number 
of young girls on the playground. standing in rows, all clad in white 
uniforms, ready to participate in the Republic Day parade. The time for 
flag hoisting was nearing. Sister Lakshmi got up hurriedly from her seat 
and walked out of her room.  
 
When Sister Lakshmi came and stood in front of her students, they were 
all amazed to see an unusual splendour in her gait and a heroic charm 
on her face. 
 
[YUVA BHARATI, January 1976] 

 
*             *  * 

 
 
 

THE PRICE OF LIBERTY 
 

"Do you want the fragrance of the full-blown rose? If so, you must 
accept the thorns. Do you want the sweetness of the smiling Dawn? If 
so, you must live through the dark hours of the Night. Do you want the 
joy of Liberty and the solace of Freedom? If so, you must pay the price. 
And the price of Liberty is suffering and sacrifice."  
 

--SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE.  
 
 
 
SHORT STORY 
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Rao Bahadur Ram Prasad paced up and down the hall like a furious 
tiger in a cage, his head hung down. Squeezing his hands passionately, 
he raised his head and looked into the inner apartment with impatient 
eyes. The eyes were red with rage and he was grinding his teeth every 
now and then. Sensing the mood of the master, the waiter who had 
brought coffee for him in a tray, stood by the side of the door and 
silently awaited orders. But Rao Bahadur did not care to look at his 
servant. The, waiter, in a very low tone, announced: “Saheb, coffee is 
ready”.  
 
“No, I don't want; take it away”, shouted Rao Bahadur and the waiter 
was a little frightened.He had never seen his master so angry as he was 
today. He coolly left the place without further testing the patience of his 
sire.  
 
A little later, Sarayu, the elegant-looking middle aged wife of Rao 
Bahadur, came into the hall. Seeing her, Rao Bahadur stopped his 
ambulation and stood by the side of the window facing roadside. Sarayu 
knew well that her husband was totally upset. She only wondered how 
he managed to withstand the shock. But then, she too had undergone the 
shocking experience when they saw her dauglater getting down from 
the train with a six-month-old baby in her hand. However there was 
something more powerful that acted as an antidote to the shock in her 
case. It was the uncontrollable happiness in seeing her daughter again, 
especially after she had lost contact with her for more than a year and a 
half.  
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Rupa was born with a silver spoon in her mouth. Rao Bahadur Ram 
Prasad had, at that time, joined service in the princely state of Vijaygarh 
and it was the first issue for him and Sarayu, who too came from a rich 
family. Rao Bahadur was given the high office of the Adviser to the 
Maharaja. In fact, it was a reward that the British Government gave him 
for playing well the intrigues which made the Maharaja fall a victim to 
the dragnet spread by the British Empire in India to swallow the 
princely States one by one. People in the palace knew well that Rao 
Bahadur had more voice than the Maharaja himself in taking policy 
decisions concerning the State.  
 
Rao Bahadur brought up his daughter in the western way of life. Even 
in matters of her dress and food, he wanted her to be a westerner. After 
her Matriculation, she was sent to Calcutta for undergoing university 
education. She was studying in the Queen's College and was a resident 
of the college hostel. Rao Bahadur was prompt in sending her every 
month sufficient money to enable her to meet even the most 
ostentatious expenses of her college life.  
 
But then, it so happened most unexpectedly. It occurred a few days 
prior to the closure of the college for mid-summer vacation, in the 
second year of her studies. He received a shocking letter from the 
principal of the college informing him that his daughte was missing 
from the college hostel and all attempts to trace her had gone futile. Rao 
Bahadur rushed to Calcutta and made the best use of all his influence 
with the police authorities there to find out his daughter, but no clue was 
available. Since the arrival of the news, Sarayu had completely broken 
down and was bed-ridden for days together. Many a night she cried like 
a mad lady, calling aloud her daughter's name and beating her own 
head. It took more than three months for her to recover from the grief. 
But the pain in her heart would often-times surge out and she would 
burst at her husband charging him for foolishly giving his daughter a 
western type of education, which, she feared, must have spoiled her and 
made her go astray.  
 
“Exactly a year and a half later, one fine morning, when Sarayu and 
Rao Bahadur were taking tea, sitting in their dining hall, their servant 
came rushing in with a telegram in his hand. Rao Bahadur hurriedly 
snatched the telegram from the servant's hand, anxiously opened it, and 
read it out: “Reaching Tomorrow Calcutta Mail – Roopa”. 
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For a moment Rao Bahadur sat still. Astonishment as well as happiness 
had overpowered his heart. Emotion choked his voice when he tried to 
convey the news to Sarayu. And Sarayu too sprang up into a realm of 
ecstasy when she heard the news. It was like spring coming back to the 
scorched valley of her life. 
 
But the greatest shock ever they had to face in their lives awaited them 
at the Railway Station when they went to receive their daughter. As 
soon as she got down from the train on to the open platform of 
Vijaygarh, where only a few of the passengers of the Calcutta Mail 
alighted, Rao Bahadur and Sarayu rushed towards their daughter. They 
were surprised to see her in Indian dress — in saree and blouse —and 
not in her western gown. All the more shocking to them was the small 
babe which she was holding in her hand. “What is this, Roopa?”, cried 
out Rao Bahadur.  
 
Roopa stood motionless, with her head hung down. She was greatly 
disturbed by the question of her father.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sarayu stood dazed and staring at her daughter for a few moments and 
then dashed against her and embraced her. Tears profusely ran down her 
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cheeks. In a compassionate voice she too put the same question:“What 
is this, daughter? What happened to you?”  
 
Roopa's face wore an unusual expression of fearlessness. Tears were 
there in her eyes, but the eyes also reflected a great storm gathering in 
her mind. Certainly there was no expression of a guilty conscience in 
her face. But there was some sort of inexplicable determination in her 
countenance. In a cool voice she replied: “Mother, please don't ask me 
anything. Take me home”. Saying this she sank her face into the bosom 
of her mother and stood like a creeper hanging on a tree.  
 
After reaching home, all the methods adopted by the father and mother 
to extract the truth from her failed to produce any result. In utter 
desperation, Rad Bahadur came out of the inner apartment, angry and 
ashamed. A little later, his wife also followed him. “Whatever has 
happened is over. Now it will be utter torture to her if we force her to 
reveal her story. Let us leave it here. After all she is our daughter and 
the child too is .....” 
 
Before Sarayu could complete, Rao Bahadur cast an angry glance at 
her. She simply withdrew, speaking nothing further.  
 

*  *  * 
 
Six years had rolled off. During this period, never did Sarayu or Rao 
Bahadur Ram Prasad ask their daughter again about the mystery that 
concealed her life. It was when Praveen had to be admitted in a 
Boarding School at Bangalore, that Sarayu raised that topic with much 
hesitation and in a benign tone:  
 
“Daughter, Praveen is to join the school. His father's name is to be 
given in the application form.  
 
Roopa turned towards her mother and looked straight into her eyes. She 
saw that fear was gripping her mother's eyes when she was talking to 
her.  
 
Roopa replied, assuming an attitude of indifference and calmness: 
“Surjlt Singh”.  
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“Surjit Singh”, repeated Sarayu. “Is he a Punjabi?”, queried she, with 
deep inquisitiveness.  
 
“Nonsense! Why do you want to know all that? Don't ask me anything 
more”, burst out Roopa in anger. 
 
Sarayti did not ask anything more. She silently left the room. Roopa 
saw her mother wiping off a few drops of tears that had covered her 
eyes, while she was going out of the room.  
 
Rao Bahadur Ram Prasad never stayed at home. He was either always 
on tour with high officials of the British Government or would be 
spending his time in clubs and parties in the town. Somehow he had 
developed an aversion towards home and family life. When the question 
of educating Praveen came up, he simply ordered his personal assistant 
to arrange for the admission of the boy in a residential school run by 
Jesuit Fathers in Bangalore and then only intimated his wife and 
daughter about his decision. Roopa did not protest, though she could not 
welcome the idea of sending the boy to a missionary institution. In spite 
of the agitations in her mind, she agreed to send the boy away. 
 
Praveen used to visit his home during every Christmas, and midsummer 
vacation. Those were the only occasions when Roopa could keenly 
notice the growth in the boy. Mostly on such occasions she would take 
him away to hill-stations and spend the time in sight-seeing. 

*  *  * 
Roopa was sitting on a sofa in the verandah and knitting a woollen 
baniyan. Sarayu was silently watching with amazement, the speed and 
dexterity with which Roopa's fingers acted.  
 
“When did you learn all this, Roopa?”, she asked with a smile. 
 
Without taking her eyes away from the needles, Roopa replied: “At 
Calcutta” 
 
“Did you get time for all this in the College?” 
 
Roopa did not give an immediate reply. After a long pause she said: 
“Not in the College”.  
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Sarayu realized that any further question will be quite unpleasant to her 
and left the topic. She turned to a different subject.  
 
“Praveen will be completing his Matriculation in two more years”.  
 
Roopa lifted her face up and looked at her mother. Then again she 
turned her attention to her work. After a little pondering she remarked: 
“I didn't want him to join missionary school”.  
 
Sarayu was irritated by the remark. 
 
“What do you mean? What is your conception about his future?” 
 
“He should have joined a National School”.  
 
“National School!, cried out Sarayu in bewilderment. “The school of 
those who decry the Government, and your father too, day in and day 
out?!” 
 
Roopa knew that her mother would not relish such a suggestion. Still 
she passed the remark in all sincerity. 
 
“I know what the boy needs”, Roopa asserted.  
 
“If your father hears this, he will butcher you. Don't you know that your 
father is a Diwan today?” 
 
“Let him be. But in what way it would concern Praveen?” 
 
“What do you talk, my daughter? Have you gone mad? You are talking 
of things about which you have never opened your mouth during the 
last so many years”.  
 
Roopa resumed silence. She did not want to enter into a discussion with 
her mother.  
 
It was just at that time that the servant of the house came there with an 
envelope.  
 
“It's for Choti Ma”, he announced. Roopa raised her head and received 
the letter in her hands. When her eyes fell on the handwriting on the 
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envelope, her hands began to tremble and her heart began to throb with 
emotion. There was anxiety in her eyes. She hastily opened the 
envelope and took out a small bit of paper that was the only content.  
 
“Dear Roopa,  
Surjit is dead in action at Bangkok.  
Yugantar”. 
 
These were the only words that were written in the letter. After reading 
it Roopa rose from her seat. She stood stupefied, her eyes still fixed on 
the letter. Sarayu rushed towards her asking her, “What's the matter, 
Roopa? Who has written?”  
 
Roopa's face was grave. Her eyes were overflowing with tears. She was 
stunned by the news. “He is gone” — Roopa uttered these words in 
tremulous voice and sank into the sofa.  
 

*   *   * 
After his M atriculation, Praveen had joined the Military in deference to 
the wishes of Rao Bahadur. All along his life he remained thoroughly 
unaware of the mystery shrouding his life. He was informed that his 
father had gone to some foreign country on the eve of his birth and ever 
since, none knew his whereabouts. Even the news that was received 
from Calcutta about his father's death was kept away from him as well 
as Rao Bahadur, and Roopa had threatened Sarayu that there might be 
worst consequences if the news about the letter was conveyed to either 
of them. For Sarayu, her daughter was now dearer than anything in life 
and hence she too never dared to open her mouth about the secret. 
However, she was surprised to note that the event had made little 
change in Roopa's life. She still continued to wear the same colourful 
sarees, the usual red rose adorned her kemped hair every morning, and 
the tilak found its place regularly on her forehead. Sometimes Sarayu 
sat in her prayer room and used to weep for hours together unable to 
follow the mysterious ways in which the Lord was leading her daughter.  
 
When Rao Bahadur Ram Prasad took the decision to send Praveen to 
serve in the British Indian Army, Roopa had the worst shock in her life. 
She honestly felt that Praveen was born to serve some other cause. She 
could not reconcile with the circumstances, for she found the entire 
edifice of hope that she was building up silently in her heart, during the 
last many years, collapsing all of a sudden. At one time, she even 
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thought of revealing to Rao Bahadur and Praveen, the great mystery 
shrouding her life. But then she realized that it may, instead of enabling 
her to achieve her end, lead to opposite result and the very purpose of 
her long life of suffering and sacrifice would be defeated. Ultimately 
she left everything into the hands of the Divine Mother and, with 
complete resignation, surrendered herself unto Her.  
 

*  *  * 
It was Ram Navami day. The mother and daughter were busy preparing 
for the pooja at home. Rao Bahadur Ram Prasad came rushing into the 
house, crying aloud, “Roopa...., Sarayu.... where have all the devils 
gone?” 
 
Sitting in the pooja room, the mother and daughter heard the roar of Rao 
Bahadur. They were shaken to the marrows. They understood that 
something had gone wrong seriously, for never before had they heard 
him shout like this. Sarayu rushed into the hall, followed by Roopa.  
 
“See what your wretched son has done!” — So saying, Rao Bahadur 
flung a letter at Roopa's face. Roopa was too disturbed to bend low and 
pick up the letter fallen on the ground. “What's the matter, dear?”, 
enquired Sarayu in an agitated voice.  
 
“What has yet to happen. That devil's son has wrought incalculable 
harm to my prestige. He has deserted the British Indian Army and fled 
to Japan to join the I.N.A.” 
 
Suddenly a thrill passed in the heart of Roopa. She hastily picked up the 
letter from the ground and read it with her eyes wide open. Like one 
possessed by some divine power, she looked up and cried, “My life is 
fulfilled. My life's mission is fulfilled”.  
 
Her words were like thunderbolt to Rao Bahadur. He stood dazed and 
confounded, looking at the strange behaviour of his daughter. 
 
“What do you mean”, shrieked Sarayu and rushed towards her daughter.  
 
Roopa's face was glowing with a rare charm. Her eyes were glittering 
with a sense of fulfilment. There was unusual courage and force in her 
words.  
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“Mother, he has gone the way his mother desired her son to go”.  
 
“So you wanted him to go this way”, Rao Bahadur asked with anger and 
astonishment. 
 
“Not I, but his mother!” 
 
“I can't follow what you say. Aren't you his mother?”, Sarayn asked in 
utter confusion.  
 
“No, I am not", replied Roopa.  
 
“What ? Good heavens! What are you telling?”, Sarayu shouted and 
shook her daughter vehemently. But Roopa stood firm like a tree. 
Words poured out from the depth of her heart. She was, at last, 
revealing the great mystery in her life. Tears of joy trickled down her 
eyes.  
 
“Mother, Praveen is not my son. His father was a revolutionary, fighting 
against the British imperialism”.  
 
Rao Bahadur and Sarayu heard their daughter's words with rapt 
attention. They felt as though they were being lifted to a world of 
mystery. Roopa continued: “In Calcutta, I joined a revolutionary group 
called ‘Yugantar’. Praveen's father, Surjit Singh, was the leader of our 
group. He wanted to join the Gadar revolutionaries abroad to organize 
militant force from outside the country. While he was away, I took care 
of his pregnant wife, Indu. But, dear Indu died soon after her delivery. 
Her only last wish was that her son should also grow into a patriot like 
his father. I promissed to her to bring up her child according to her 
wish.All these days I have been feeling guilty that I had broken my 
word given to Indu when she was in her deathbed. But Praveen has 
saved me from the grave ignominy and the terrible torture of my own 
conscience. He has rightly responded to the urge of his blood".  
 
Rao Bahadur's head was reeling. He felt that he was thrown down from 
great heights. Sarayu stood like a statue holding the shoulders of her 
daughter who shone like Durga—the fierce and terrible. 
 
[YUVA BHARATI, February 1976]  
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SHORT STORY 

 
“VANDE MATARAM!”— All the boys shouted in a chorus. Mr. 
George Brown, the Inspector of Schools, was stunned. He shook with 
anger and his reddish face became all the more red with rage. Sweating 
profusely, he felt very uneasy and so loosened his neck tie a little. 
Fuming and fretting, he raised his right hand up, closed the fist and 
brought it down with all vehemence, crashing on the table. He roared at 
the top of his voice:  
 
“Bonde Motram, Bonde Motram! You arrogant black slaves, who 
taught you all this nonsense?” 
 
“Ha, Ha, Ha . . .” , the boys laughed in derision, clapping their hands 
and making fun of him. It was the last straw on the camel's back. The 
white officer lost all control on himself. As soon as he had entered the 
class room, the boys purposely welcomed him by uttering “Namaste!”. 
It took no time for him to realize that it was all planned. However, he 
controlled his temper and consoled himself that ‘Namaste’ was but an 
Indianized ‘Good Morning’. But he had the worst of his lot when he 
demanded the students to say in one voice: “Long live Her Majesty the 
Queen Empress”. All the students stood silent for one minute and then 
in one voice they cried: “Vande Mataram”. The high pitch of their voice 
deafened the inspector's ears and he trembled in his shoes. “You 
treacherous guys, I will teach you all a lesson”, he cried aloud and 
walked out of the class oom.  
 
Pandit Ksheer Sagar, the Head Master of the Town High School, was 
standing all the time by the door of the class room where all these 
scenes were taking place. He stood still even when Mr. Brown walked 
out of the class room, stamping his feet on the ground. After the 
inspector had gone out, the Head Master came and stood before the 
students. His face was grave and pale. He passed his vision over the 
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face of each and every student. All the boys were still standing on their 
legs. They stood like prisoners standing in file before the jail 
superintendent.  
 
Pandit Ksheer Sagar was astonished by the demonstration of the 
students. But to him it was not anything unexpected. He knew well that 
the boys of his school were deeply agitated over the police lathi charge 
that took place in the town on the previous day when a group of 
Swadeshi volunteers attempted to make a bonfire of foreign cloths. 
Sensing the mood of his students, Pandit Ksheer Sagar even attempted 
to get the visit of the inspector postponed. But it was the fate of the 
white officer to get his nose smashed by the students on that day and the 
inevitable happened. The thing that astonished Pandit Ksheer Sagar was 
the effective organization of the demonstration by the students. He did 
not at all expect so much from them.  
 
“Who is the person behind this show?”, asked Panditji in a very serious 
voice. None of the students replied. They looked at each other. To them, 
Panditji's reaction was most unexpected. It went against the very 
impression they had about him in their mind. Till then they truly 
believed that he was a staunch patriot and nationalist having a 
sympathetic attitude towards the volunteers of Swadeshi movement. 
Though they were aware that their Head Master was a strict 
disciplinarian, they expected that in their latest move, he will stand by 
them. Panditji, in fact, loved his students very much and very often he 
used to inspire them by narrating to them stories of great men. Though 
he never spoke about political matters to his students, they used to get 
glimpses of his patriotic sentiments in his occasional utterances. Quite 
naturally, when they found that the Head Master had taken a serious 
view of their action, they were all surprised and disappointed. Fear 
gripped their hearts in which they had so long harboured respect and 
love for Panditji.  
 
When he found that no answer came forth from the students, Panditji 
gave out a threat: “By this evening if the real culprit does not meet me, I 
will cease my relationship with you once for all”. Panditji hoped that 
this threat will work well. Without waiting for their reaction he 
announced: “Today there will be no class. You can go home”. Then he 
silently walked out of the room.  
 

*  *  * 
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Pandit Ksheer Sagar was half-asleep, lying on his cot, when Suren came 
and called in a low and shivering voice:“Masterji, Masterji . . .” He 
opened his eyes and looked around, as though awakened suddenly from 
a dream. Finding Suren standing by him, trembling in fear and tears 
spreading a veil over his.eyes, Panditji was a little astonished. Suren 
was one of his best students, brilliant in studies as well as extra-
curricular activities. He had a soft corner for that boy in his heart. And 
the boy too was quite free and unreserved in his relationship with his 
Masterji for whom his respect and reverence knew no bounds.  
 
“Oh, Suren ! Come on my boy, what's the matter?”, enquired Masterji.  
 
“Masterji..., Masterji ....”, Suren could not  proceed further. Emotion 
and fear choked his voice. Pandit Ksheer Sager was also greatly 
disturbed by the unusual behaviour of the boy. 
 
“Come on, tell me what's the matter”, Panditji repeated his question 
eagerly and anxiously.  
 
“Sir, I am responsible for today's demonstration.” After completing his 
words, Suren covered his face with his palms and started weeping like a 
girl. Panditji was shocked. He rose op and sat on the cot cross-legged.  
 
“I see ....”, Panditji shook his head up and down and then got immersed 
in deep thought. Suren was still sobbing. Panditji then turned to him and 
asked in a stern voice: “Boy, if you had the courage to organize such a 
show, why do you weep now?” 
 
Suren removed his hands from his face. He looked straight into the face 
of Panditji. "Masterji, I did it with all determination. My kith and kin 
were all wounded in yesterday's lathi charge. I have no regrets at all for 
my act, Masterji, but . . .”, spoke Suren assuming a little courage. But 
he was not able to complete his statement. Some inexpressible feeling 
again prevented the flow of words from his heart.  
 
"But . .? What ' but '? Where has that courage gone now? ", asked 
Panditji angrily.  
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“Sir, I am deeply pained that I have wounded your feelings and caused 
trouble and mental agony to you by my act. I am prepared to face any 
punishment for that.” 
 
The reply given by the boy created an upheaval in the heart of Masterji. 
He jumped down from his cot and hugged him. Suren was completely 
taken aback when Masterji uttered emotional words: “No my boy, not at 
all. . . You have not caused any pain or suffering to me. . . . I am proud 
of you.” 
 
The Head Master pulled the boy towards the cot and made him sit by 
his side. 
 
“Look here, Suren, I am the Head Master and am very strict as you all 
know. But I have a human heart which feels for my brethren, for my 
country. I too am a patriot.” 
 
Suren could not believe his ears. He sat astounded with his eyes wide 
open. Masterji continued after a few minutes' silence: 
 
“See my boy, you had organized the show very effectively. But you 
have exposed yourself to a great danger. If you are caught, you will be 
finished.” 
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Courage once again got hold of Suren's heart. With calmness and 
determination he replied:  
 
“Masterji, I am not afraid of the consequences. I am even prepared to 
die for the sake of my country.” 
 
“Don't talk like that, Suren. I can't bear that,” interrupted Masterji. “I 
don't want young men like you to die or languish in prisons. You must 
live in the society to create hundreds more like you. My country needs 
brave young men in thousands.” 
 
Masterji's heart was throbbing with emotion. He resumed silence for 
sometime. Suren also kept mum. A great revolution was taking place in 
his mind. 
 
“Suren, now you must do one thing,” said Masterji after pondering over 
the matter.  
 
“What is it, Sir?”, asked Suren anxiously. “There will be an enquiry into 
the affair. Mr. Brown is a heartless Britisher. He will resort to most 
inhuman treatment if you are all caught. So you must all do what I say, 
understand?” 
 
“What are we to do?”, queried Suren again with deeper anxiety.  
 
“You must all say that it was I who inspired you to make the show.” 
 
The words of Masterji burst like a bomb-shell. Suren had his worst 
shock of his life. “What, Sir, what are you telling?”, he asked in utter 
surprise and astonishment. 
 
“Yes, Suren. You must do what I say. The lives of young men like you 
are more precious and valuable for my country than that of mine which 
has already crossed the prime of youth. At least now let me have an 
opportunity to serve the country by offering myself to save you and 
other brave young men from the clutches of British imperialism. Your 
lives should not at all be ruined. They are buds yet to blossom to spread 
their fragrance at the altar of the Mother.” 
 
“But, Masterji, how can we tell a lie; that too endangering your life? " 
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Masterji thought over it for a moment and then asked Suren:  
 
“Suren, tell me whether you have not been inspired by the stories I have 
been telling you about great men and patriots.” 
 
Suren nodded his head in approval and replied: “Yes Sir, we have been 
very much inspired.” 
 
“Has that inspiration nothing to do with the fire of patriotism in your 
heart?”, Panditji questioned further.  
 
“Yes Sir, certainly it has kindled the fire in our hearts.” 
 
“Then it is no lie to tell that I have inspired you.” 
 
“But, Sir, you had not asked us . . .” 
 
 Before Suren could complete, Masterji cut him short: “Don't argue. 
Now you must do what I order you. I am your Master, am I not? You 
must all offer me the Guru Dakshina I demand of you. And this is the 
thing I want you to give me. Promise me that you will fulfil my wish.” 
 
Tears flowed down the cheeks of Suren. Masterji wiped them with his 
hand and shook his shoulders vehemently.  
 
“Yes Sir” — these two words slipped out of Suren's tongue with great 
difficulty.  
 

*  *  * 
 
There was a heavy crowd waiting in front of the Court of the Sessions 
Judge of Krishna Nagar. All of them were eagerly and anxiously 
awaiting the judgement in the most sensational case of the day in the 
town. Pandit Ksheer Sagar, the Head Master of the Town High School, 
was facing charges of sedition and instigation of violence. News had 
spread all over the town that he made the students shout ‘Vande 
Mataram’ in the class room when the British Inspector of Schools 
visited the school. People knew well that Panditji was a man of culture 
and discipline, of course, with a high sense of nationalism and 
patriotism. But they could not believe that he had instigated the students 
to indulge in demonstration.  
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Somebody came out of the court room and the crowd surged forward to 
hear him. He silently whispered something into the ears of those in the 
front row and at once every one started murmuring with surprise and 
pain: “Fifteen years’ rigorous imprisonment!” Like a sudden wild fire, 
the news spread among people outside the court compound and there 
arose high excitement and resentment. When the situation outside grew 
tense, policemen wearing helmets and wielding lathis came out of the 
court premises and started driving away the people. In the midst of the 
commotion, a few noticed the police van coming out of the court 
compound carrying their beloved Masterji. Unmindful of the blows 
falling on their heads and back, the crowd now turned towards the 
police van and rushed to the middle of the road. Suddenly there arose a 
sharp, shrill, but bold and intrepid voice: “Vande Mataram”. Masterji, 
sitting inside the police van could recognize that it was Suren's. But 
before the police could turn towards the direction from where the voice 
came, hundreds of voices rose in chorus: “Vande Mataram!”Police 
lathis fell on the heads of 'unarmed people with all the more vehemence 
and brutishness. But they could not suppress the cry. People resisted the 
blows with their hands. In the meanwhile the van darted off like a swift 
arrow from the midst of the crowd carrying the preceptor of patriotism 
who received the Guru Dakshina he demanded of his students.  
 
 [YUVA BHARATI, March 1976] 
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SHORT STORY 
 

 
 
Sujata was peering at the distant horizon. The moon was stealthily 
raising her head from behind the surging waves of the sea. The cool sea 
breeze caressed Sujata's hair. But her mind was too immersed in deep 
thoughts to notice it. Only when her little son, Prasant, came before her 
and placed his little fingers on her chin, calling — “Ma, look here”, that 
she came to the consciousness of the external world. 
 
“What do you want my child?”, she asked in a sweet, soft and sonorous 
voice. 
 
“Please tie this thread to the kite.” 
 
The boy extended to her a big kite with a bundle of thread.She took 
them from his hands. Suddenly her eyes fell on something that the boy 
had scribbled illegibly on the kite, with a piece of charcoal.  
 
“What is it that you have written, my boy?” , she asked with curiosity. 
The question aroused pride and joy in the heart of the boy. With 
swelling enthusiasm he replied:  
 
“Ma, I have written a letter to father — telling him that we are waiting 
here for his return.” 
 
Sujata was taken aback. But unmindful of her surprise, the boy 
continued:  
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“Ma, didn't you tell the other day that on the other shore of this sea is 
the Andamans where my father is? I will send this kite up into the sky 
and then cut the thread. The kite will fly over the sea and fall there in 
front of father. Will he not then pick it up and read my letter?” 
 
Sujata was overwhelmed with emotion. She pulled the child into her 
lap, hugged him and kissed his forehead. Two drops of tears fell on his 
cheek. 
 
“Come on, my son. I will tie it for you.” She released the boy from her 
embrace. Then the kite was tied with the thread and she handed it over 
to him. Slowly the kite went up into the sky. When it was high up, 
touching the blue canopy, the boy cut the thread. The kite, released 
from bondage and wafted by the breeze, moved towards the horizon. 
The mother and son sat, watching its flight till it vanished out of their 
sight.  
 
Sujata was the daughter of Ramesh Chandra, a public prosecutor at 
Narasingpur. Having been born in a rich family, she had the privilege of 
going to Calcutta to join the medical college there to qualify herself for 
the lucrative profession of a doctor. But destiny had willed something 
else for her. Ever since the partition of Bengal, Calcutta had turned into 
a haven of revolutionaries fighting for the overthrow of the British 
Government. Young brains, especially those in the colleges, were 
attracted towards the revolutionary movement. Sujata too was 
introduced to one revolutionary group called Anusheelan Samity, by her 
collegemate, Mrinalini.  
 
It was a thrilling experience for her when, on the first day, she 
participated in the secret meeting of the Samity. She was presented 
before the leader of the Samity, Rajesh, a young man with a charming 
personality and indomitable courage. She heard him with rapt attention 
when he explained to her the atrocities of the British regime which 
maimed the Holy Motherland, deprived the people of their freedom and 
liberty and reduced the masses to the level of worms struggling hard to 
keep up their existence somehow or other. His voice was choked with 
emotion when he spoke of the duty of the youth to fight for the 
emancipation of the Motherland. After some conversation with her, 
when he was convinced that she will hold aloft the ideal of freedom 
even in the face of grave threat or danger to her life, he took her to a 
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secret chamber. There, in front of a portrait of Asthabhuja Durga, he 
administered an oath of secrecy to her and initiated her into the 
movement.  

 
Along with the fierce and uncompromising revolutionary spirit coupled 
with unstinted devotion and dedication to the cause of Motherland, 
mutual love and admiration also grew in the hearts of Rajesh and 
Sujata. Naturally it resulted in their being united in wedlock to live an 
ideal life. Though the rules of the Samity prescribed life-long 
brahmacharya for its members in order to prevent them from falling a 
prey to worldly life, exemptions were granted in the case of those who 
married a girl or boy from the same group, provided they pledged to 
continue the pursuit of their cherished ideal throughout their life.  
 
It gave a rude shock to the self-respect of Ramesh Chandra when he 
came to know about the marriage of his daughter with an unknown 
person. Moreover, when he came to know about her new associations at 
Calcutta, he once for all decided to severe all connections with his 
daughter. Sujata also took it courageously and with determination. Her 
life was dedicated to an ideal and there was no room in it for filial 
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affection. When days passed on, she even gradually forgot that she had 
a family.  
 
Destiny, however, did not allow her to live long with Rajesh even. Just 
two months after a child was born to them, Rajesh fell into the hands of 
police. While attempting to smuggle out arms and ammunitions from an 
armoury at Midnapore, he was caught red-handed. Police failed in all 
their attempts to extract information about his group in spite of the 
brutal torture that they inflicted on him. Ultimately he was sentenced to 
transportation for life and sent to Andamans.  
 
After the departure of Rajesh from the scene, great changes took place 
in the revolutionary group. Most of his colleagues decided to leave the 
country to join the revolutionaries abroad, who were working for the 
emancipation of the country by remaining outside and organising 
revolutionary forces. Mrinalini decided to stay on at Calcutta and 
pursue her medical education. She had the fond hope that, one day, 
when all their plans would materialize, she could act as a link between 
the revolutionaries abroad and those belonging to other groups at home. 
But she advised Sujata, in the interest of her child, to leave for Madras 
and join a national school sponsored by some patriotic minded people 
closely known to her. She also expected that Sujata might also succeed 
in establishing links with revolutionaries in Madras and that might help 
their work in future. Sujata too felt that the advice was quite fitting and 
readily left for Madras.  
 
Six long years had rolled on since Sujata came and settled down at 
Madras. In the meanwhile, the First World War had taken place and the 
attempts of the revolutionaries abroad to create an uprising at home met 
with failure. Sujata was aware of all the developments both inside and 
outside the country. But she never lost hope. An unwavering spirit of 
optimism had gripped her heart and it enthused her to live on hoping for 
a bright morrow. It was these thoughts of the ultimate achievement of 
their long cherished goal that goaded her to instil even in the mind of 
her little son the ideals of patriotism and revolution. With hope 
brimming in her heart, she used to tell her son that his father would one 
day come from Andamans to liberate the country and people from 
bondage. The young boy was also hopefully looking forward to see the 
face of the great hero who had given birth to him. It was this wish that 
found expression on the kite which took to flight over the vast sea, 
towards the distant destination.  
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*  *  * 

 
Rajesh wiped out the sweat off his brow with his right thumb and 
looked up. He saw a kite, cut off from its thread, coming down from the 
sky, slowly oscillating in the wind. He dropped the axe from his hand, 
pushed aside the log of wood in front of him with his leg and jumped 
forward to catch the kite. As soon as it reached his hands he heard a 
voice calling him from behind: “Rajesh Dada, it is mine.” He turned 
back and found Jiddu running towards him. Jiddu was the son of the jail 
warden, Kartar Singh. During the years, Rajesh had developed a close 
intimacy with Kartar, for he found Kartar alone as one with some 
human feelings left in his heart, among all the prison officials in the 
black water islands. And he liked Jiddu, for he always reminded him of 
his own son.  
 
“Jiddu, how do you say that this is yours?”, Rajesh asked with a gentle 
smile.  
 
“See, the thread is in my hand”, Jiddu replied with all innocence of a 
little child. Rajesh laughed aloud on hearing the reply.  
 
“Come on, my boy. I will tie it for you ", said he and then sat on the log 
of wood. Jiddu also sat by his side.  

 
“Jiddu, will you give this kite to me?” 
 
“What will you do with it, Dada?” 
 
 “I'll send it to my son. Over the clouds it will fly and reach my son. 
Won't you give it to me?"  
 
Jiddu thought over the matter for a moment and replied:  
 
“Dada, I have only one with me. Why not you call your son here. We 
will play together.”  
 
 Rajesh could not contain his laughter.  
 
“Well, my boy, his mother would have made another one for him and 
he must be playing with it, now.” 
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Even before Rajesh could complete his words he heard a voice from 
behind:  
 
“No, Rajesh. He would not be a small boy now. He must have grown 
into a young man of sixteen.” 
 
Rajesh looked around in surprise. He found Kartar Singh standing by 
his side.  
 
“I was hearing all that you were talking to Jiddu,” said Kartar in a 
benign tone and continued:  “Rajesh, you have forgotten that sixteen 
long years have rolled on since you came here.” 
 
Rajesh sat silent. His thoughts took to sudden flight. Yes, sixteen long 
years had rolled on. How many changes have taken place! Though he 
was a prisoner, he was getting all information about the outside world 
through Kartar. During the period of the World War a few more 
revolutionaries had reached the island. From them also he had heard 
about the changes that had taken place at home. The whole 
revolutionary movement, which was once his very life-breath, had 
collapsed and severe repressive measures had shattered the 
revolutionary forces inside the country. He could not even imagine 
where his Sujata and Prasant would be now. 
 
“Rajesh, there are hardly nine more months for you to spend here as a 
prisoner”, said Kartar Singh, springing a surprise at Rajesh. He 
continued : " Deducting the remissions you have earned, we find that 
you are to be released in next December.” 
 
Rajesh was speechless. A sudden gush of emotion had deluged his 
heart. Somehow he hid his feelings and heaving a sigh of relief, replied: 
“So I can serve my Motherland again!” 
 
“Rajesh, do you still continue to talk of Motherland and Fatherland?”, 
Kartar asked in an admonishing tone. He continued: “Have you become 
a fool? Have you not seen that the very people for whom you fought 
have betrayed you and forgotten you? Where are your beloved wife and 
child today? They must be in the streets now or struggling hard 
somewhere to keep up their day-to-day existence. And what are your 
present day patriots doing? They have entered the Central Legislature 
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and are enjoying powers of position in the country. They have even 
compromised to accept a dominion status!” 
 
These words were nothing new for Rajesh. He had been hearing them 
all from Kartar time and again. Kartar came to Andamans as a convict 
in a murder case. But time changed him and he settled down there itself 
as a warden. He even married and begot a child. “I am an Indian. And I 
don't have any special love for the British. But I sincerely feel that our 
people are unfit to govern themselves. They are an ungrateful wretched 
lot," he used to say very often.  
 
The years of prison life aided by the utter darkness of disappointment 
and frustration had started blinding the vision of Rajesh. He too had 
started feeling that he had sacrificed his life for a worthless cause. There 
was some grain of truth in what Kartar was telling him all these years.  
 
When days ran on, Rajesh's mind started developing an alien attitude to 
the very ideals he once cherished very much. Ego and ego-centric 
desires had started to take possession of his heart. Now he longed to 
spend the rest of his life in retirement and peace. And with these ideas 
growing fast in his mind, he started counting the days, to see the dawn 
of his release.  
 

*  *  * 
“Rajesh, it was you who lit the flame of patriotism in my heart. You 
fanned it to grow into a fire. And it was the same fire in your heart 
which consumed your ego and impelled you to make a great sacrifice of 
your life for the cause of our Holy Motherland. It made you court the 
sojourn of long imprisonment in the distant Andamans, leaving me and 
my child to walk in the path that fate showed us. But the untold misery 
and suffering which I have undergone in my life during the last twenty 
years could not extinguish the fire in my heart. Rather they turned it into 
a wild fire and the leaping flames of the fire lit the torch of freedom and 
patriotism in the heart of our son, Prasant, too. Today he is in the jail, 
fighting for the deliverance of our Motherland. But, alas, when I meet 
you again after long years of separation, at a moment when our hearts 
must ascend to the zenith of inexplicable bliss, enjoying the fruits of our 
sacrifice, I find you returning to me with your spirit lost and soul dead. 
What more agony and pain than this can I suffer in my life ? Oh Rajesh, 
this is a thousand times cruel than all the separation and solitude that I 
have suffered during the long years. Oh, what happened to my dear 
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Rajesh! Who killed your mighty warrior's spirit, my dear? How could 
the four walls of the prison cell confine your idealism and stifle it to 
death? Oh God, am I seeing the same Rajesh who left me two decades 
back? I can't believe my eyes and ears!” 
 
Sujata broke down and collapsed on the sofa in which she was sitting. 
Rajesh sat by her side utterly dismayed and spellbound. All the hopes 
for a peaceful and happy life that he nurtured in his heart were now 
scorched in the fire of disenchantment. He was too stupefied to argue 
any further with Sujata.  
 
It was four years back that Rajesh returned to Calcutta after his release 
from Andamans. After a long, vain search to find out his wife and son, 
he almost lost hope and, with dejection and disillusionment in his heart, 
reconciled to his fate and settled down as a clerk in the Calcutta Port 
Trust. He could not meet even any of his erstwhile friends during the 
four years. He found only new faces in the political movement too. The 
era of revolutionary movement had relegated to the background, leaving 
room for the non-violent agitations and mass civil disobedience. He 
spent his days in resignation and retirement, though he worked 
mechanically just to earn his livelihood. But God was not very cruel to 
him. One fine morning he met his old colleague, Mrinalini, in front of a 
private clinic where she was practising as a senior surgeon. It was a 
moment of unique joy and happiness for him when he found at last one 
link with his past. He learnt from her all about Sujata and that day itself 
he left for Madras. He was hopeful of hitting the biggest bonanza in his 
life after years of excruciating agony and suffering. 
 
But a greater surprise awaited him at Madras when he reached there. 
The excitement that Rajesh and Sujata had when they met each other 
after a long period of separation was no doubt the greatest in their lives. 
But it soon proved to be short-lived. Time had created a big gulf 
between the two. When he came to know that Sujata was in the 
forefront of the civil disobedience movement and his own son, Prasant 
was in jail because he had organized a mass hartal in the city, he felt as 
though his entire dream-world was bombarded and crushed to dust. And 
to Sujata too, it was the eruption of a big volcano in her heart when she 
found the unbelievable change in her husband. In the violent and terrific 
eruption, she shuddered and lost her balance. She felt that the whole 
edifice of an ideal life that she was building up in her bosom was 
crumbling to pieces. However, it was the tremendous force of unsullied 
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idealism and the spirit of uncompromising patriotism, courage and 
determination, which she had kept alive in her heart during the many 
years, that made her declare boldly that it was impossible for her to 
retrace her steps. Ultimately, in utter dismay and disappointment, 
Rajesh announced:  
 
“Sujata, if this is your final resolve, I leave you to go ahead in your 
path. Let us hope to meet again and live together in our next birth.” 
 
He rose from his seat and, with a grim and pale face, walked out of the 
house. He did not know where his feet were leading him. Sujata sat 
unperturbed and looked on when he moved away from her sight, though 
tears welling up in her eyes blurred her vision.  
 

*  *  * 
 
It was Deepavali day. There was excitement everywhere. Not that the 
people were celebrating the festival with pomp and show, but the 
nationalists in the city were organizing a big campaign to set a big 
bonfire of foreign clothes on the sands of Marina that evening. 
Thousands of people had gathered on the spot to watch the scene, a few 
hours before the dusk. Sujata, leading a batch of women satyagrahis, 
appeared on the spot at the appointed time. They were all clad in pure 
white sarees. They were holding bundles of foreign cloth in their hands. 
And when the fire was lit to the accompaniment of the hilarious cry of 
‘Vande Mataram’ from a thousand throats, they dropped all the bundles 
into the fire. The flames of the fire spread light all around the area 
where darkness had started to pervade. In the light of the leaping 
flames, Sujata found a man fast approaching her. He was clad in a 
Khadi Pyjama and Khurta and a white cap adorned his head. He was 
also holding a bundle in his hand. To her amazement and joy she found 
that he was her dear Rajesh. His face glowing with pride and joy, he 
extended the bundle to her. With emotion and excitement attempting to 
choke his voice, he struggled hard to utter the word: “Come on Sujata, 
take this and cast it into the fire. This is the symbol of the bundle of 
despair and despondency which I acquired during my life in Andamans. 
Let they too be consumed by the fire that you have lit again in my heart, 
when this bundle is reduced to ashes in the fire before us.” 
 
A thrill passed in the heart of Sujata when she received the bundle from 
his hand and confined it to the fire.  
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Even before the excitement in her heart subsided, Sujata saw police 
coming into the scene, pushing aside the on-looking crowd with lathis 
and gun butts. When the Satyagrahis along with Sujata and Rajesh were 
rounded up and herded into the police van, Sujata spoke to Rajesh with 
overwhelming pride and joy: “Rajesh, our lives are flowers offered at 
the altar of the Motherland. They are too sacred and sublime to find 
their way into the harems of worldly life." 
 
[YUVA BHARATI, April 1976] 
 
 

KINGDOM UNDONE BY A PENNILESS BEGGAR. 
 

History abounds in cases of kingdoms undone by the discontent of 
penniless beggars. No one could be more poor than the great 
Chanakya of mediaeval Indian History, and it is well-known how 
Chanakya, who had no stake in the world but the little knot of his 
hair, exterminated the whole race of the Nandas in return for the 
insult that was deliberately given to him. Mr. Morley of all persons 
should not have scorned the power of educated men because they 
were poor and had no earthly stake. But when thoughtful men like 
Mr. Morley betray such evident signs of thoughtlessness, then surely 
the decline of the British Raj has begun. 
 

—Lokamanya Bal Gangadhar Tilak. 
 

EQUAL RIGHTS TO ALL CITIZENS 
 
"The Hindu Sanghatanist Party aims to base the future constitution 
of Hindustan on the broad principle that all citizens should have 
equal rights and obligations irrespective of caste or creed, race or 
religion,—provided they avow and owe an exclusive and devoted 
allegiance to the Hindustani State. The fundamental rights of  liberty 
of speech, liberty of conscience, of worship, of association etc., will 
be enjoyed by all citizens alike. Whatever restrictions will be 
imposed on them in the interest of the public peace and order of 
National emergency will not be based on any religious or racial 
considerations alone but on common National grounds." 
 

--Veer Savarkar (Speech in Hindu Maha Sabha Session, 1939) 
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SHORT STORY 
 

 
.  
"Look here", Seetha addressed me while serving food on the plantain 
leaf spread before me. Of course, ‘Look here’ is neither my name nor a 
title, but it is the traditional way of our devout Hindu wives addressing 
their husbands. Time was when husbands too addressed their wives not 
by their names, but as the mothers of their sons and perhaps their 
daughters even. But I, being one who had strayed far away from the 
traditional path, call my wife ‘Seetha’ and not ‘Ramu’s Ma’. 
 
Without lifting my eyes from the steaming, hot rice, I responded: 
“Yes?” 
 
“Day after tomorrow is the third birthday of Ramu.” 
 
 After finishing the words she looked with affection and pride at Ramu 
who was sitting opposite to me. Ramu, who had lifted a handful of rice 
in his small palm and was about to take it to his mouth, stopped 
abruptly and turned his face towards his mother. She was telling 
something about him and so he was all attention to her. I too looked at 
him and could not contain my laughter when I found him gazing at his 
mother, with his mouth wide open and eyes reflecting the eagerness in 
his heart. I then turned my attention to Seetha and said: 
 
“Well, we shall celebrate his birthday with a small feast. We can invite 
some of his playmates to dine with him that day”.  
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Before I completed, she made a grimace and angrily interrupted: “Oh, 
you want to get away with that small expenditure. If you don't spend for 
your son, for whom are you going to spend?”  
 
Unlike other husbands, I never get irritated when my wife puts such 
embarrassing questions to me. I became accustomed to it during the last 
five years of my life with her. A poor teacher with a paltry income of a 
hundred and fifty rupees a month must learn to put up with such 
questions. And the sambar, dal and curry that she had served on the leaf 
were too delicious to make me shorttempered by anything that she said 
when I was helping myself with the meal. Casting a pleasant smile, I 
asked her:  
 
“Well, what do you want me to do? Shall we arrange a birthday party 
and invite all our relations and friends?”  
 
I noticed that she was really getting upset by my joke. To add fuel to 
fire, I continued:  
 
“Send a wire to your father. He may send you some money.” 
 
“Nonsense”, she burst out. “Why do you drag my parents whenever I 
talk to you about our home affairs? What pleasure do you get in teasing 
me like this?” Tears started gathering in her eyes and I really couldn’t 
bear that. Showing out my teeth in a pretended glee I consoled her:  
 
“Don't get angry. If you do not enjoy my jokes, who else will?” 
 
“Go and tell it to your students and then ask them to laugh. They will 
laugh.” Now she really laughed with a pride of victory over me in the 
battle of jokes.  
 
All the time, Ramu was silently watching the different moods of her 
countenance and when he saw her laughing, he also joined her.  
 
I had almost finished my meal and was in the last course — rice with 
the so-called buttermilk. There was neither butter nor milk in it and it 
was only a whitish water that was poured on the rice. Seetha continued: 
“We must take our boy to Panchabhooteswara temple, offer his hair and 
perform milk abhisheka to the deity”.  
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“So what is left in this month's pay will be over”, I remarked in a jolly 
mood. 
 
“Money, Money”, she uttered with contempt and anger. “Why do you 
always think of money? If you give Him, He will give you double the 
amount in return”.  
 
That is the faith of all devotees. And they know that the law of the land, 
which comes down with a heavy hand on those who double the 
currency in this mortal world, will not apply to the Almighty.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I finished my meal, and got up. After washing my hands I came out into 
the verandah and started chewing betel leaf. After a while, Seetha also 
finished her supper and came and sat by my side. The same proposal 
was made once again. By that time I had also seriously thought over it. 
After all my dear wife has no other ambition like accumulating jewels 
and saris. Why not I fulfil her small desires? Poverty is there as my 
eternal companion. But I have a duty to keep my better-half happy and 
cheerful in life. I finally succumbed to her entreaties and the programme 
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was fixed. I decided to take an advance of rupees fifty from my pay for 
the current month. Though our school manager was reluctant to pass the 
application for advance, Lord Panchabooteswara played his leela and 
got my request sanctioned.  
 
On the auspicious birthday of Ramu, we got up early at five in the 
morning and prepared ourselves for the journey to Panchabhooteswara 
Hills, about fifty miles away from our place. Ramu too was awakened at 
dawn. He was quite gleeful, for it was his birthday. We caught the first 
bus and reached the foot of the hill before the sun ascended the sky. 
While climbing up through the footpath, we found a number of 
policemen stationed here and there. They were all driving away the poor 
beggars who practised their profession, since time immemorial, sitting 
on the steps to the hill-top. Perhaps Ramu felt at first that the policemen 
were all there to welcome him. But soon he was disillusioned when he 
found them shouting at us also to keep away from the middle of the 
steps. I was holding Ramu in my arms and Seetha was carrying a big 
plastic bag full of vessels containing milk, curds and panchamritam and 
other materials for the abhisheka in one hand, and another bag 
containing clothes in the other. We moved aside and I asked a 
constable: “Who is coming, sir?” “The Minister for Hindu Religious 
Endowments”, replied the cop with an air of authority. 
 
“When is he coming?” I again questioned him. Maybe, he was a little 
irritated by my uncalled for enquiries. But seeing me well-dressed, he 
maintained his composure and replied with some disinterestedness: 
“Maybe in the evening”.  
 
I really became angry. Why should at all these people make such a fuss 
now itself to receive a minister coming in the evening? But who was I 
to ask ? I am but a. poor school teacher earning my livelihood through 
hard toil. I must not interfere in big people's business. I simply turned to 
my wife and cast a meaningful smile. 
 
Just when we were reaching the top, from some unknown corner a small 
girl in dirty rags came running towards us. “Ayya, Amma, I haven't 
taken anything since morning. I am hungry. Please give me something.” 
I wondered how this small girI managed to dupe the policemen and 
reach the top. Did she manage to get any recommendation letter from 
the minister for her case being considered a special one? Anyhow I felt 
pity for the poor girl. I turned to Seetha and asked her: “Have you 
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anything to give?” She sneered at me and said: “What can I give? 
Everything is for abhisheka”.  
 
“Sir, Sir,” the child again appealed to me in a painful tone. She knew 
well the mood of the lady and so she approached me alone. I put my 
hand into my pocket and took out a four-anna coin and dropped it in her 
out-stretched palm. The poor girl was baffled. Probably she thought that 
I was a big ‘sahib’ from the city — may be somebody belonging to the 
minister's party. 
 
She gratefully bowed her head and saluted me, and ran away with 
uncontainable joy. It was unusual for her to get a four-anna coin by way 
of alms.  
 
We reached the place where the hair-offering was to be made. A lone 
barber was sitting there sharpening his blades. On seeing us, he lifted 
his head up and asked: “Want to offer the child's hair?”I nodded my 
head in approval. “Get a ticket from the counter”, he ordered pointing 
his finger towards the temple office a little away. We went and stood 
there before the counter for a few minutes, but there was none inside to 
issue us a ticket. After a little while a peon wearing a saffron turban and 
khaki bush-coat approached us.  
 
“Want a ticket?”  
 
“Yes”. 
 
“The cashier is away at home. I shall get him here, sir. Please give me 
four annas for tea.” 
 
I stared at him. In the next moment I got over my discomfiture. After all 
I am a poor teacher and the peon had no reason to mistake me to be a 
member of the minister’s party. I put my hand into the pocket and took 
out a four-anna coin and thrusted it into his hand. He coolly collected it 
and went away. I waited there for sometime.The cashier and the peon 
turned up after fifteen minutes. The cashier went and sat inside the 
counter. I asked : 
 
“How much for hair-offering and abhisheka?” 
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“Look at the board there”, the cashier shouted at me, pointing his finger 
to a board. I read the board. Then I took out a five-rupee note from my 
purse and handed it over to the cashier. He gave me an eight-anna ticket 
for hair offering and a four-rupee one for abhisheka and without giving 
me the balance, closed the counter and got up. I stared at him in surprise 
and asked: “What about the balance?” 
 
“No change. Collect it when you return,” replied he without looking 
into my face and walked out of the counter. I turned to Seetha and 
found that she felt much distressed by the cashier’s behaviour towards 
me. We then came to the barber again. I made Ramu sit in front of him. 
Taking out his blade and sharpening it again on his palm, the barber 
demanded:  
 
“Give eight annas”. 
 
“For what?” 
 
“That's the custom here,” he uttered in a commanding voice. I looked at 
Seetha. There was expression of pain in her eyes. I smiled in derision 
and then took out an eight-anna coin and dropped it on the mat in front 
of the barber. So, Ramu offered his hair. We then went to the temple 
pond. We had our holy dip. Ramu was in a joyful mood and he had no 
mind to come out of the cool, fresh water.  
 
Only when the temple watchman came there shouting, “move on, move 
on once you finish bath”, that we came up the steps. After dressing up 
ourselves and the boy, we proceeded towards the sanctum sanctorum. 
There was no crowd. Only a few men and women were standing in front 
of the sanctorum with folded hands, praying to Lord 
Panchabhooteswara. And the Lord was, in his linga form, giving 
darshan to his devotees. I waited there for about twenty minutes. By that 
time many devotees came and went, each presenting his or her appeal to 
the Lord through silent prayer. At last a small brahmin boy came there 
and stood in front of us, looking at us with enquiring eyes. “Where is 
the priest?”  I asked the boy.  
 
“They are busy, Sir. The minister is coming today,” replied the boy with 
a callous indifference.  
 
“But he is coming only in the evening.” 
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“What of that? They have to make arrangements.” I could realise in no 
time that the boy was trained well in talking like that. After a few 
seconds he asked: “You want to do abhisheka?” 
 
“Yes”. The boy remained silent for a few minutes and then continued:  
 
“I can go and call the chief priest. But he will come only if you pay him 
something. He will have to leave all work and come”.  
 
I could not contain my anger. I shouted: “What work he has got other 
than this? I have purchased a ticket for abhisheka”. 
 
 The boy replied: “What's the use of shouting at me. He will turn up 
only in the afternoon and by that time the minister's people will come. 
And you will have to wait till the evening with your ticket in your 
hand.” 
 
The boy started to move away. I looked at Seetha's face. Her eyes were 
covered with a thin layer of tears. I was overwhelmed by the sight. I felt 
I must not disappoint her. I turned to the boy and called him by my side. 
Taking out a two-rupee note from my pocket I extended it to him and 
said: “Take this and give it to the priest. Ask him to come soon”.  
 
Before the boy could take the note from my hand, Seetha pounced upon 
me and snatched the currency from my hand.  
 
“No, don't give. We are not performing abhisheka,” she cried in a grim 
and anguished tone. I was taken aback. 
 
“What do you mean, Seetha?”,  I asked in astonishment.  
 
“You can bribe anybody, but not the servants of God.” 
 
“But they demand it.” 
 
“Let them, but don't give. We will be partners to the sin. The Lord will 
bless my child evem without our performing the abhisheka”.  
 
I stood there bewildered. Seetha took the plastic bag containing the 
materials for abhisheka in one hand and clasped the hand of Ramu with 
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the other and then led the boy to the presence of the deity. Placing the 
bag in front of the deity and making the boy pray with folded hands, she 
herself stood there gazing at the idol, for a few minutes. Tears flowed 
down her cheeks profusely. Then she prostrated before the deity and got 
up. Turning to me, she entreated me also to prostrate. I silently obeyed 
her. Then she took her bag in her hand and started returning. Holding 
the boy by one hand and the bag of clothes in the other, I followed her.  
 
When we came outside the temple, Seetha looked around. She was 
looking for somebody. Suddenly her eyes fell on the poor girl in rags 
who was playing with some urchins at a distance. In hurried steps, she 
paced towards them and called them:  
 
“Come on, my children, come here."  
 
The children came running towards her. She asked them to sit in a circle 
and she herself sat in their middle. Then she asked me to place Ramu on 
her lap. She took some plantain leaves and spread them in front of the 
children and started serving the Panchamritam, fruit, curds and milk to 
all children. She fed Ramu also in their presence. Ramu was 
delightfully watching his grand birthday feast when I stood there 
benumbed and not understanding what had happened to Seetha. Then 
she turned to me and, with her eyes glowing with joy and thankfulness, 
uttered the words: 
 
“These are our living gods. If we feed them, the Lord will be immensely 
pleased.” 
 
I felt thrilled. At last my wife had become one with me in my ideals. 
Before returning home I prostrated once again before Lord 
Panchabhooteswara with devotion and gratefulness brimming up in my 
heart.  
   
[YUVA BHARATI, June 1976] 
 
 
“Do you love your fellow men? Where should you go to seek for God—
are not all the poor, the miserable, the weak, gods? Why not worship 
them first? Why go to dig a well on the shores of the Ganga?” 

 — SWAMI VIVEKANANDA.  
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SHORT STORY 

 
 
He lay there asleep, stretching his wearied body on a concrete bench in 
the open railway platform of Alampur. The vast blue sky hung over him 
like a huge canopy. His face was sunk in the bosom of a darkness 
whose cool embrace had lulled him to sleep which elated his mind to a 
world of ecstatic dream. The cool and pleasant breeze of the spring 
caressed his corpus tenderly. The stars in the heaven glanced at him, 
with their glittering eyes. The beems of the full moon sleeked his cheek 
and limbs with milk-white unguent.  
 
The entire area was submerged in silence. Of course, it was 
occasionally disturbed by the chirrupping of the nocturnal birds which 
had found their haven on the top of a big banyan tree on the perimeter 
of the platform. 
 
Suddenly a gust of wind blew off the quilt he had pulled over his trunk 
and bared to the moon-light the stump of his left leg amputated at the 
knee. Slightly disturbed from his sleep, the man shrunk his body in 
chillness. Ere long he was plunged again in deep slumber, but soon a 
shrill whistle of a fast approaching train pierced the mantle of quietude 
and awakened him to startle and look around for a minute. Then he 
hurriedly got up and folded his quilt. He pulled out his haversack from 
below the bench, opened it and took out his soiled uniform. He thrust 
the quilt into the bag and closed it. In a few seconds he was dressed up 
and was on his leg, supported by his crutches. He hoisted his haver-sack 
across his back and walked in quick pace towards the train which had 
by then steamed into the station.  
 
The compartment into which he entered was practically empty. There 
was a lone, rustic family consisting of a father, a mother and a small kid 
of four sitting just opposite to him. The child was being fed some gruel 
by his mother. His father, in his typical rural costume, was seated by the 
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window and peeping out into the fields that ran past as the train moved 
on.  
 
“This year there is a good harvest, but the prices still won't come 
down”, he turned to the soldier sitting opposite to him and said in a bid 
to start a conversation. The soldier simply nodded his head in the 
affirmative, with a meaningless smile on his lips and turned his look 
towards the child. The child, which was staring with wonder and awe at 
the soldier in his uniform, got annoyed by his look and crawled into his 
mother's lap. “Afraid?”, the soldier asked the boy in an affectionate 
tone. The mother, in order to allay the child’s fear, put aside the cup and 
spoon in her hands and took his little palms into hers. Then she ordered 
him in a benign voice: “Say namste to uncle.” The child, when it felt 
assured that the stranger was no childlifter about whom the mother used 
to tell to threaten him whenever he refused to obey her, turned his face 
to the jawan and showed out its teeth with a shy and babyish glee. The 
jawan took out a packet of biscuits from his pocket and placed it in the 
hands of the babe.  
 
“Going to Jagadishpur?”, asked the man to the Jawan.  
 
“Yeah”, the soldier replied in a drawl and continued: “Just for darshan 
in the temple”. Pausing for a moment, he continued, “Actually I am on 
my way back home — Pratapnagar.” 
 
The very thought of Pratapnagar created an upsurge in his heart. His 
mind darted back to the bygone days. How blissful were they when he 
was in the Intermediate College of that small town. An affluent home to 
meet his every requirement, a posse of young friends hanging around 
him all the time and the volley of affection and attachment that his 
preceptors showered on him in recognition of the qualities of his head 
and heart — all made him a real hero in the college and outside the 
campus as well. Sarad was the name that usually came first in most of 
the lists of prize-winners in sports and games as well as cultural 
competitions. But in the academic field, he had a powerful rival — 
Sarala — the heroine of the birds. But he never harboured in his heart 
any jealousy towards her. He used to admire her and every time she 
scored a victory over him, he warmly congratulated her. Her charming 
moonlike face, eyes resembling fire balls, soft pomegranate cheeks and 
roseate lips, dark and long plait gliding over her chubby round breasts 
and her slender waist made her too captivating for anyone to hate her. 
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And she too was not less enchanted by his marvellous personality and 
plesant disposition. Whenever they met each other and exchanged 
courtesies or discussed subjects relating to their studies, their hearts too 
conversed in a secret and silent language. That was the language of love 
and that conversation they themselves could not follow in the 
beginning.  

 
It was on a Dasara day that the silent conversation of their hearts 
expressed itself in audible words and transmitted through their ears a 
thrill of celestial bliss into their minds. They were returning from the 
Palace Grounds after participating in the Ramlila celebration. Sarad's 
house was on the way to the women’s hostel and hence he gave her 
company while returning.  
 
“I feel thirsty. Would you mind taking a cool drink?”, she asked Sarad 
when they came near a restaurant. Sarad thought over for a second and 
replied:  
 
“Why not come to my house? It's on the way. I'll give you some better 
stuff. My mother will also be pleased to see you.” Sarala instantly liked 
the suggestion. In fact she had heard him speak several times about his 
mother and so she had an intense eagerness to meet the woman. 
 
“Well, we'll go”, she expressed her consent which tickled his heart. 
They walked on silently a few steps, their minds caught deeply in 
whirlpools of their own thoughts. It was Sarala who broke the 
monotony putting him a question: 
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“After Inter, what do you propose to do, Sarad?” 
 
“I would like to go for Medicine. But my mother is pressing for my 
marriage”.  
 
“So early”, she wondered and asked him: “Have you given thought to 
the matter?” 
 
“Very seriously”, he replied.  
 
Both were silent for sometime. Then she asked again: “What do you 
think of her suggestion?” 
 
“I think I must leave somebody with her at home before I leave for the 
city for prosecuting my higher studies. She's pretty old. And I am her 
only son. There is no one to attend to her in my absence.” 
 
“Well, may I know what sort of a girl you are in the look out for?”, she 
asked with a cajoling smile. There was a hidden shyness as well as a 
suppressed anxiety behind her words. He turned his face towards her. 
She saw a sudden glow in his eyes. She felt that some magnetic power 
in his pupils was drawing out her heart.  Both were in high spirits — 
she, eager to know his mind and he, restless to open his heart to her.” 
 
“I have already chosen one, but I don't know what she feels about it”. 
His voice was clogged by emotion. At the same time Sarala's heart-
beats also speeded up. Yet, concealing her emotion and anxiety, she 
talked in an apparently calm tone. “May I know who the lucky bird is? 
Perhaps I may be able to help you in knowing her heart”. Sarad stood 
still impulsively. And she too. He looked straight into her eyes and 
asked: “If it were you yourself?” The cloud in his heart burst out at last 
suddenly in the form of a rain and she felt drenched in the downpour. 
With a quiver in her bosom she answered: “I'll be blessed”.  
 
Two drops of tears of joy trickled down her cheeks. Both of them stood 
motionless, facing each other, transported to a world of ecstasy.  
 
“Sarala”, he called out in a beatific mood and clasped her hands 
drawing her nearer to him. Instinctive shyness gripped her heart and she 
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pulled her hands back. Though the road was deserted, she whispered 
into his ears, “Shh... this is road. Let's go home.”  
 
Both walked in quick pace towards their destination. There was a new 
rhythm in their ambulation.  
 
Sarala did spend much time in Sarad's house. She was introduced to his 
mother who received her with all courtesy and affection. The old lady 
implored the young guest to join them at lunch. “But I've come without 
a notice”, Sarala said with some hesitation. “Good girl, I can't, of 
course, give you a feast. That I'll do when Sarad gets married in a few 
months’ time. Now you are welcome to share our humble meals”, she 
said, with a sense of humour in her words. Unwittingly she also gave 
expression to a deep aspiration in her heart. After a little while she 
added: “Today being very auspicious, we have prepared some sweets 
too, young lady”. 
 
While serving food, the old woman again touched the topic of his 
marriage and remarked: “I don't want Sarad to marry a girl who will be 
too proud of her parental affluence or too poor to keep herself free from 
worries about her own home.” 
 
Sarala thought in her heart of hearts that she would make a good 
daughter-in-law of the house. While departing from Sarad's house, she 
was brimming with the hope that next time when she would come there, 
she would come as a bride.  
 
On the advent of mid-summer vacation, Sarala left for her village. 
Before taking leave of Sarad, she assured him that she would talk to her 
elder brother about her love and persuade him to meet Sarad's mother 
with the marriage proposal. Sarad spent his days in high spirit, 
expecting every moment the visit of Sarala's brother. He rarely went out 
of his house and spent all the time by the side of his mother pleasing her 
in all methods possible.  
 
One month passed and there was no communication from her. He wrote 
a letter to her and it was returned with a remark on the envelope: “Left”. 
Sarad was in utter confusion. After another month, one fine morning 
came a letter from her. Hope and anxiety seizing his mind at one and 
the same time he opened the envelope hurriedly and read out the letter:  
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“Dear Sarad,  
Please forgive me. I am unfit to be your wife. Destiny has willed that I 
must take up the role of a mother of three helpless children. Please 
forget me and marry a girl of your mother's choice. May God be with 
you to make your life happy and cheerful. 
Yours, Sarala” 
 
Sarad felt as though he was blown up from the mouth of a cannon.... 
 
The pageant of past events which paraded in front of his mind's eyes 
came to an abrupt end when the villager interrupted him with a 
question, looking alternately on the pair of the crutches and the stump 
of his left leg: “Lost your leg in the war?” 
 
“Yeah,” replied Sarad with a long drawl again. “I was in the war front at 
Rangoon”, he added.  
 
“You fought the Japanese?” — The villager darted another question 
with unquenching curiosity. Though a rustic, he had heard that the war 
was waged by the British against the Japanese.  
 
“No”, replied Sarad in a serious tone and proudly sporting the 
medellions on his collar. “Don't you see this,” he asked.  
 
The villager looked perplexed. Sarad took out his cap from the 
haversack and pointed his finger to the metallic insignia pinned to it and 
said: “I was in the Azad Hind Fauz” 
 
“Oh, I see,” the villager exclaimed with wonder and admiration. He had 
heard about Netaji and his Fauz too, and was very happy to see a man 
belonging to that patriotic army. 
 
“You have a wife and children?”, the villager persisted on his enquiries.  
 
“No. I left my home about seven years back when my mother died”. 
After a. little pause Sarad continued: “I was in Burma when the Fauz 
was formed”  
 
Now their discussions turned onNetaji and his army. The villager heard 
with rapt attention, the thrilling narration of Sarad's experiences in the 
battle front.  
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When the train reached Jagadishpur, all of them alighted and with a 
humble salutation, Sarad took leave of the family and marched off to 
the tune of the tapping sound of his crutches, the haversack swinging on 
his back.  
 
Sarad walked into a dharmashala not far away from the station and 
enquired to the watchan:  
 
“Can I get a room?"  
 
The watchman peered at his face. When he found that the visitor was a 
military man, he stood up and respectfully saluted him  
 
“Surely Sahib,” he replied courteously and beseeched Sarad to follow 
him. “Here is a room in the ground floor, but there will be a lot of noise 
from the adjacent hall. Several children are there and if you don't mind 
the disturbance, it's all right....”' He paused and awaited a reply. 
 
“Doesn't matter. Give me that room. I can't go up”, replied Sarad.  
 
As soon as he entered the room, Sarad dumped the haversack in a 
corner and removed his uniform.  
 
He wore a turkey towel around his waist, covering up to his knees. 
Taking a mug and a piece of soap in his hand he came out of the room, 
leaning on his crutches. He approached the watchman again and asked 
him: 
 
“You have any bathrooms here?”  
 
“No sir, you have to go to the lake just a furlong away in the east,” said 
he, waggling his finger in that direction. When Sarad started moving, 
the watchman asked, “Shall I come for your aid, Sahib?” 
 
“No thanks, I am trained to manage myself”, replied Sarad with the 
pride of a soldier.  
 
When he reached the lake a surprise awaited him there. He saw a lady 
resembling Sarala standing on the bank at a distance, and drying one 
end of her sari in the air while the other end was wound round her body. 
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At first he disbelieved his eyes and turned his face away from her. He 
dropped the pair of crutches on the ground and like a gayful schoolboy 
leapt forward on one foot towards the lake and dived into it with a 
splash.  
 
Hearing the sound, the lady turned back and looked at him. And he too 
saw her face clearly. “It is Sarala”, he whispered to himself and 
hurriedly crawled out of the water. By then she had also recognized 
him. “Sarad”, she cried like one seized with sudden madness and came 
running to him. Sarad came out of the water and sat by the side of his 
crutches. She was shocked to see him in such a condition and she 
wailed aloud: “Oh Sarad, what am I seeing? How is it that you are here 
like this?” 
 
Sarad was speechless for a few minutes. However he controlled his 
emotions and asked in a calm and unperturbed tone: “How are you, 
Sarala? How did you come here?” 
 
Sarala was still in an agitated mood and she replied in a painful tone: 
“Everything I'll tell you Sarad, but first you tell me what happened to 
you. What is this?”  
 
 She sat by his side and placing her hand on the stump of his leg, started 
weeping like a child.  
 
Sarad pulled himself back a little and uttered in a disturbed voice:  
 
“Don't touch me, Sarala. If someone sees....” Without completing his 
words he looked around to see whether anybody was watching them.  
 
“No Sarad, there is none else to whom I belong. I am still your Sarala 
—your poor, unfortunate Sarala”, she cried, covering her face with her 
palms.  
 
It took no time for Sarad to realize that she was still unmarried. The 
bangles in her hands, the ear-rings and nose-stud, the hazy imprint of 
vermilion left on her forehead and the lone necklace around her neck — 
all proclaimed that she was still the same Sarala whom he knew seven 
years back.  
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Sarad drew himself near her and put his hand on her shoulder. He was 
overwhelmed with emotion. He then placed his palm on her head. His 
fingers plied through her dishevelled tresses.  
 
“Tell me Sarala what happened to you after you left me. Then I'll tell 
you my story”.  
 
Sarala had by now regained her composure. With a deep sigh, she 
started narrating her tale:  
 
“On that fateful day, as soon as I reached home, a calamitous news 
struck me down. My elder brother, who was my everything in my life 
ever since my parents departed me in my infancy, passed away a few 
hours before I reached home. He suffered a sudden heart attack that 
morning. It was he who brought me up and educated me with the 
income that he received as a manager in a spinning mill. He never kept 
me or his three children in wants. Even after the sudden death of my 
sister-in-law he insisted on my pursuing my studies and sent me to the 
college in Pratapnagar. His one aim in life was to see that I was married 
into a decent family and for that he insisted on the completion of my 
education. He used to tell me that once I was married, half of his 
worries would be over and then he could peacefully look after his own 
children. But the cruel fate snatched him away from all of us, leaving us 
orphans. His eldest son, Ravi, was only fourteen at that time and the 
younger ones, Radha and Sudha, were twelve and ten, respectively. And 
I had to take charge of them as their mother, father, guardian and 
everything thereafter.” She stopped and stared into his eyes. They were 
wet. He now understood clearly what she meant when she wrote to him 
that she had become a mother of three children.  
 
“And then?”, he queried, prompting her to continue her story. “And 
then we had to leave that big house which he had rented. We left for the 
nearby Narasimpur village where I got a job as a teacher. My brother 
did leave behind some money by way of provident fund and other 
savings. But that amount I deposited in a bank for the future welfare of 
the children, and with my own income I brought them up all these 
years. I gave them all good education. ln the last spring I was able to see 
the two girls married off. And the boy left for England early this year on 
a scholarship, for engineering studies. I now have the satisfaction that I 
have paid off the debt of gratitude that I owed to my brother”. She 
stopped abruptly.  
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“You still work as a teacher?”, he asked inquisitively.  
 
“Yes, but now my life is dedicated to a different cause —the service of 
the little ones who hang around me everyday. Sarad, when I see their 
tender faces I find a mission in my life and feel the urge to live for 
them. You would have seen them here in the choultry hall. I have 
brought them all on an excursion.” 
 
 Sarad sat silently gazing into the distant sky. Sarala put her fingers on 
his chin and shook his face.” 
 
“Tell me now, Sarad, how this happened to you”, she demanded him in 
a tremulous voice to narrate his story.  
 
“Well Sarala,” Sarad started telling, “After you left, for several days I 
awaited your letter. I was hopeful that your brother would come to meet 
my mother. When days passed on, my mind was getting more and more 
agitated. And at last, on that day, when I received your letter and read it, 
I felt as though a thunderbolt had struck me. I could not believe that you 
would play a wicked game with my life. Yet I felt that it was cruel on 
your part to forsake me without any rhyme or reason. What could I have 
made out from your letter?” 
 
Sarad looked at Sarala's face. She was sobbing heavily. She said in a 
soft, low tone: " I was afraid that if I wrote everything to you, you 
would not marry anyone else and thus not only your mother's 
aspirations would remain unfulfilled, but your own ambition to go for 
higher studies in Medicine and become a doctor would also be 
shattered. I never intended to be the cause of your adversity.” 
 
Sarad laughed in derision. But there was pity and sympathy for the 
poor, silly girl, in his expression. He then continued:  
 
“After a month I joined the Medical College at Calcutta leaving my 
mother at Pratapnagar, to manage herself with the help of a maid 
servant. Three months later I received a telegram that mother was 
seriously ill. I rushed back home and found that she was bed-ridden due 
to a severe malarial attack. I was by her side, nursing her day and night, 
but after a couple of weeks her health deteriorated and she left me for 
ever. After her passing away I lost all zest in my life. I gave up my 
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medical education and sat idle at home for some days. My uncle, who 
had come for my mother’s ceremonies, persuaded me to accompany 
him on his way back to Rangoon. I was seeking a change to soothe my 
heart and I accepted his offer of partnership in his business. But 
business didn’t interest me at Rangoon and it was at that time I heard 
the call of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose. I found all of a sudden a 
meaning and purpose in my life. With a determination to wipe off from 
my mind all the memories of the past and to gain a new life — a life of 
dedication and sacrifice — I joined the Azad Hind Fauz”. He paused a 
little. Sarala was intently looking at his face. He continued: “And in the 
Rangoon front, I made this sacrifice”. He stopped and looked at his 
amputed leg. Then in a sombre voice he continued again: “Even there I 
was a failure. I could sacrifice only my leg for the cause of my 
motherland, not my life.” 
 
Before he concluded his words, Sarala pounced on him and closed his 
mouth with her palm. “Don't talk like that Sarad,” she cried deeply 
overcome by emotion. “It’s God’s wish that we should rejoin and 
dedicate together our lives for His work.” 
 
Sarad and Sarala were sitting in the train bound for Pratapnagar, on 
their way to Narasimpur village. They were surrounded by little 
children who marvelled at the unique dress and personality of the new 
uncle who had joined them. They were blithely chatting with him. 
When the train glided through a groove, Sarad looked out of the 
window and told Sarala: “See, the spring is in its full swing”.  
 
And Sarala replied, looking passionately at the lovely faces of her 
children: “And see here, around us are the blossoms of the new spring 
in our life.” 

*  *  * 
 
“By doing well the duty which is nearest to us, the duty which is in our 
hands now, we make ourselves stronger ; and improving our strength in 
this manner step by step, we may even reach a state in which it shall be 
our privilege to do the most coveted and honoured duties in life and in 
society."  

— SWAMI VIVEKANANDA.  
 
[YUVA BHARATI, July 1976] 
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SHORT STORY 
 

 
 
Valiamanakkal Vasudevan Embrandiri came out of the fenced 
compound of his illam (house) and walked swiftly on the village road. 
He was holding a palm-leaf umbrella in his left hand and a copper 
kettle-like vessel in the right. A loose sacred thread hung on his left 
shoulder and cut across his protruding stomach. A white dhoti was 
wound round the belly and it covered up to his knees. Another one was 
twined and tied around the abdomen to prevent the former from slipping 
down. With his short stature, ball-shaped head with a large forehead 
over which glided a short tuft, and with sandal paste smeared all over 
his body, he was an object of fun for the modern village youth. Time 
was when his ancestors came out of their illam, they were saluted with 
respect and reverence and people kept at a distance, giving way to them. 
Even a child in the Devanarkulam Village recognized them as the 
divine representatives of God. Though he too continued the same family 
profession of priesthood, holding the august office of the ‘chief (and 
only) priest’ of Devanarkulangara Bhagavati Temple, he was not getting 
the same respect and regard which his ancestors used to receive.  
 
After all, times have changed and even the Bhagavati herself was 
disregarded by a section of the villagers, mainly the youths, who 
considered themselves to be rationalists. In the early morning hours 
when the Embrandiri used to make his trip to the temple, these youths 
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who assembled in the tea-shop of Raman Mooppan, a little ahead of the 
temple, cracked jokes at him and teased him. Chinnayyan, the barber's 
son who had just finished his apprenticeship in ‘modern haircutting’ in 
the town and returned to the village with not only advanced professional 
knowledge, but also with modern ideas of egalitarianism and 
rationalism, was considered as a genius by the illiterate youth of the 
village and adored as their leader. Whenever Chinnayan saw the 
Embrandiri passing that way in the morning hours, he will call out with 
a contemptuous smile:  
 
“Embrandiri, why not take a cup of tea with us?”  
 
“No, thanks”, the Embrandiri would reply with a distrubed countenance. 
The youths would laugh and ask, “What, Embrandiri, will your Goddess 
refuse your worship if you take Raman Mooppan's tea?” 
 
The Embrandiri would not reply. He was aware that his forefathers were 
rich not only in learning, but also in Wealth and hence they could easily 
command the respect of the villagers. Now, in his generation, all the 
wealth of his family had vanished and along with that the respectability 
also. Who cared for his learning and piety? He consoled himself with 
the thought that Bhagavati was a witness to all the suffering and 
humiliation he had to undergo on account of his being Her sincere, 
devoted and humble servant and that She would one day answer all 
these blasphemers. Without talking to them much, he would quietly 
move away from there.  
 
That day when he came near the tea-shop, he saw Neeli, the servant 
woman, sitting under a neem tree in front of the shop. She belonged to 
Pulaya community and was an untouchable even in the eyes of the so-
called progressive youths. So she used to get her tea in a tin container 
and drink it sitting below the tree. As soon as she saw the Embrandiri, 
she got up and, pushing down from her lap her four-year-old son, 
moved back a little with folded hands. Perhaps, this woman, who did all 
odd jobs in the houses of all upper class families of the village, was the 
only one who showed genuine respect to the Embrandiri, realizing fully 
well the sanctity of his profession. And the Embrandiri too felt elated 
and pleased by her gesture of courtesy and regard.  
 
“Neeli, some bushes have grown around the jasmine creeper and the 
sun-flower plants in our garden. Remove them when you go that Way.” 
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“Master, I shall do it in the afternoon. I am just going up to Arakkur 
village. Chattan will be waiting there for me.” 
 
Chattan was her husband who made his livelihood as a cattle-broker. 
Most of his time he spent outside the village and most of the money that 
he earned too was spent in drinking and gambling. Once or twice a 
week he would return to the village and spend a night or two with Neeli. 
While coming, he would come emptyhanded and on going back, take 
with him whatever little she had accumulated by dint of her hard labour 
during the period of his absence. 
 
Whenever cattle-fairs took place in the adjacent villages, Neeli would 
have to rush there to help him in his business. Seeing the sad plight of 
the poor woman, the Embrandiri would give her as much work and as 
often as possible so that she could make both ends meet. He had a 
generous heart too and he would pay her double the amount of what she 
received as wages from other employers.  
 
“And water the plants too in the evening”, he said while making his 
move ahead.  
 
“Embrandiri....” 
 
It was Chinnayyan, sitting on a bench inside the tea-shop who called. 
him. Embrandiri turned back and looked at him.  
 
“Will the Bhagavati accept the flowers of the plants watered by Neeli?” 
 
 All others sitting in the tea-shop burst into a derisive laughter when the 
Embrandiri's face turned red with rage. Neeli shrunk in embarrassment. 
The Embrandiri stood still casting an angry glance at the mischievous 
youth. After a minute, he regained his composure and said in a calm, 
but stem voice: “Who told you that She will not ? Neeli is purer in her 
heart than all of you.” 
 
“Then why not you take her home and keep her as your daughter?” 
retorted Chinnayyan. Again the unruly youths burst into laughter.  
 
“If my Bhagavati wills so, I will do it”, Embrandiri rejoined and walked 
swiftly away from there.       Neeli stood there dazed by the unexpected  
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exchange of words that took place between the Embrandiri and the 
young man, and that too about her. But she was too down-trodden to 
give a fitting reply to Chinnayyan. After all, whenever she went outside 
the village, she had to leave her child under the eaves of Chinnayyan's 
barber shop which was a thatched hut with a fencing of bamboo mats on 
the small walls on four sides. It was adjacent to the tea-shop. The child 
will sit there alone for hours together, patiently awaiting the mother's 
return. The boy used to feel so much frightened and scared in the 
presence of the unruly youngsters sitting in the tea-shop that he dared 
not cry even when he was hungry. Of course, Raman Mooppan, out of 
compassion for the little one, used to throw before it the remnants of 
food left over by his customers and sometimes one or two slices of 
bread or pieces of banana. Neeli had to be grateful tb Raman Mooppan 
for his hospitality and to Chinnayyan for the shelter that they provided 
to her young one in her absence.  
 
Sometimes, the barber’s but remained vacant when there were no 
customers and the owner had also gone out on his rounds.  At such 
times, the child would enter it and silently sleep in a corner. Placed in 
such circumstances, Neeli felt that she could not antagonize Raman 
Mooppan or Chinnayyan even though they sometimes passed 
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disparaging remarks about her or her child. She used to gulp all insults 
silently and stir out of that place cursing in her mind her own fate.  
 
That day, after Neeli and the Embrandiri left the place, the discussion 
among the youth went on for a long time. 
 
“This Embrandiri still thinks that he is the messenger of God. The other 
day when my friends came from the town and visited the Bhagavati 
Temple, he asked them to remove their shirts before entering the 
temple. What an arrogance he has! Cannot the Bhagavati confer her 
blessings on one who puts on a shirt?”, asked Chinnayyan with hatred 
and contempt brimming ttp in his heart. 
 
“Why, the other day when the Devaswom Board Chairman visited the 
temple, this fellow threw the prasadam into his hand from a distance! 
What will happen to him if he touched a human being while 
worshipping the Bhagavati?” commented Chandu the cart-puller who 
was Raman Mooppan's regular customer. 
 
“It is all because of the influence that this fellow has on the Tambiran”, 
observed Raman Mooppan, referring to the janmi (landlord) who was a 
descendant of a royal family and who still continued to be the master of 
the village.  
 
“It is high time that all these temples are closed down”, advocated 
Chinnaiyyan in vehement words. “These are all places where the money 
of the innocent is looted by idlers and hypocrites.” He looked at the face 
of his audience who seemed to be much convinced by the depth of his 
vision and wisdom and continued, “Why should we have temples in the 
village where we don’t have a school or a dispensary?”  
 
The gossip went on for an hour. At the end of the tea-shop 
deliberations, the assembly decided to see what will happen if the 
Embrandiri was polluted before he entered the temple. In accordance 
with the plan they chalked out, Chinnayyan went into his shop and 
came out with a paper-packet containing hair. Sangili, the cobbler’s son, 
joined him and they two proceeded to the temple tank where the 
Embrandiri used to take bath before entering the tettiple. The 
Embrandiri had just finshed his bath and was doing Sandhyavandan 
sitting on the foot-steps of the tank. Chinnayyan and Sangili hid 
themselves behind the parapet wall of the tank and moved near the 
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place where he was sitting. Then all of a sudden they threw the packet 
containing the hair on him and ran away stealthily. The Embrandiri was 
shocked when the showers of human hair came down upon him. But it 
took no time for him to realize what had happened. He understood that 
it was all the mischief of Chinnayyan. For a few minutes he stood there 
motionless looking at the direction from which the hair-missile came. 
Tears welled in his eyes when he murmured, “Devi! Why do you test 
me like this? What sin did I commit in my last birth? Or, did my 
forefathers wrong you in any way? Why is it that my generation of the 
priest-class must become an object of contempt and ridicule? Is this the 
punishment for keeping myself pure both in body and mind to be a fit 
instrument for your service?” 
 
He walked into the tank again and took three dips before he came out. 
After squeezing the waist-cloth and drying himself up with it, he again 
sat for his sandhya worship.  
 
The Embrandiri's heart was beating fast and his pulse rate had increased 
when he stood inside the sanctum sanctorum of the Bhagavati temple, 
offering the pratah-kala pooja to her. He found some unusual glow in 
the Mother's eyes and seriousness in Her countenance. That day being a 
Friday, he decided to chant Durga Saptasati after the pooja and it took a 
longer time for him to return home than it was usual. While returning 
from the temple, Vasudevan Embrandiri saw a crowd gathered in front 
of Raman Mooppan's tea-stall. To his utter amazement he saw from a 
distance clouds of smoke rising above the thatched roof of the tea-stall 
and also tongues of flames leaping up.  
 
He threw his umbrella on the road-side and forgetting everything that 
had happened in the morning, started running towards the shop. When 
he reached the spot he found the entire shop was in flames and the 
villagers were fighting the fire with all available materials. But, because 
of wind, the fire had spread to the adjacent barber shop too and they 
found it very difficult to put it out. It was a spark from an unattended 
oven of Raman Mooppan’s tea-shop that set the whole hut aflame. 
Mooppan was at that time in a grove not far away, collecting twigs. 
There was none to notice the fire catching up in his shop. By the time he 
returned, the fire had grown out of control and he cried and called out 
all the villagers who were engaged in reaping harvest in a farm a little 
away from there.  
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None noticed when Embrandiri also joined the band of villagers who 
were fighting the fire. He threw his pooja-vessel under the neem tree, 
took his waist cloth and tied it like a turban on his head. Then he picked 
up a bucket from out of the instruments that the villagers had hastily 
collected, and started fetching water from a nearby dirty canal which 
irrigated the fields. It was at that time that Neeli appeared on the scene. 
Seeing the frightful sight she cried out: “Where's my child?” 
 
Every one stood motionless for a moment and looked gravely at her. 
She was almost half dead with fear and anxiety. It was Sangili, the 
cobbler who came forward and replied: “I saw him an hour back lying 
fast asleep in Chinnayyan's hut.” A tremor passed through the hearts of 
all those who had gathered there. The hut of Chinnayyan was already in 
flames, but all the hue and cry had not awakened the little one who was 
in deep slumber, tired and exhausted by hunger and thirst. Neeli started 
beating her breast and crying aloud: “Oh, my child!” Unable to stand on 
her legs, she fell down and swooned. Everybody there.was 
dumbfounded and not knowing what to do, looked at each other. But 
only one had the presence of mind to act swiftly. Vasudevan Embrandiri 
darted into the hut like a piercing arrow and in the next few seconds 
came out of the burning hut, holding the child unscathed in his hands. 
The baby, which was by then awakened, was too confounded even to 
cry.  
 
When Neeli opened her eyes, she found herself in the verandah of the 
Embrandiri's illam. He himself was sitting by her side, affectionately 
plying his fingers over her locks. With a benign smile on his lips he 
said:  
 
“Don't worry, daughter, your child is safe.” 
 
Neeli looked around and saw her son sitting in a corner with the 
expression of bewilderment still writ large on his face.  
 
“Devanarkulangara Bhagavati will not forsake her devout children, 
Neeli,” the Embrandiri added with a deep sigh of relief.  
 
[YUVA BHARATI, September 1976] 
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SHORT STORY 
 

 
 
Indumati enters the swayamvara mandapa with a garland in her hands: 
And then.... what a colourful description, it is that Kalidasa gives of the 
scene! When she gently ambles along the row of kings end emperors 
who have assembled there hoping to gain her hand..... 
 
“Sancharinee deepa shikeva raatrau 
yarn yam vyateeyaaya patimvaraa saa  
narendra maarghaatta iva praprede  
vivarna bhaavam sa sa bhoomipaalah.” 
 
...Their faces glitter in happiness as she approaches them, like the 
mansions on the royal road shining in the light of a torch that comes in 
front of them in the darkness of the night. But once she moves ahead, 
their faces too plunge into darkness, like the mansions left behind as the 
torch moves on. And she has not yet put the garland around anybody’s 
neck. It is still there in her hand....... 
 
“Look here!” 
 
An angry sharp and shrill voice snatched my attention away from the 
book. It was as though a sudden power-failure occurred when a most 
romantic scene was on the silver screen. I lifted my face and gazed at 
my wife, Sumati, standing before me. She was holding a thick rope in 
her hand in such a manner that it looked like the noose of Dharmaraja. 
But for the brass pot which was resting on her hip and around which she 
had put her arm, I would have had the worst shock of my life. From 
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Indumati with a garland, to my wife with a noose in her hand! Not even 
in the road-side ‘bioscope’ can you see such a sudden change of scenes.  
 
“What are you doing? Can't you take care of the child even for ten or 
fifteen minutes?”, she shouted in anger. My three-year old daughter, 
Vatsala, stood by her side and was trembling with fear. I suddenly 
remembered that Sumati had asked me to take care of the child when 
she was about to go to the neighbour’s well to fetch water. 
 
“What's the matter? Why are you so angry?”, I queried in my usual 
calm voice.  
 
“What has to happen!”, she exclaimed with a grimmace and continued: 
" She has silently followed me and is peeping into the well. What would 
have happened if she had slipped?” 
 
Really it was a serious question. But I wanted to pacify her and so, 
jocularly asked: “Is there water in Rayar's well?” 
 
“Nonsense! You don’t take anything seriously. You don't know when 
you have to be humorous.” 
 
“Sumati, don't you see that I am busy with my article on Kalidasa?” I 
intervened to cut her short.  
 
“Damn your Kalidasa! Is your work more precious than the life of our 
child?” 
 
She had really lost her temper and I too became impatient. Now I had to 
take some direct action to soothe her. I looked around and found a foot-
scale on my table. Taking it up into my hand I summoned my daughter:  
 
“Come here, you little imp. Who asked you to move away from my 
presence?” 
 
The child got frightened by my fierce look and the sight of the scale in 
my hand. She began to cry aloud.  
 
Suddenly Sumati dropped the pot and the coir rope on the floor and 
took the child into her hands. Pressing its face into her bosom and 
rocking it in her arms she resented:  
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“Why do you get angry with the child for your own fault?” 
 
 Indeed, I was answerless. I sat like a baffled member of the treasury 
bench staring helplessly at the opposition spokesman. 
 
“Make it a point,” she continued, “not to touch the child for anything 
that she is not responsible for. It will have a worst psychological effect 
on the mind of the child if you punish her for no fault of hers”.......... 

*   *   * 
“Pappa”— the sweet call of Vatsala dragged my eyes away from the 
portrait of Sumati hanging on the wall. And with that ended the pageant 
of past events marching in front of my mind’s eye. All those things that 
took place four long years back seemed as though they had happened 
yesterday. Sitting in the easy-chair, I was going through the “Gnana 
Ratham” (Chariot of Wisdom) of Mahakavi Bharati. It was when I 
came to the page where the great poet had described his own house-
hold, I lifted my eyes and looked at the picture of Sumati. But then my 
mind also fled to the past and I lost myself in thoughts of the days 
bygone. The sudden appearance of Vatsala brought me back to the 
world of reality. I looked at the time-piece. It was thirteen minutes past 
nine. I had to hurry up to catch my bus to the office. A poor Sub-Editor 
can't afford to go to his office everyday in taxi or auto-riksha. I got up 
from my seat and walked towards the wardrobe to take out my suit. 
Vatsala came near my table and started scanning through the books on 
it. She took a stout volume into her hands and weighing it on her small 
palms, asked me:  
 
"Pappa, why is this so thick?” 
 
“Ah, well, my daughter, that fellow who has written that book has so 
much in his brain that he wrote such a big book.” 
 
That was the only easy and convincing reply I could give her. She 
placed it again on the table and started turning over its pages with an 
intent look. The letters in the pages might have presented to her peculiar 
visions which she alone could enjoy. Suddenly she stopped at a 
particular page and called me towards her.  
 
“Come on, come here, Pappa; look here.” 
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I had by then dressed up; I went near her and peeped into the book.  
 
“See Pappa, the entire page is blank and only a few words are in the 
middle.” 
 
I read those words: “Dedicated to the memory of my wife, late Smt. 
Sakuntala.” 
 
Vatsala did not notice the sudden change in my countenance. Before she 
turned her face towards me I had regained my composure and with a 
smile on my lips I explained to her:  
 
“Well, you see, that book has been presented by him to his wife.”  
 
Vatsala became curious.  
 
“Why should he present it to his wife?” 
 
It is not so easy to answer her questions. She will cross-examine like a 
brilliant defence counsel.  
 
“You see, his wife died and went to God and so he has presented it to 
her.” 
 
“How will it reach her?” 
 
 “Ah, when he writes like this, God will read it out to her”.  
 
She paused for a few minutes and asked further:  
 
“Then why don’t we too present a book like this to my Ma?” 
 
“Yes, we will do. But now I don’t have time. You go and play with your 
ayah. I am in a hurry to go to my office. Don't disturb me.”  
 
I curtly disposed her off. Pulling the chest of drawers I took out my pen, 
ink-bottle and filler and filling up my pen, I left everything on the table 
and moved out of my room. I had no time even to arrange my table 
before leaving. After all I was a poor Sub-Editor and I couldn’t afford to 
go to office a fey minutes late like the Editor.  
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On the way to my office, all my thoughts were about Vatsala and her 
beloved mother, Sumati, who left her alone when she had just crossed 
her fourth year. I still remembered the sad and melancholy scenes on 
the eve of her death. It was a Diwali day. I was busy in my study, 
preparing some notes on Tagore’s Gitaanjali. Sumati was lying on a cot 
in the bedroom. She had not fully recovered after an operation for 
breast-cancer. For the last few days she was suffering from high fever. 
In the dusk when all around the place the noise of crackers were 
destroying the silence of the atmosphere, Vatsala got into my room and 
started pestering me. 
 
“Pappa, give me my crackers, I’ll also light them”.  
 
“No, my child, you wait for sometime. I'll come and do it for you.” 
 
“No Pappa, see all are busy with the crackers. Why not we also do it 
now itself.” 
 
Sumati, who was hearing our conversation from the adjacent room, 
called out in a feeble voice, but clearly audible to me: 
 
“Why don't you be with her for ten or fifteen minutes, at least on this 
day?” 
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I had no appeal to make. I simply walked out of my room with Vatsala. 
She rushed into the bedroom and from below the cot of Sumati pulled 
out a large copper plate full of crackers and brought it to the verandah. 
Then she ran into the pooja room and brought a small lamp and match 
box. I lighted the lamp and kept it on the parapet of the verandah. One 
after another the crackers started demonstrating their power and there 
was jubilation in Vatsala's heart. Sitting on her cot, Surnati also peeped 
out through the window of the bedroom and I could find, in the light of 
sparklers, a glow of unusual happiness on her face. After finishing off a 
major portion of the crackers, I handed over a few sparklers to Vatsala 
and advised her to carefully light them. I then returned to my study and 
was again immersed in Tagore. Suddenly I heard the shrieking voice of 
Vatsala and rushed out into the verandah. I saw her standing dazed, with 
her hands covering her ears. The crackers in the plate before her had 
caught fire. I dashed forward, lifted the plate and threw it along with the 
crackers into the courtyard. Of course, they were very few and some of 
them burst out with deafening sound before they fell on the ground.  
 
“What nonsense have you done?”  I pounced upon Vatsala with a 
posture of lifted hands. She began to cry. Sumati came out of her room 
and pulled away Vatsala, uttering again her oft repeated advice to me: 
“Don't touch the child for anything that she is not responsible for”. 
 
That night, after Vatsala plunged into deep slumber, Sumati came and 
sat by my side and in a very affectionate tone, made a fervent appeal: 
“If anything happens to me, it is you who alone have to look after her. 
Please do not allow her to commit mistakes and then punish her 
unnecessarily”.  
 
I dropped from my hand the daily newspaper into which my eyes were 
rambling and took her hands into mine. A deep anguish found 
expression in our eyes when we looked at each other. “Siunati, you are 
now quite alright. God is graceful and he won't snatch you away from 
me so quickly. He knows that I am doing his work.” 
 
A loving smile sparkled on her lips. I gently patted on her back and 
advised her: “Don’t strain yourself. Go and take rest.” 
 
“I have always been taking rest. Let me now spend some time with 
you.” 
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I knew well that once she said something, she meant business, So, the 
rest of the night I spent with her talking about various family matters. It 
was very late when we went to bed. But I did not at all expect that Lord 
Yarna would appear in our house the next morning to take het away 
from me and Vatsala. And that unexpected but inevitable thing 
happened......... 

*   *   * 
When I returned from the office, I found things in my room scattered 
here and there. And it was a mess on my table. Alas! The manuscript of 
my latest novel was fully soaked in ink. The empty ink-bottle was lying 
on the floor. And my steel pen with its broken nib was also seen by its 
side. For one minute I lost all balance of mind and roared aloud:  
 
“Vatsala . . . !” 
 
 Vatsala came running into my room. She was shivering in fear, and 
tears had already gathered in her eyes. She was conscious of the 
mischief that she had wrought.  
 
“What is this?”, I asked her angrily.  
 
“Pappa...., when I took the ink and pen....”   
 
Before she completed, I gave a slap on her cheek and shouted: 
 
“Who asked you to take it?”  
 
Her roseate cheeks turned dark and she covered it with her palm. She 
stood aghast staring into my eyes. It was for the fast time in her life that 
she received such a severe blow from me. She was too stupefied to cry 
out.  
 
I took the manuscript into my hands and scanned through the pages still 
wet. Suddenly my eyes stuck on a page, which I had originally left for 
noting the contents, in which were written by her tiny fingers, in uneven 
letters, the following words:  
 
“DEDICATED TO MA” 
 
For a few minutes I stood still, gazing into it. Then the manuscript fell 
from my hands. Tears ran down my cheeks. I turned towards Vatsala 
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and took her into my arms, hugged her affectionately and showered a 
hundred kisses on her cheeks. In a voice choked with emotion I asked 
her: “Did you want to dedicate this book to Ma?” 
 
“Yes”, she replied, tears still trickling down her eyes as she dirccted her 
vision to the portrait of her mother, hanging on wall.  
 
[YUVA BHARATI, October 1976] 

 
Tribute to Dhingra 

 
"Dhingra has behaved at each stage of his trial like a hero of ancient 
times. He has reminded us of the history of medieval Rajputs and 
Sikhs who loved death like a bride. England thinks she killed 
Dhingra: in reality he lives forever, and has given the deathblow to 
English sovereignty in India… 
 
"In time to come, when the British Empire in India shall have been 
reduced to dust and ashes, Dhingra's monument will adorn the 
squares of our chief towns, recalling the memory of our children to 
the noble life and the noble death of him who laid down his life in a 
far-off land for the cause he loved so well." 
 
—Lala Har Dayal in Bande Mataram (Ref: HAR DAYAL by 
Emily C.Brown, P.75) 
 
"The revolutionary had been a failure but the struggle for 
independence had not been a failure. The vast experience gathered 
through series of failures will lead the people to sure success. The 
seed of success is imbedded in failure itself. 
 
"But through revolution had been a failure, the aims and objects of 
the revolutionaries had definitely met with success. The 
revolutionaries knew it very well that without bringing the people of 
the country to consciousness, freedom of the land cannot be 
achieved. The first world war came to them very quickly though not 
unexpectedly and just like Subhas Babu who had formed the Indian 
National Army (Azad Hind Fauz) by taking advantage of the second 
world war, the revolutionaries of those days had tried to free India 
from outside by taking advantage of that war. They had failed but 
their valour, Sacrifice and sufferings brought political consciousness 
throughout the length and breadth of the country". 

—Trailokyanath Chakravarti 
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AN AFRICAN STORY 
 

 
 
 
The ding-dong notes of the cathedral bells pierced the blue canopy, 
penetrated into the heavens and passing through the portals of the 
sacred mansion of the Holy Mother Mary, reached the apartment where 
she was seated on a couch surrounded by holy angels singing choirs. A 
divine hallow encircled her head and her lovely face radiated 
compassion and benignity all around. It was Good Friday when people 
on the earth would be gratefully remembering her son who got crucified 
to wipe off their sins with his tears and blood. Suddenly the complexion 
of her countenance changed as she found her son, the Holy One, 
presenting himself before her, ambling towards her in slow pace with 
his head hung down. Signs of pain and agonywere writ large on his face 
and when he neared her, she could see tear drops forming a veil over his 
eyes. The hallow around his head seemed as though it were the radiant 
light around the disc of an eclipsed sun. Jesus knelt before her, bowed 
his head in reverence and then, sitting by her side, bent forward and 
placing his head on her couch, started sobbing like a little child. On 
seeing him in this gloomy mood, an emotional upsurge overtook the 
heart of the Holy Mother and with an unbounded motherly affection, 
she placed her hand on his head and plied her fingers into his tresses.  
 
“What ails thee, my son?”, she queried in a benignant tone.  
 
Jesus remained silent for some time. Controlling his sorrow, he replied: 
" Mother, I want to go to earth.” 
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“Go there, by all means, my son.The people remember thee this day — 
the day of thy crucifixion. But tell me what it is that makes thy heart 
writhe inpain and agony?” 
 
Heaving a big sigh, Jesus replied: “I'll tell you, mother, on my return.” 
 
It took no time for the Holy Mother to realize that a great storm was 
brewing in his heart. She did’nt want to probe further, lest she should  
inadvertently stir up further pain in his heart.  
 

*  *  * 
 
The Holy Cross atop the towering steeple of the St. Mary’s Church in 
Village Victoria near East London, the South African coastal town, 
touched the vault apparently pointing to the poor and downtrodden 
Negro population living in huts in the slums around the church that the 
way heavenwards was the only path for them to find an end to the trials 
and tribulations that they were undergoing under a heartless rule of the 
White. The narrow road leading to the church was almost deserted as 
the people had all returned to their homes after the Holy Mass in the 
church. Jesus came and stood below a pine tree, gaping at the lone 
thoroughfare tapering the horizon. Soon came within his sight an infirm 
black woman wending towards the church in a snail’s pace. He waited 
for some minutes till she passed by him and then silently followed her. 
He could see that she was holding her New Testament and the rosary in 
her hand so fast to her bosom that it seemed  she wanted to prevent her 
heart, weighing heavily with grief  and anxiety, from bursting out 
before she could reach the sanctuary. When she was just within twenty 
yards from the church, a white cop came from the opposite direction 
and stood before her. At his very sight, the old woman became nervous 
and mumbled in feeble voice: 
 
“Oh Jesus! Save me! Here comes the devil!” 
 
Whether he heard it or not, the cop was very angry when he asked her: 
 
“You bitch! Where are you going?” 
 
“To the church! My son. I am already late.  Please allow me to go.” 
 
“Stop there. Have you your pass book with you?”  
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“Yes, my son.” The old woman pointed her finger to the pocket inside 
her ragged overcoat.    
 
“Take it out,” shouted the policeman. “Don't you know that you black 
people can't go to church without pass books in your hands?” 
 
 The woman obeyed him silently, took out the pass book and extended it 
towards him with her shivering hands. He took the pass book into his 
hand and after examining it carefully, thrust it back into hers and 
ordered : “Well, go!” 
 
Jesus, who was following her closely, exclaimed: “A pass book to see 
me in my temple! And that too for the poor whose is the Kingdom of 
Heaven itself!” But neither the cop nor the old woman heard him. 
 
 Alice, the old woman, knelt in front of the altar in the sanctuary of the 
chapel, her eyes being fixed on the image of Mother Mary holding 
Child Jesus affectionately in her hand. Just by the side of this image 
there was another one of Jesus nailed to the Cross. But all her attention 
was, for sometime, on the Holy Mother and the Divine Child. Jesus who 
had followed her, stood at a distance and noticed tears welling up in her 
eyes when she uttered prayerfully:  
 
“Oh Mother Mary! I too am a mother like thee having given birth to two 
sons, George and Lawrence. Haven't they come to thy presence 
innumerable times to pay their obeisance unto thee? But today they 
refuse to come here, not because they love thee less, but they love their 
freedom more. They won't hold out a pass book to come to thy 
presence. Oh Mother, please forgive them for they aren't at fault!” 
 
“Amen,” uttered Jesus, unheard by the old woman. Then her attention 
turned to Jesus on the Cross. She moved forward, closer to the image, 
and placing her hands on the feet of the Holy One, buried her face into 
her hands and wept for a long time till her tears washed the holy feet 
profusely. She then raised her head, looked into the face of the Son of 
God and, with folded hands, prayed to Him: “Oh Jesus ! Save my 
children ! They are out to get crucified like thee for the sake of truth and 
liberty. They are going to confront on this holy day the White soldiers 
who have come here to suppress them. They would no more purchase 
their safety at the cost of their liberty. They are going to burn their pass 
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books. They have avowed that they would hereafter move about freely 
and would fight against the oppression by the White masters. What will 
happen to me if they are mowed down or shot dead? For whom then 
will I have to live in this world? Oh Jesus, save them or, to take me to 
thee before they leave me.” 
 
The very thought of the pending calamity tormentedher heart and, in the 
intense anguish she swooned. When she regained consciousness, she 
felt as though she was being lifted up by two invisible hands. She rose 
to stand on her knees again. This time she felt the presence of a divine 
power in her. A voice emerged from the inner recess of her heart calling 
out to her: “Fear not! I am by thee.” 
 
She spent long hours in the church in prayer and meditation. A few 
people came and went unnoticed by her. The sun had crossed the 
meridian and was moving towards the westerns horizon. The road to the 
village church, which was almost deserted in the morning, was now the 
hub of great commotion and excitement in the village. 

 
The freedom loving black youth of the village, inspired by the 
revolutionary black leaders in the cities fighting against the inhuman 
White regime, had risen in revolt to hold aloft the banner of liberty. The 
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White troops had already arrived in the noon from the neighbouring 
town and stationed themselves in position on both sides of the road.  
 
Hearing the din and bustle emerging outside the church, she rose and, 
taking into her hand her Holy Bible and the rosary, hurriedly walked out 
of the chapel. There was an inexplicable peace reigning over her heart. 
She came and stood on the roadside. At a distance she could see a 
procession marching towards the church. She could see her sons, 
George and Lawrence, leading the processionists. They were all youth, 
ebullient and daring, but unarmed and disciplined. The old woman 
could not contain herself. A sudden spurt of emotion gave her the 
strength to walk in a quick pace and she came face to face with her 
sons. Jesus also accompanied her and stood by her when she was 
hugging them warmly. 
 
“So, my sons, in the name of Jesus, you have decided to crusade for 
your rights. Well, My children, go ahead! May God bless you!” 
 
Tear drops fell on their faces as she kissed her sons on their foreheads 
when they knelt before her to seek her blessings. Jesus too sobbed, 
unseen and unheard by the rallying black humanity. Just then a White 
sergeant, followed by a posse of armed police personnel, presented 
himself before them and thundered in rage: 
 
“If you want to live the full span of your life, better you stay away from 
here at once.” 
 
Hearing the affront offered to them, the youth became restive and 
shouted back : 
 
“We aren't in need of your mercy to live. We are free.” 
 
Lawrence then turned to the crowd and cried at the top of his voice: 
“Brethren, let us all burn our pass books — the symbol of slavery.” 
 
 As soon as he finished, the rebellious youth took out their pass books 
and match boxes, and setting fire to their pass books, shouted in a 
chorus: 
 
“We want liberty!”  
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Soon their voices sunk in the booming of machine guns and shots of 
rifles. They were surrounded by White men firing intermittently. Many 
black youth fell dead and the blood that streamed out of their wounds 
made the soil wet.  
 
After the turmoil ended and the brutish White cops had deserted the 
place leaving the dead and wounded black youth to lie there as prey to 
ravens, eagles and jackals, Jesus found the aged mother searching for 
her sons. When she identified their bodies from among those of their 
brethren, she was overcome by grief and she collapsed on the ground 
screaming aloud: 
 
“Oh Jesus! You have failed to protect my children!” 
 
Jesus stood there benumbed. Blood was gushing out of the wounds that 
he had borne on his chest. Tears streamed down his face and fell on his 
heart and mingled with the blood. 
 

*  *  * 
Jesus came and stood before the Holy Mother Mary, who was aghast at 
the sight of bloodstains  on his white robe and on his hands which were 
pressed against his bosom. 
 
“Oh, my son, what's this?”, she wailed. . 
 
 "Mother," Jesus replied, “They who crucified me this day about a 
couple of thousand years back have today crucified my soul.” 
 

*   *   * 
 
 

Eternal Spirit of the Chainless Mind! 
Brightest in dungeons, Libergty! Thou art, 
For there thy habitation is the heart – 

The heart which love of thee alone can bind. 
--BYRON 
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SHORT STORY 
 

 
 
Coniftbably sprawling on his nineteenth century teak-wood lounge, 
Pandit Bogilal Sukharam was idly gazing throngh the window of his 
drawing room at the flower plants in the garden outside his posh 
bungalow. It was morning hours and the bewitching blossoms of the 
spring dancing to the tune of the pleasant breeze added attraction to the 
panoramic scene. In a relaxed mood, Panditji was softly patting on his 
protruding belly which was, just a few minutes ahead, filled up with 
half-a-dozen pooris with masala, a few jilebis and a glass full of pure 
cow's milk by way of light breakfast. His servant, Keshu, sitting by his 
feet, was gently massaging his legs. In an inspired mood Panditji spoke 
to his attendant: “Keshu, God is really graceful. See, how he has created 
this beautiful world for us to live in! Only those who don't know how to 
live, suffer in this world.” 
 
Keshu had put in twenty five years of service in the Panditji’s 
household and he was quite familiar with such sporadic outbursts of 
philosophic utterances of his master. He had served the master’s father 
when the master was a youth, a little younger to him in age. However 
the arrogance of the young master, especially after the passing away of 
his father and the helplessness of Keshu in maintaning a big family of 
his own, made him servile to him and he did not mind even doing all 
kinds of odd jobs which he had not performed under the senior master. 
Ematiated and poverty-stricken, with his limbs worn out due to age and 
hardwork, he was a symbol of daridranarayana. Though sometimes, 
while engaged in lively conversation with his master, his self-respect 
would sparkle out in his words, the constant remembrance of his penury 
prevented him from uttering anything that would cause displeasure to 
the master. But today he took a little freedom to tell his master: “But He 
is not always kind to all, Babuji. He makes some people suffer for no 
fault of theirs.” 
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Keshu was illiterate. But he had the wisdom of age and experience. 
 
“Why, why do you talk like that, Keshu?”, Panditji asked.  
 
“You see, Babuji,” Keshu explained, “I wanted to send my boy to the 
college. Though the boy was bright in the high school, I had to force 
him to go to an automobile workshop to learn the job of a mechanic”. 
 
 “But you know Keshu, all cannot go in for higher learning. If all do so, 
who will be there for other works. That's why God has created Varnas.” 
 
“Babuji, what you say is right. But all are not observing the Varna 
system. If Chandu's daughter can go to the college, why not my son? “ 
 
“Ah, that is the problem. Because some people violate the rule of the 
society, all others want to do so. Of course, there are exceptions to the 
rules. For example, see my grandfather bad gone in for business.  Do 
you know why?” 
 
“I don't know, Babuji” 
 
“Well, you must know. Othewise how can you know me well.You see, 
business is the profession of the bania. But you know why our family 
had taken to it? We pandits are to establish dharma in all walks of 
society. There was no truth and honesty in the business world. And so 
to establish them there, my grandfather had to enter that field. Do you 
understand that?” 
 
“I understand it, Babuji, but the people in our neighbourhood don't. 
That's why they speak ill of you. Many times I have to fight with them 
to defend you.” 
 
“Let them speak. On that account truth is not going to suffer.” 
 
 “Do you know, Babuji, what all things they talked about you when 
recently the police raided our godown?” 
 
“Yes I know, I know. It is all because of the corrupt officials, Why 
should they raid our godown? It's because I didn’t bribe them. 
Otherwise what offence did I commit? I felt that in the war everything 
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will be destroyed and afterwards our people will suffer for want of food. 
So I preserved a few hundreds of bags of wheat in our godown. What is 
wrong in it?” 
 
“You are right, Babuji. But they should have known it”.  
 
“And what was wrong in my selling the pulses at a higher rate? Then 
only people will purchase things in quantities just sufficient for them 
and won't waste things.” 
 
“Yes, you are perfectly correct, Babuji, but they didn't realize that.” 
 
“They won't realize. They are all scoundrels.” The Babuji started 
raining a shower of abuses against the officials and all his rivals in the 
business field. Though Keshu was wise enough to know that his 
master's hands were not clean, he had no other go but to patiently listen 
to all that he talked, for he was after all a servant and he had a family of 
six members including two daughters to be looked after.  
 
While the conversation was going on, the niece of the Panditji appeared 
on the scene. 
 
“Come on Lila, what’s the news? You have come so early in the 
morning today!” Panditji welcomed her with a horrible smile exhibiting 
his ugly sand-stone-like teeth. The young lady, who was around twenty 
two, greeted the Panditji with a charming smile. Slim and elegantly 
dressed, she had a sweet countenance which added to her pride of 
aristocratic background. She was always seen in all public functions in 
the city organized by the well-to-do and so Panditji was all admiration 
for her. She spoke to him in a sharp, shrill voice:  
 
“Uncle, we are holding a meeting in our ladies’ club.” 
 
“What for, my daughter?”, Panditji asked with his eyes wide open.  
 
“The Collector's wife is going to speak!” 
 
“Collector's wife!”, exclaimed Panditji, jumping from his seat. “When 
is the programme?”, he asked further.  
 
“On the coming Thursday.” 
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“That's good. And are you inviting anybody to preside over?” 
 
“We haven't decided. She is going to speak on ‘women's role in the 
war’. We would try to get some lady to preside.” 
 
 “Why? Why a lady alone should preside? It doesn't matter that it is a 
ladies’ club. Sometimes you get gentlemen to speak in your functions. 
And it should rightly be a man who must tell you what you should do 
during the war.” 
 
Panditji turned to Keshu and asked: “Am I not right, Keshu?” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“You are perfectly right, Babuji”, replied Keshu nodding his head in 
approval.  
 
“And who else other than me can speak in such a function. I can quote 
scriptures telling yout that Kaikeyi had helped Dasaratha in the 
battlefield and so did Satyabhama, the dutiful spouse of Krishna”, 
Panditji argued his own case with a vehemence. Lila stood perplexed 
for a moment by the sudden offer. 
 
“But uncle, first I'll talk to my friends.” 
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“Oh what's there, Lila, to talk? If you decide, they will only say yes. 
And, you see, I shall meet the entire expenses for your function.” 
 
Lila was overcome by a sudden spurt of happiness. She screamed in 
joy: “Well done, my uncle. My problem is solved. I needn't go in now 
for donations to organize the function. I'll go and fix it up.” 
 
“That's good my girl. Do it at once,” Panditji suggested and added a 
word of praise:  
 
“You are really an intelligent girl.” 
 
When Lila left the room, Panditji turned to Keshu and asked: 
 
“Isn’t it a nice arrangement?” 
 
“It is really, Babuji,” replied Keshu, but his tone betrayed his 
unpleasantness in his helplessness to say ‘yes’ to everything that his 
master said. He had not that much of freedom to say ' no ' which will be 
construed as an offence by his Babuji. 
 
About an hour passed while Panditji was haranguing on the duties of 
women during the wartime, which was but a rehearsal for his speech 
that he was to make. The helpless Keshu,having nothing else to do but 
to say‘yes’ and ‘you are right’every now and then, and makinga show 
of appreciation, gave apatient hearing to all the non-sense that the 
master spoke. 
 
Just then a group of youth entered the house and knocked at the door. 
Panditji raised his head and shouted, being a little irritated by the 
disturbance: 
 
“'Who's there?” 
 
The youngsters peeped into the drawing room from the verandah. 
Keshu rose up and approached the door. 
 
“We are from Bharatamata Samaaj", one of the boys announced. Keshu 
went inside and apprised his master about the visitors.  
 
“Call them in”, ordered Panditji. 
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The boys were brought to his presence.  
 
“We are from Bharatamata Samaj”, the leader of the group announced 
again.  
 
“Yes, that I know. Last year you celebrated Independence Day, isn’t so? 
And you had also taken some donation from me?” Panditji asked. 
 
“Yes, sir, you were kind enough to give us ten rupees,” the leader 
replied. 
 
“But you had invited some sadhu to preside over the function, I 
suppose.” 
 
“Yes, sir. He was a former freedom fighter.” 
 
“Arey, what's there? Everybody had fought for freedom. And a few of 
these people get pensions,” Panditji remarked with an air of 
impoliteness. The face of the youths turned pale at his remarks, but they 
concealed it with some difficulty. 
 
“Alright, what do you want now?” 
 
“We are collecting funds for the Bangladesh refugees.” 
 
 Panditji’s face shrank, In a tone of unplesantness he said: “Why should 
you collect funds for that? The Government is there to look after them". 
 
“But we have to do our duty, sir,” one of the boys remarked. 
 
“But your duty is to go to your colleges and study well.This, is not your 
business,” Panditji replied curtly. 
 
“Sir, we have foregone one day’s food so as to save a little from our 
mess bill and donate to the refugee fund. As desired by the Collector, 
we are going round to collect cash, clothes and food for the suffering 
refugees. After all they are our brethren, sir, and how can we sit quiet 
when they are languishing "— one of the boys spoke out boldly and 
forcefully. Panditji lost his temper and shouted: “Your Collector is a 
fool. Instead of doing his work, he has sent you all out for this wretched 
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work. Get away from here. I am'not interested in all these. In fact, I too 
am a refugee. My father came here from Burma as a refugee; none 
helped him at that time. He set up a business here and he himself built it 
up. That is why I am in this position today. Let these refugees also do 
some work and earn”. 
 
Panditji rose from his sofa and quietly walked into the adjacent room 
waving his hands to the visitors, ordering them to leave him.  
 
The disappointed youths silently retreated their steps. Keshu followed 
them till they passed out of the compound gate. Without looking back, 
they stepped into the road. Suddenly they heard a voice calling them:  
 
“Brothers, look here.” 
 
They turned and looked back. Keshu was standing there. 
 
“You please come to my hut this evening at six. It is there at the end of 
the Azad lane. I'll be there waiting for you. I have really something to 
give you.” 
 
The boys stood baffled. But without looking at their face, Keshu turned 
back and returned to his master's house.  
 
In the evening, the leader of the group promptly presented himself 
before Keshu in his hut. He welcomed the young men with a benign 
smile and seated him on an old and worn out coir cot lying at the 
entrance of his hut. He looked into the house and called out: “Ramu”. 
 
A young man of twenty one years came out of the house As soon as he 
saw the visitor he bowed his head, and said “Namaste”, with folded 
hands. 
 
“He is my son, Ramu,” Keslau introduced his son to the visitor. “He is 
joining the army,” he added. 
 
The visitor’s face beemed with profound joy. There was an expression 
of pleasant surprise on his face. Keshu continued:  
 
“I was in Burma and I had served in the Azad Hind Fauz. When we 
were returning to India, Pandit Bogilal and his father came with us in 
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the ship. The father had lost his business there and so he set up business, 
here, once, again. He was a kind and good man. He took me as a servant 
into his household and only out of gratitude towards that good man I 
have been continuing there. But I have no mind to do so any further, I 
am fed up with this gluttonous fellow. The only thing is that I don't 
argue or fight against this man. There is no use at all, for he is 
incorrigible and, moreover, I have to work and earn till my family 
people stand on their own legs. Once Ramu joins the army and earns 
enough, I will leave this hopeless service.” 
 
The young social worker was speeclaless. Keshu paused for a moment 
and added, “Why should I waste your precious time by telling you 
everything about me? Please wait for a minute.” 
 
He went inside the hut. The young visitor engaged himself in self-
introduction followed by a lively chit-chat with Ramu. Meanwhile 
Keshu came out from the hut with a glittering gold coin in his hand. 
  
“See brother, this is the only precious possession with us. I had brought 
it from Burma and it remained here as a souvenir for the last two 
decades or more. Now this is the only thing that we can offer to you for 
the noble cause. Please accept it."  
 
By then Keshu's wife, two daughters and two younger sons too came 
out of the hut. The young visitor looked at their faces. There was visible 
expression in their smiles, approving unanimously the noble act of the 
head of their family. In fact their eyes were imploring him to accept it. 
Profuse tears flowed down the cheeks of the young social worker when 
he took the humble, but generous, offering of the family into hands. 
[YUVA BHARATI'.May 1977] 

 
Jallianwala Bagh Massacre 

"Every tragedy, however, has a lesson, and so has the tragedy of 
Jallianwala Bagh. The blood of more than a thousand of those innocent 
martyrs that included even our women and children, cannot go without 
significant results. The great upheaval that swept India from one corner 
to the other, and the great movement of non-cooperation and civil 
disobedience that has been carried on by the Indian National Congress 
since 1919 and that has wonderfully organized the masses of India for 
political struggle, were undoubtedly the direct result of the massacre of 
Jallianwala Bagh."    —Rash Behari Bose 
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An American Story 
 

 
 
The night was still and even the nocturnal birds had stopped chirruping. 
The bright rays of the full moon intervove and formed a milk-white net 
which was spread over the army  tents of the Northerners pitched in the 
battlefield of American Civil War. Even the gentle breeze dreaded to 
approach the camp site, for it feared that its humming sound would 
awaken the sleeping soldiers and rouse them to action. Only one soldier 
was still keeping himself awake, and be was William Scott, who was on 
sentry duty. He too had spent the whole day fighting against the 
enemies and now he was in a confrontation, with the demoness sleep, 
who was trying to overpower him. He was, in fact, tired and weary, 
having been on his legs throughout the day. Yet he had to do his duty 
and so he came round and round the tents though there was no sign of 
any impending danger anywhere near. 
 
A little after midnight, Scott felt completrely exhausted. He came and 
stood before a wooden bench in front of the captain’s tent. He removed 
the gun from his shoulders and placing it on the bench, sat on the floor, 
idly gazing at the distant horizon on the other side of which were 
pitched the enemy's tents. He was leaning on one of the feet of the 
bench and in a moment of weakness, the forces of nature overpowered 
him and he started dozing. No sooner than he plunged into sleep, he was 
awakened by a loud cry: “Mr.Scott”.  
 
The young guard woke up with a startle and stood on his feet. He 
looked up and found to his amazement, the vigilance officer of the army 
holding in his hand the gun which he had  just left on the bench. Scott 
stood in attention, hanging down his head in shame and remorse. 
 
“Do you know what blunder you have committed?” 
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 Scott raised his head. His eyes were covered with a veil of tear drops 
which shone in the moonlight. He replied in a calm and unperturbed 
voice:  
 
“Yes, Colonel. I realize what fault I have committed.” 
 
And do you know what will be the punishment for this crime?” 
 
“'Yes, Sir. And I am prepared to face it. I do deserve it.” 
 

*   *   * 
William Scott stood in the military court facing the charges of serious 
violation of army regulations and gross negligence of duty in the 
battlefield. There were a few top officers of the army present in the 
court. All of them wore a gloomy look, for they knew well what was the 
intpending fate of this young man. Pin-drop silence reigned in the court-
room when Scott waS brought there. His steps were not faltering. He 
walked like a hero. His countenance was as calm and unruffled as usual. 
Even while engaged in pitched battles, he used to maintain a unique 
equipoise and the same was visible in him as he stood in the court-
room. The trial did not take long as the accused declined to defend 
hilnself.  
 
“You are condemned to death. You'll have to face the firing squad” — 
the judge, at last, pronounced his sentence. Scott received it with a 
smile on his lips. There was no betrayal of fear or anxiety on his face. 
He bowed his head by way of accepting the punishment.  
 
The news spread like wild fire in the army camp. To the fellow soldiers, 
everything seemed to be incredible. They could not even imagine that 
Scott could be charged for such dereliction of duty and, on that account, 
receive such a punishment. He was well known for his courage, 
bravery, sincerity and dutifulness. But how such things came to pass 
was a big question mark before every one of them. Besides, Scott had 
endeared himself to one and all in the army by his pleasant manners and 
charming personality, and, hence, he evoked the sympathy of each and 
every one. But none was in a position to help him, for the charges 
against him were very grave. 

*  *  * 
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Abraham Lincoln, the President of America, was, in his office-room, 
seated in an arm-chair by the side of his big table, anxiously awaiting 
for the young soldier. He had heard about the court-martial and the 
sentence on Scott. The heart of the Father of the American Nation was 
too soft to allow such things to pass on without he himself personally 
going into the case. He had issued orders for the production of the 
young soldier before him.  
 
When Scott stood before Lincoln, the latter saw in the youth’s eyes a 
glow of fearlessness and, utter detachment. The youth in turn saw in 
Lincoln's eyes the reflection of the milk of human kindness overflowing 
in his heart. For a while their eyes entered into a silent conversation. 
Lincoln's eyes flashed a shaft of question couched in the language of 
parental anxiety and sympathy while the vision of the youth gave the 
reply in a language that expressed confession and remorse. 
 
“I have heard much about you. I am surprised to know that you have 
come to face such a charge and punishment. What made you sleep in 
the battle-field, my boy?” — Lincoln opened his mouth and asked in a 
tone full of fatherly affection. 
 
“Well, that’s a story, Sir,” the boy replied in a low and unagitated tone. 
 
“May l know what it is?” Lincoln queried again. 
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“Of course, I'll tell you. But I do not want to escape any punishment for 
the serious offence that I have committed. Though unwittingly, I have 
gravely failed in my duty as a soldier in the battle-front and I richly 
deserve this punishment.” 
 
The youth paused for a moment. Lincoln with his eyes wide open, 
stared at the face of the youth, evincing keen interest in hearing his 
story.  
 
The young soldier continued: "Sir, when I came to the army I had 
brought with me a youth named Mr.White. He has been in my battalion 
ever since we joined the army. I had given a word to his mother that I 
would look after her son and she need not be worried about him. He 
was not keeping well though he was participating in the military 
operations. During the four days prior to the fateful night, I was 
carrying his haversack too along with mine, while our battalion was on 
the march. On the preceding day of the unfortunate event, I was on the 
battlefield, fighting a grim battle and I was tired and exhausted. Still I 
accepted  the duty of night-patrolling as otherwise, the work would have 
gone to him, as it was his turn, and in his ill-health, he would have been 
forced to keep himself awake in the night. So I undertook the work on 
my own accord. In spite of all my vigilance, care and self-control, I fell 
a victim to the mischievous play of nature and in a moment of 
weakness, committed the unforgivable error. Oh God, what would have 
happened if the enemy had taken advantage of that moment. I would 
have been a wretched betrayer of my Motherland.” The youth broke 
down and started sobbing. Lincoln's eyes also became wet. He was 
speechless. The youth continued:  
 
“Well, I have been given the punishment due to me. My only prayer is 
that the Father in the Heaven should forgive me for my heinous sin.” 
 
 Poignant moments passed when both the President and the condemned 
soldier remained silent, looking at each other with eyes wet. Lincoln 
then asked in an emotional tone: 
 
“Have you informed your parents about the punishment that is given to 
you?” 
 
The youth replied in a sad voice: 
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“I have only an old mother. My father was a brace soldier who gave up 
his life in the battle-field. His last wish was that his son should also 
follow his footsteps and become great. So my mother permitted me to 
join the army. She helped her son to rise up to the expectations of his 
father. But destiny has played this wile game and I am here in this 
condition. Her heart will break if I inform her of what has befallen me. 
How can I write to her that I have belied her hopes. It would be a matter 
of pride to an American mother to know that her son has given up his 
life in the battle-field, fighting for the cause of the country and his 
fellow brethren, but which mother would like to own a son who is 
charged for betraying his country?” 
 
The young man put his hand into the pocket of his trouser and took out 
a photograph and placed it before Lincoln. The President took it into his 
hand and peeped into it. It was the picture of a pretty old lady. After 
gazing at it for a few minutes, he heaved a deep sigh and looked at the 
youth. Then he said in a benign voice: 
 
“Well my boy, I grant you pardon and revoke the death sentence 
awarded to you. But how are you going to do the penance for your 
wrong act?” 
 
The youth, in a voice choked with a sudden outburst of emotion, 
replied: 
 
“I’ll show it in my action, Sir, if you would give me a chance.” 
 
“Well, you may go,” the Presidengt ordered. The young soldier 
collected the portrait of his mother lying on the table and left the place. 

*  *  * 
Hardly a week had passed after the incident. Lincoln received a 
message from the commandant of the battalion to which the youth 
belonged. The message said that the valiant lion-cub carried out single-
handedly a successful military operation against the arrays of the 
enemies. After wreaking much destruction and havoc in the enemy 
ranks, he gave up his life in the battle-field, falling a victim to the 
enemy’s bullets. President Lincoln was overcome with uncontrollable 
grief, and tears rolled down his cheeks as he read, with a heart 
surcharged with emotion, the message informing him of the penance of 
the young, brave soldier. 

[YUVA BHARATI, June 1977] 
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NEWS AND NOTES 
 
SRI GURUJI GOLWAKAR JAYANTI 
 
The Jayanti of Paramapoojaneeya Sri Guruji Golwalkar, Second 
Sarsanghachalak of Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh, was clelbrated by 
the Kithaganur branch of RSS in Sri Guruji Golwalkar Hall of Sri 
Bharatamata Mandir, Krishnarajapuram, Banglaore, on Saturday, 
February 26, 2022. Special Pooja was conducted in the Mandir and 
Prasad distributed to Swayamsevaks who attended the function. Copies 
of back issues of Tattva Darsana Quarterly carrying editorials and 
articles on Paramapoojaneeya Sri Guruji were also distributed. 
 
RAMANAVAMI CELEBRATIONS 
 
Ramanavami was celebrated by Swayamsevaks of RSS in the bangalow 
of Sri Suresh Herlikar in HSR Layout, Bangalore, on Saturday, April 9, 
2022. A number of devotees including mothers attended the function, 
addressed by Sadhu Prof. Rangarajan. Sadhuji spoke on the massive 
efforts of the Hindu society to rebuild the Ramajanmabhoomi temple in 
Ayodhya and about the magnificent temple which is coming up there. 
Copies of Tattva Darsana special issue carrying articles on Lord Rama 
were distributed to the participants.  
 
MANTRA DEEKSHA TO DEVOTEE 
 
Ramanama Taraka Mantra Deelksha was given by Sadhu Prof. V. 
Rangarajan to Sri Viswanathan of Jayanagar, a devotee of Bhagavan 
Yogi Ramsuratkumar, in a special function with homa and pooja held in 
Sri Bharatamata Mandir, Krishnarajapuram, on Sunday, April 10, 2022. 
 
AWARD OF DOCTORATE TO SADHU PROF. V. 
RANGARAJAN 
 
Sadhu Prof. V. Rangarajan, Founder Trustee and Spiritual Head of Sri 
BharatamtaGurukula Ashram, Sister Nivedita Academy and Sri 
BharatamataMandir, Bangalore, and Initiated Disciple of Yogi 
Ramsuratkumar, Tiruvannamalai, was awarded Doctor of Honors by 
Yoga Samskrutham University, Florida, USA, on the occasion of 
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Centennial Celebrations at Sri Shivarathreeshwara Centre, Banasankari, 
Bangalore, on Sunday, April 17, 2022. The 
award was conferred "taking cognition of 
significant and meritorious contributions 
made in the areas of philanthropy, 
leadership, facilitating higher education, 
contribution to promote the excellence of 
Dharmic traditions in a variety of ways, 
which is received by society as a valuable 
inheritance to benefit current and 
successive generations". 

The Decennial Celebration was 
inaugurated by H.H. Swami Nirmalananda, 
Head of Sri 
AdichunchanagiriMahasansthana Math. Dr. 
B.V.K. Sastry, Chancellor of the 
University welcomed the distinguished 
guests on the occasion. Dr.Suresha K. 
Narpavi, Chaitanya Global Foundation, 
received Sadhu and conducted him to the 
auditorium. The Bengaluru branch of the 
University had organized an International 
Conference on the theme, "Yogas of the 
Nation - Yogis of the Nation". Highlight of 
the celebrations was to plan and project the 

University as base in Bharat delivering yoga fruits globally for the 
future.  
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AKSHAYA TRITEEYA IN SRI BHARATAMATA MANDIR 
 

 
 
Akshaya Triteeya was celebrated in Sri Bharatamata Mamdir as usual as 
the day of worship of Sri Bharatabhavani with hoisting of ochre flag 
atop the Mandir, special Abhisheka and Alankara to Sri Bharatamata, 
and regular homa and pooja. Mothers and sisters prepared Pongala in 
front of the Mandir and offered to the Divine Mother and chanted Lalita 
Sahasranama in congregation.   
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VIDYARANYA JAYANTI 
 
Vidyaranya Jayanti was organized by 
Vidyaranya Vijaya Vedike at 
Dharmashri, Head Office of 
Karnataka Vishwa Hindu Parishad in 
Malleswaram, Bangalore, on Sunday, 
May 8, 2022. Sadhu Prof. V. 
Rangarajan graced the occasion with 
his holy presence and spoke on the 
glorious history of the founding of the 
Vijayanagar Empire by Swami 
Vidyaranya, the Peethaadheeswar of 
Sringeri Sharada Peetham, with the 
help of the valiant warrior brothers, 
Harihara and Bukka. Sadhuji pointed 
out that everytime there was 
aggression on the holy soil of 
Bharatavarsha by hoardes of foreign invaders, the valiant kings and 
emperors of the land resisted them and threw them out, establishing 
once again the powerful Hindu empire. He said, the mighty Vijayanagar 
empire in the south very effectively prevented the inroad of the 
Mughals into the southern part of Bharat.  
 
The function was presided over by Dr. Kotresh, Registrar of Bangalore 
University, and addressed by Vidwan Dr.K.G. Subrayasharma.  
 
INAUGURATION OF RSS KARYALAYA AT K.R. PURAM 
 
A Karyalaya of Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh was inaugurated in 
Krishnarajapuram, Banglaore, on Wednesday, May 18, 2022, with 
Grihapravesha homas, special poojas, etc., in which a large number of 
Swayamsevaks and families participated.  Speaking on the occasion, 
Sadhu Prof. Rangarajan recalled the days of his stay in Dr. Hedgewar 
Bhavan, Kendra Karyalaya of the RSS in Nagpur, where the then 
Sarsanghchalak, Paramapoojaneeya Sri Guruji Golwalkar, as a true 
patriarch of the Sangh Parivar, used to inspire the Swayamsevaks and 
their families to dedicate their all in the service of Motherland and the 
Hindu society. Sri Thippeswami, Kshetra Karyavah of RSS, Sri 
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Guruprasad, Prant Pracharak, and Sri Sridhar, Vibhag Pracharak, also 
addressed the gathering. 
 
SANNYASA DEEKSHA OF SWAMI MARKANDEYA BHARATI 
Sri Mark Stewart, a US National and former 
actor of Hollywood, who turned to Hindu 
releigion, came to Tiruvannamalai in 
Tamilnadu, and became a devotee of 
Bhagavan Yogi Ramsuratkumar, was duly 
ordained into the Holy Monastic Order of 
Sannyasa by Sadhu Prof. V. Rangarajan, 
Initiated Disciple of Bhagavan Yogi 
Ramsuratkumar, and Spiritual Head and 
Founder of Sri Bharatamata Gurukula 
Ashram and Sri Bharatamata Mandir, under 
the Sri Bharati Sampradaya, on Thursday, 
May 26, 2022.  The Vaidika Vidhipurvaka Sannyasa with Viraja Homa, 
Punyahavachana and Brahmopadesh into Sri Ramanama Taraka 
Mantra, “Aum Sri Ram Jai Ram Jzai Jai Ram” and Sri Bharata Gayatri 
Mantra, "Aum Bhavanyai cha vidmahe, Mahaashaktyai cha dheemahi, 
Tanno Bhaaratamaataa prachodayaat", was done and his Yogapat 
(Monastic Name), Swami Markandeya Bharati, was conferred on him. 
 
KUMBHAABHISHEKA OF SRI GANESH TEMPLE 
 
The Pratishthapana 
Mahakumbhaabhisheka Mahotsava 
of Sri Abhishtha Maharaja Ganapati 
temple in HSR Layout, Bangalore, 
took place on Sunday, June 5, 2022. 
Along with Ganapathi, the idols of 
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Shiva, Shakti, Karthikeya and Swami Ayyappa were also consecrated in 
the temple. Addressing a large gathering on the occasion, Sadhu Prof. 
Dr. V. Rangarajan spoke about the glory and greatness of Sanatana 
Dharma which proclaimed “Ekam sat, vipraah bahudhaa vadanti”—
“The Ultimate Reality is One, and men of wisdom adore and worship it 
in many names and forms”. He recalled that the great Advaita Acharya, 
Aadi Shankaracharya, who proclaimed the Ultimate Reality as 
nameless, formless all-pervading Brahman, was glorified as “Shanmata 
sthaapanaachaarya” – the one who systematized the six great forms of 
religious worship – Shaivam, Vaishnavam, Shaaktam, Souram, 
Gaanaapatyam, and Kaumaaram – the worship of Shiva, Vishnu, 
Shakti, Soorya, Ganapati and Kumara. Swamijis Sri Kumara 
Chandrasekharanatha, Sri Vemananda, Sri Kumara Paramanandapuri, 
Sri Sridharananda and Sri Mohanram also graced the occasion. 
 
HINDU SAAMRAAJYOTSAV CELEBRATION 
 
Hindu Saamraajyotsava Celebrations of Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh 
took place in the Government School Grounds at Kithaganur, 
Krishnarajapuram, on Sunday, June 12, 2022. Sri Yogeshji, Vibhag 
Shaareerik Pramukh of RSS, was the Chief Guest on the occasion. 
Addressing the Swayamsevaks on the occasion, Sadhu Prof. Dr. V. 
Rangarajan pointed out that right from the Vedic times, Bharatavarsha 
has remained a Hindu Rashtra and whenever aggressions by alien 
invaders took place, there arose in the country mighty kings and 
emperors who drove out the aggressors and re-established the Hindu 
nation. In the historic period, Chhatrapathi Shivaji Maharaj arose and 
drove out the Mughals from the Maharashtra soil and established Hindu 
Pad Padshahi and the event is commemorated as Hindu Saamraajyotsav. 
 
FELICITATION TO 
PADMASRI SRIMAD 
BABA BALIA 
 
A grand felicitation function 
was held to honour Padmasri 
Srimad Baba Balia of Puri 
Jagannath, Orissa, who was on 
his tour of South India, at Sri 
Jagannath Temple Hall in 
Agara, Bangalore, on Sunday, 
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June 12, 2022. The Odias in Bangalore, Kannadigas and representatives 
of various Hindu organizations  
participated in the function. Addressing the gathering on the occasion, 
Sadhu Prof. Dr. V. Rangarajan pointed out that the sacred land of 
Bharatavarsha stretching from Kayakumari to the Himalayas is the holy 
motherland of all Bharatiyas—the punyabhoomi, karma bhoomi and 
mokshabhoomi of the Hindus—and he recalled the words of Mahayogi 
Sri Aurobindo in his famous Uttarpara Speech that “Sanatana Dharma is 
Indian Nationalism.” On the day India attained Independence, Sri 
Aurobindo, speaking in All India Radio from Tiruchirapally Station, 
condemned the partition of India and proclaimed that “Partition is 
unnatural and it must be undone at any cost”. Sadhuji said, the day is 
not far away when Akhand Bharat will once again come into exsistence 
and Bharatavarsha will emerge once again as the Loka Guru as 
envisaged by the great seers and saints of this Holy Land. He said, 
Hindus belonging to various religious sampradayas and various gods 
and goddesses have one common mother, Sri Bharatamata who is the 
Mother of All Gods and Goddesses, and She must be adored and 
worshipped in every hearth and home.   
 
SRIMAD BHAGAVATA 
SAPTAHAM 
 
Sadhu Prof. Dr. Rangarajan 
inaugurated the 16th Srimad 
Bhagavata Saptaham Yagnam in 
Sri Ayyappan Temple, 
Vijinapuram, Bangalore, on 
Wednesday, 29th June 2022. 
Sadhuji said, Srimad Bhagavatam 
is the most ancient spiritual 
literature of the world, authored by 
Sri Veda Vyasa himself, who 
compiled the Vedas. Sadhuji said 
the Dashaavataara presented in 
Bhagavatam is the most scientific 
presentation of the theory of 
evolution. Modern theory of evolution given by Darwin speaks of 
various stages of evolution of life through acquarian, amphibian, 
animal, ape-man, and ancient human being. The Matsya, Koorma, 
Varaha, Narasimha, Vamana, Parasurama, Rama, Balarama and Krishna 
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avataras symbolically represent the various stages of evolution of life 
from the lowest level to higher levels of physical, mental, intellectual 
and spiritual beings. The message of Srimad Bhagavata, Mahabharata 
and Bhagavad Gita is to elevate man from his vegetating physical 
existence to the highest realization of God in himself.  
 
“AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV” PROGRAMMES 
 
National flag was hoisted on the top of Sri Bharatamata Mandir in 
Srinivasanagar on Saturday, August 13, 2022, in response to the “Har 
Ghar Tiranga” appeal of Sri Narendra Modi, Honourable Prime 
Minister of India, to the people all over the nation to hoist national flag 
for three days in every home and public places and institutions, till 
Independence Day. 
 
Regular Aupasana Homa of Sri Bharata Chandi, pooja and havan in the 
Mandir was attended by devotees in the neighbourhood. 
 
Chetana Sravanti, an organization of senior Swayamasevaks in NRI 
Layout, Bangalore, held a special satsang on Sunday, August 14, 2022, 
to honour Sadhu Prof. Rangarajan who received a Honorory Doctrate 
from Yoga Samskritam University of Florida, USA. Parayana of Srimad 
Bhagavad Gita, Chapter 1, was held on the occasion. Dr. Ramakrishnan 
introduced Sadhu.Addressing the gathering, Sadhu spoke on and 
appealed to people to adore and worship Bharatabhavani in every 
house, as envisaged by patriot saints like Swami Vivekananda, 
Mahayogi Aurobindo, Sister Nivedita, Satyadev Maharaj, Vasishtha 
Ganapati Muni, and Subramania Sivam. Sadhuji made an appeal to all 
national leaders to take up the initiative to set up a Bharatamata Mandir 
in each and every village, town and city. 
 
 Sadhuji hoisted the National Flag in Layout in Kithaganur and in 
Srinivasanagar on Monday, August 15, 2022, and addressed gatherings. 
He spoke about the sacrifices made by great patriots and revolutionaries 
for the freedom of our Motherland and appealed to people to consecrate 
Bharatamata in the shrines at home and offer worship in Sri 
Bharatamata Mandir. 
 
Edited, printed and published by Sadhu Prof. Dr. V. Rangarajan, Founder 
Trustee, Sister Nivedita Academy, Sri Bharati Mandir, Srinivasanagar, 
Krishnarajapuram,  Bangalore 560 036. 
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